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CHAPTER 1

General introduction



INTRODUCTION

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) represents an important health care
problem. COPD is the fourth leading cause of death in the Netherlands and will be
the third leading cause worldwide in 2020, with an expected mortality of 4.7 million
persons annually. Roughly 73 per 1000 persons are diagnosed as having COPD in
the Netherlands. Clinical characteristics of COPD, namely a rapid decline in lung
function or persistently decreased lung function, are observed in 20% of the general
adult population in the Netherlands (1). Moreover, the total COPD-related medical
costs are a major burden for the Dutch health care system. The direct costs of COPD
represent 1.3% of the Dutch health care budget and are expected to increase by 60%
in the near future, mostly due to aging of the population (2). Currently, long-term
tobacco smoking is a causal factor in more than 90% of the patients in westernized
societies.

The most important complaints of patients with COPD are exercise intolerance and
dyspnea at exertion and in later stages also at rest. During the last decade, research
has shown that primary lung failure is not the only factor contributing to these
symptoms. Besides airflow obstruction and alveolar wall destruction, skeletal muscle
dysfunction has been shown to be an important determinant of dyspnea and exercise
intolerance (3). This indicates the importance of considering systemic impairment in
the treatment of COPD. In order to optimize the effectiveness of COPD treatment
and management, more insight is needed into the specific factors of local and
systemic impairment which underlie skeletal muscle dysfunction, as well as its
interrelationship.

Local impairment in COPD

COPD is a complex clinical situation having as a common factor smoking-related,
fixed airflow limitation, which does not change markedly over periods of several
months of observation (4). COPD is characterized by reduced maximum expiratory
flow, which is usually irreversible, and slow forced emptying of the lungs (5).
Moreover, the airflow obstruction shows an abnormal rapid progressive deterioration
with age. Although progression can be slowed by medication, reversal can only be
(partially) achieved through surgical interventions and transplantation. The presence
of airflow obstruction in COPD is due to emphysema and/or chronic bronchitis (4). It
is clinically difficult to distinguish emphysema from chronic bronchitis because of
the similar symptoms of shortness of breath, cough and wheezing. In a substantial
proportion of patients, a combination of the characteristics ascribed to either chronic
bronchitis or emphysema is present.

Chronic bronchitis is defined on clinical criteria as recurrent excessive mucus
production in the bronchial tree occurring on most days for at least three months of
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the year for at least two successive years in a patient in whom other causes of cough
have been excluded (6). The pathology of chronic bronchitis primarily includes large
airway mucus gland hyperplasia and inflammation. Although not included in the
definition of chronic bronchitis, chronic airflow obstruction is commonly present.

In contrast to chronic bronchitis, emphysema is a pathological entity defined by the
American Thoracic Society as a condition of the lung characterized by abnormal
permanent enlargement of airspaces distal to the terminal bronchioles accompanied
by destruction of their walls and without obvious fibrosis (5). Destruction is defined
as non-uniformity in the pattern of respiratory airspace enlargement. The
mechanisms of airflow limitation in emphysema involve emphysematous destruction
of parenchymal support of the peripheral airways and/or loss of elastic recoil force
driving air out of the lung. In addition to the decreased expiratory airflow, chronic
hyperinflation is present predominantly in patients with emphysema, which is a
major determinant of the perception of dyspnea (7). Chronic hyperinflation is
characterized by an abnormal increase in functional residual capacity, due to changes
in the elastic properties of the lungs and chest wall (8). Chronic hyperinflation
increases the rib cage contribution to chest wall motion, whilst it reduces the
abdominal contribution. The diaphragm adapts to the chronically hyperinflated state
of the lung by flattening. As a consequence, this reduces its force generating capacity
leading to a reduction in the mechanical advantage of the diaphragm (9).
Hyperinflation may worsen during exercise (dynamic hyperinflation), which is the
result of the onset of inspiration before lung volume has fallen to the relaxation
volume of the respiratory system (air trapping).

In addition, the structural changes of the lung parenchyma in emphysema result in
a decreased diffusing capacity of the lung, and thereby an impaired gas exchange.
The efficiency of gas exchange is dependent on the balance between alveolar
ventilation and pulmonary blood flow (perfusion). Impaired oxygenation of the blood
especially occurs in emphysema, due to destruction of gas exchange units, but is also
present in chronic bronchitis, due to regions of appreciable ventilation to perfusion
mismatch.

Airflow limitation on spirometry and disturbance of gas exchange, manifested by
reduced single-breath carbon monoxide diffusing capacity (Die) have been proposed
as the most accurate and specific pulmonary function tests for pulmonary
emphysema (10). The impairment of Dlco present in emphysema may arise from
breakdown of alveolo-capillary surface area, the concomitant loss of pulmonary
arteries leading to impairment of diffusion in the enlarged airspaces and decreased
diffusion of carbon monoxide into pulmonary blood. D^o gives a physiologic
reflection of the integrity of the alveolo-capillary membrane, and is therefore
considered to be an indirect marker of emphysema. A drawback of Die is that it
provides only a very imprecise quantification of the grade of emphysema as in the
upper zones of the lungs extensive destruction may occur before functional
abnormalities become evident (11). Moreover, Die is decreased in a number of other
pulmonary disorders (12).
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Recently, high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) was introduced, which
allows direct demonstration of the presence, extent and severity of macroscopic
emphysema (12). HRCT is considered the most accurate imaging method for
diagnosing emphysema /« v/vo (13, 14). Furthermore, the findings closely correlate
with pathologic findings. There are two ways to quantify the extent of emphysema
using HRCT; by visual inspection for areas of emphysematous destruction, and by
quantitative analysis of the density of the lung.

Systemic impairment in COPD

Impaired exercise tolerance is a common manifestation of patients with COPD.
Patients with COPD have derangements in respiratory mechanics that may cause them
to stop exercise before the exercising limb muscles reach their functional limits.
However, recently, the dominant symptoms limiting exercise tolerance during
incremental cycle ergometry, in both health and disease were found to be sensation of
leg fatigue and dyspnea (15). In line, Killian demonstrated that sensation of dyspnea
and leg fatigue are the two dominant symptoms limiting exercise tolerance in COPD
(16). The severity of airflow obstruction is only weakly associated with maximal
oxygen uptake (17), indicating that other (ie, peripheral) factors are responsible for the
decreased exercise capacity of COPD. In accordance with this, Gosselink (18) showed
that peripheral skeletal muscle weakness, which is commonly present in COPD
(15, 18), significantly contributes to the decreased exercise capacity in patients with
COPD. In a recent study by Mador and colleagues (19), in which the femoral nerve
was supramaximally stimulated, quadriceps twitch force fell significantly 10 minutes
after high intensity exercise (at 60-70% of their predicted maximal work rate) until
exhaustion. This indicates that contractile fatigue of the quadriceps femoris muscle
occurs after a bout of high intensity exercise to the limits of tolerance. This suggests
that fatigue of the muscles of locomotion should be considered as playing a role in the
limitation of exercise tolerance in COPD.

In a large study, Hamilton et al. (15) found that approximately 70% of patients with
chronic lung disease had lower quadriceps strength than the mean value obtained in
normal subjects of similar age. The reduction in quadriceps strength averaged 20-30%
in patients with severe to moderate disease (15, 18, 20). Significant lower values have
also been found in maximal muscle strength of the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi,
adductor pollicis and in handgrip strength in COPD patients compared with control
subjects. However, in general, the upper limb strength of COPD patients was relatively
preserved compared to that of the lower limbs (18, 21). The uneven distribution of
muscle weakness between upper and lower limbs could be related to the fact that upper
limb muscles are probably more normally involved in activities of daily living than
lower limb muscles. The information on limb muscle endurance in patients with
COPD is limited and conflicting. Endurance of the vastus lateralis muscle has been
reported to be normal in hypoxemic patients with COPD (22), which is surprising
when taking into account the morphologic and enzymatic deficiencies found in the
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vastus lateralis muscle of these patients (see below). In contrast, other investigators
found a 50% reduction in dynamic endurance of the vastus lateralis muscle in 17
patients with COPD when compared with age-matched control normal subjects (23).
Moreover, both normal static endurance of the elbow flexors (24) and reduced
endurance of the adductor pollicis muscle (22) have been reported. Discrepant results
between studies may be related in part to differences in methodology used to measure
peripheral muscle endurance. ,, ,.

5o(/y vve/g/j? /ass awe? musc/e
The association between weight loss and severe COPD has long been recognized.
Weight loss was generally considered a terminal progression in the disease process
and therefore inevitable and irreversible. Furthermore, it was even suggested that
weight loss is an adaptive mechanism to decrease oxygen consumption. However, in
the last decade, several studies have challenged this attitude and showed that weight
loss and a low body weight are associated with increased morbidity and mortality
(25, 26). Little or no correlation was present with the degree of lung function
impairment (26).

Since 1981 several studies have investigated the prevalence of nutritional depletion
in COPD. Depending on the patient population analyzed, 25-48% of the clinically
stable COPD patients eligible for pulmonary rehabilitation, and 20% of stable COPD
out-patients were found to be underweight (27-32).

Body weight is a rather global measure of nutritional depletion and does not take
into account differences in body composition among individuals. Whereas body
weight consists of fat mass and fat-free mass (FFM), FFM reflects the quantity of
actively metabolizing (liver, gut, immune system) and contracting (muscle) tissue.

Depletion of FFM commonly occurs in patients with COPD. FFM depletion is a
significant problem in 35% of severe COPD patients eligible for pulmonary
rehabilitation (32) but also in 20% of out-patients with moderate airflow obstruction
(33). Furthermore, patients with COPD can suffer from a decreased FFM, even when
body weight is normal (32). FFM depletion in COPD is considered to be a serious
problem as it is associated with a reduced survival. It is also associated with a lower
health status, as indicated by greater impairment in symptom, activity and overall
scores, as measured by a disease specific questionnaire (34).

Besides negative effects on peripheral skeletal muscle strength, several studies have
shown that patients with loss of body weight and FFM appear to have reduced
exercise capacity as reflected by lower values for peak oxygen consumption and
peak work rate (35, 36). Moreover, patients with FFM depletion were characterized
by an earlier onset of lactic acid during exercise than non-depleted patients (35).
These findings suggest that the functional consequences of nutritional depletion not
only relate to muscle wasting per se, but also to alterations in muscle morphology
and metabolism.
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Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the common energetic currency of the cell and
provides the energy for cross-bridge cycling. Several strategies are available to the
muscle fiber for generating ATP. At the onset of contractile activity, muscle fibers
initially draw on a small pool of existing ATP. However, ATP levels do not change
significantly because phosphocreatine (PCr) provides the substrate for rapid
resynthesis catalyzed by creatine kinase. Inorganic phosphate and creatine (Cr) are
the net products of this overall reaction; both metabolites accumulate within the
tissue during the early phase of exercise and can contribute to fatigue. The PCr stores
in muscle can supply cellular needs for only a few seconds of strenuous contractions.
During this time, glycogenolysis accelerates and the rate of glycolysis increases to
provide a more sustainable energy source. Cytosolic pathways metabolize glucose to
pyruvate, which is either reduced to lactate via lactate dehydrogenase, an anaerobic
mechanism, or is transported into the mitochondrion. Within the inner mitochondrial
matrix, pyruvate is converted to acetyl CoA and metabolized aerobically via the
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to yield CO2 and water. Compared to anaerobic
glycolysis, aerobic metabolism requires longer to activate. Aerobic metabolism has
two important advantages to working fibers. It produces more energy, 38 ATP per
mole of glucose versus 2 ATP from anaerobic glycolysis, and it enables the cell to
utilize stored lipid as fuel via fatty acid metabolism. These properties are critical for
muscle endurance. Mitochondrial respiration requires dehydrogenases within the
mitochondrial matrix that metabolize pyruvate or free fatty acids to produce reducing
equivalents, ie, reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). In the presence
of molecular oxygen, NADH functions as a substrate for oxidative phosphorylation
with the following overall reaction: NADH + H* + '/2O2 + 3ADP + 3Pi -> 3ATP +
NAD* + H2O.

Recent studies in severe COPD patients suggest that, in addition to and independent
of the loss of muscle mass, intrinsic abnormalities in skeletal muscle metabolism are
present (37, 38). In the peripheral skeletal muscle of stable severe COPD patients, a
decrease in the proportion of the slow-twitch type 1 fibers and with a relative
increase in fast-twitch type 2b/x fibers was seen, indicating a relative shift from
oxidative to glycolytic capacity (39-41). In line with these morphological changes, in
COPD reduced values were found for enzymes involved in the TCA cycle (citrate
synthase) and in (3-oxidation of fatty acids (hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase)
(42, 43). As mentioned above, glycolytic metabolism is less energy efficient because
it produces less ATP per mole of glucose than oxidative metabolism. Alterations in
substrate metabolism were found in skeletal muscle of COPD patients with mild
hypoxemia, as indicated by a reduced glycogen and an increased lactate content (44).

The functional consequences of these changes were reflected in significant
changes in skeletal muscle energy metabolism of patients with stable severe COPD
at rest (40, 45). Alterations in adenine nucleotide metabolism were reflected in
reduced values for ATP / adenosine diphosphate (ADP), PCr / Cr ratio, and
detectable levels of inosine monophosphate (IMP). Formation of IMP, a deamination
product of adenosine monophosphate (AMP), is thought to reflect an imbalance
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between resynthesis and utilization of ATP. Several studies have shown early
increases of blood lactate levels during submaximal exercise in patients with
moderate to severe COPD (42, 46). Leg blood flow during submaximal exercise was
preserved in these patients (47). The increased lactate production is responsible for
the fall in muscle pH, which in turn may play a role in determining exercise
intolerance in these patients (47). Premature lactic acidosis has been associated with
reduced oxidative enzyme concentrations in the lower limb muscles that can be at
least partly reversed by physical training (42, 48). Moreover, a marked increase in
muscle inorganic phosphate to phosphocreatine (Pi / PCr) ratio and intracellular
acidosis at the end of forearm and calf exercise and a slow PCr resynthesis rate as
assessed by ^'P-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance techniques were found in stable severe
COPD patients as compared with healthy controls (37, 38). Nutritional parameters
were not different between the groups. The ratio of PCr to Pi is closely linked to that
of ATP to ADP and is therefore a useful measure of mitochondrial phosphorylation
potential. Recovery times for PCr are increasingly used to assess mitochondrial
function.

These results suggest severely impaired oxidative phosphorylation during
exercise, accompanied by increased and highly anaerobic metabolism, and that
nutritional status is not the mechanism in these patients. Limited clinical data are
available regarding the relative contribution of nutritional depletion on muscle
enzyme capacities and energy rich substrates in COPD. The effects of nutritional
depletion on type 2 fibers is suggested to be of greater magnitude than on type 1
fibers. In patients with anorexia nervosa, activities of glycolytic enzymes were 50%
lower than those in sedentary control subjects, whereas the activities of the
mitochondrial oxidative pathways were involved to a lesser extent (49).

A type 1 to type 2b/x shift accompanied by more glycolytic and less oxidative
capacity in peripheral skeletal muscle implies loss of fatigue resistance. In contrast
with that in peripheral skeletal muscle, a shift from type 2b/x to oxidative type 1
fibers has been reported in the diaphragm of COPD patients (50). This implies a shift
toward a more fatigue-resistant but less strength-adapted muscle. Moreover, the
observed alterations in enzyme activities confirm the morphological data in
respiratory muscles, in that the oxidative enzymes are increased, whereas the
glycolytic enzymes are reduced (51).

Evidence for metabolic differences among patients with COPD

Although COPD has been viewed as an uniform single entity (52, 53), more and more
evidence exists that the presence of emphysema is specifically associated with
metabolic changes.

The association between weight loss and emphysema was first described in the late
19 century. A few decades ago, two contrasting types of patients with chronic airway
obstruction were distinguished by purely clinical criteria: the 'pink puffer' and the
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'blue bloater'. The 'pink puffer' was characterized as being breathless with marked
hyperinflation of the chest, and thin in appearance commonly with major weight loss.
The 'blue bloater' had severe central cyanosis and was frequently obese with no
marked weight loss, except occasionally in the terminal stages (54). As assessed by
post-mortem analysis, there was somewhat more extensive emphysematous
destruction of the lungs and much less evidence of active bronchial mucous gland
hyperplasia in the 'pink puffer' than in the 'blue bloater'. Despite an equivalent degree
of ventilatory impairment, the 'pink puffer' had larger lungs, and hyperventilated both
at rest and during exercise. Based on this, the 'pink puffer' has often been considered
as the emphysematous subtype of COPD, whereas the 'blue bloater' has often been
considered as the chronic bronchitis subtype of COPD. Since only body weight was
assessed in this study (54), no data were available regarding differences in body
composition between these COPD subtypes.

In a previous study (33), we measured body composition in COPD out-patients and
we observed that transfer coefficient (K^), which may discriminate between
emphysema and bronchitis patients (55), was significantly lower in those with FFM
depletion than in those without FFM depletion. Thirty eight percent of the patients
with a Kco < 60% predicted (emphysematous type) compared with 5% of the patients
with a Kco ^ 80% (bronchitic type) were considered depleted. The significantly
higher values for total lung capacity and residual volume in the group with lower K<-o
compared with the group with a Kco ̂  80% supports emphysematous changes in the
depleted group, whereas airway obstruction and airway resistance were not different
between the groups. This indicates that nutritional depletion is not confined to
patients with severe airflow obstruction.

Thus, weight loss and nutritional depletion is a significant problem not only in
patients with severe COPD, but also in out-patients with moderate airflow obstructi-
on, especially in combination with an impaired diffusing capacity.

Besides differences in the amount of muscle mass between COPD subtypes, indirect
evidence also exists that muscle morphology and metabolism may differ among
COPD patients. These differences also appear to be related to the presence or
absence of emphysema. As mentioned earlier, a relative shift has been observed from
oxidative (type 1) to more glycolytic (type 2b/x) fibers in the quadriceps femoris
muscle of patients with COPD. Because the percentage of the glycolytic fibers was
increased particularly in the muscle of COPD patients with a reduced diffusing
capacity, decreased skeletal muscle oxidative metabolism is probably predominantly
present in patients with emphysema (39). Also, functional consequences were found
particularly in skeletal muscle of this COPD subtype. The COPD patients
characterized by detectable IMP levels, reflecting a disturbed adenine nucleotide
metabolism, differed from the IMP negative patients in that they had a significantly
lower diffusing capacity (45).

These data suggest that there is a role of the integrity of the alveolocapillary
membrane in the development of muscle wasting and metabolic alterations in
skeletal muscle of patients with COPD.
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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The aim of the research reported in this thesis was to study muscle wasting in COPD
and provide a metabolic and functional perspective. In order to characterize
optimally the presence and severity of muscle wasting in COPD, accurate assessment
of body composition, with special emphasis on fat-free mass is crucial. Moreover,
precise determination of muscle wasting in COPD is of importance in achieving a
better understanding of its consequences. In this way, the specific role of muscle
wasting in the limited functional capacity (ie, skeletal muscle dysfunction) of these
patients can be investigated. In order to provide a foundation for potential treatment
strategies in which muscle wasting and its functional consequences can be
ameliorated in COPD, knowledge of the specific causes of muscle wasting, the
underlying metabolic alterations of protein and amino acid metabolism is necessary.

7b ga//i //i.s/g/if z'n/0 r7ie.se aspecte, //iree 5/?eczy?c a/ms are
1. To characterize the changes in whole body and regional (extremity) composition

in COPD patients and to evaluate the effect of fat-free mass depletion on
peripheral skeletal muscle function (Part 1).

2. To analyze the alterations in whole body protein metabolism (synthesis and
breakdown) in clinically and weight stable COPD patients in the postabsorptive
state at rest and to study the effects of submaximal exercise (Part 2).

3. To investigate the specific disturbances in amino acid profile of the peripheral
skeletal muscle at rest and during exercise (Part 3).

To study the contribution of underlying local impairment, the COPD patients were
investigated as a group and stratified into subgroups according to the presence or
absence of radiologically diagnosed emphysema. Each part of the thesis begins with
an introduction section. The introduction sections corresponding to part 1, 2 and 3
are presented on page 21,61, and 89, respectively.
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PART 1

Muscle wasting in relation to skeletal muscle
function



INTRODUCTION

Several studies indicate that physical capacity is impaired in patients with COPD
(1, 2). The severity of airflow obstruction is only weakly associated with physical
capacity, indicating that other factors must be responsible for the physical
impairment in COPD. Depletion of fat-free mass commonly occurs in COPD and is a
useful measure of muscle mass in the absence of shift between body water
compartments. Depletion of fat-free mass negatively influences the physical capacity
of COPD patients by reducing their (respiratory and peripheral skeletal) muscle
function and exercise capacity and by enhancing symptom intensity (fatigue and
dyspnea) (1,2), independent of the degree of airflow obstruction. Moreover, muscle
weakness and a reduced exercise capacity in COPD patients have been shown to
increase the utilization of health care resources (3).

Earlier, COPD in-patients suffered from physical impairment, assessed by respiratory
muscle strength and exercise performance, even to a greater degree than underweight
patients with a relative preservation of fat-free mass, indicating that fat-free mass is a
better predictor of respiratory and peripheral skeletal muscle strength than body weight
(4). Because fat-free mass depletion negatively influences physical capacity, it is of
particular importance to assess body composition in COPD patients with special
emphasis on fat-free mass. Currently, several established and validated methods are
available for the assessment of body composition. Most of these methods rely on a
simple 2-compartimental model that separates the body into 2 chemically distinct
parts: fat-free mass and fat mass. Deuterium dilution and bioelectrical impedance
spectroscopy are relatively easy, non-invasive methods to assess fat-free mass, and
have been used and validated extensively in COPD (5, 6). The novel body composition
technique dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) goes a step further and allows for
the differentiation of the body into 3 compartments bone mineral content, fat and lean
tissue not only at the whole body level, but also at various regions (leg, arm, trunk) (7).
In addition, DXA is able to evaluate bone mineral density in the body. DXA is a
convenient and non-invasive method less demanding for the patients, relatively easy
for the practitioner and thus well applicable in clinical practice and well as in the
elderly.

OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTERS IN PART 1

In chapter 2, we determined whether DXA is an applicable method in the clinical
evaluation of body composition in COPD. In this chapter, we compared fat-free mass
and fat mass by DXA with those obtained from deuterium dilution in a group of
stable severe COPD patients, who were recruited cross-sectionally from a pulmonary
rehabilitation center, and in healthy, age-matched volunteers. In addition, we
examined whether the additional application of bone mineral density measurement is
of value in COPD patients by comparing the extent of bone mineral loss in COPD
patients with that of the healthy volunteers. In chapter 3, we determined whether
patterns of tissue depletion were different between COPD patients with and without
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macroscopic emphysema. Besides assessing fat-free mass and fat mass, DXA makes
it possible to measure lean mass (bone-free fat-free mass) (14). Body composition
was measured by DXA and the stratification of the COPD group into patients with
and without macroscopic emphysema was done by the novel technique high-
resolution computed tomography, which gives a more direct insight in the presence
and extent of alveolar wall destruction (the hall-mark of emphysema) in patients with
COPD. In addition to estimating bone mineral density, fat mass, and bone-free, fat-
free mass, DXA provides regional assessment of the 3 compartments. Until yet, no
data are available on whether depletion of whole body fat-free mass in COPD
patients is the result of a general process affecting multiple body compartments or
whether it preferentially influences specific body subregions (ie, extremities, trunk).
This information may be important in the diagnosis of skeletal muscle weakness
because extremity fat-free mass gives a more detailed reflection of physically active
muscle mass during daily life activities. In chapter 4, we examined whether
extremity fat-free mass assessment is of more value than whole body fat-free mass
measurement in the evaluation of peripheral skeletal muscle function in COPD
patients with and without macroscopic emphysema. Moreover, we examined whether
possible differences in skeletal muscle function between the COPD subtypes were
related to differences in the severity of airflow obstruction.
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ABSTRACT

: Depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) occurs in a considerable number of
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
CMyec/jve: The goal of the study was to determine whether dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) is an applicable method in the clinical evaluation of body
composition in COPD.
Design: In a cross-sectional study in 79 COPD patients participating in a pulmonary
inpatient program and in 23 healthy volunteers, DXA was compared to deuterium
dilution (Deu) in the estimation of FFM. Bone mineral density (BMD), DXA
measurement, was also compared between the 2 groups.
/?esu/tt: FFMDXA was highly related to FFMoeu in men (R*=0.93, PO.001) and
women (R*=0.96, PO.001). On average, DXA resulted in higher FFM values than did
Deu in COPD patients (3.4 kg; PO.001) and in healthy volunteers (2.1 kg; PO.001).
Furthermore, the intramethod difference in FFM was higher in men than in women in
the COPD group (pO.05) and in healthy volunteers (pO.001). BMD was lower in the
COPD group than in the healthy, age-matched volunteers (pO.001). In 56% of the
COPD patients, there were indications of bone mineral loss, defined as a BMD below
1 SD of a matched reference population provided by the software. BMD was less than
2 SD in 36% of the COPD patients.
Conc/ws/ons: DXA appears a suitable alternative method to Deu for assessing body
composition and for identifying bone mineral loss in COPD patients, and is therefore
applicable in the clinical evaluation of these patients.

INTRODUCTION

Depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) commonly occurs in patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and negatively influences physical capacity,
independent of the degree of airflow obstruction (1,2, 3). It is therefore particularly
important to assess body composition in COPD patients with special emphasis on
FFM. Currently, several established and validated methods are available for the
assessment of body composition. Most of these methods rely on a two-compartment
model that separates the body into two chemically distinct parts: FFM and fat mass.
When relating body composition to physical capacity in COPD application of a two-
compartment model appears to be appropriate (4). The most commonly used well-
validated methods based on this two-compartment model are hydrodensitometry and
deuterium dilution (Deu). However, these methods are laborious and not easily
applicable in clinical practice.

Recently, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) was introduced to differentiate
body composition into 3 compartments. DXA directly assesses bone mineral content
(5) and the soft tissue surrounding the bone (5, 6) by measuring the amount of fat and
lean tissue. For that purpose, it is commonly used for accurate estimation of fat, bone
and bone-free lean mass (5, 7, 8). Also, bone mineral density (BMD; bone mineral
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content normalized for bone size) of the whole body and subregional compartments
can be assessed. Because DXA is accepted as a safe, convenient, and noninvasive
method, it is well applicable in clinical practice as well as in the elderly, especially
because the results are immediately available. However, the validity of this method in
specific patient populations (i.e. COPD) still has to be addressed.

Therefore, we compared FFM by DXA with that measured by Deu in 79 patients with
stable severe COPD, recruited cross-sectionally and in 23 healthy age-matched
volunteers. In addition, BMD of the whole body and subregional compartments of the
COPD group was compared with that of the healthy volunteers and with reference
values provided by the DXA software in order to determine the percentage of COPD
patients with indications of bone mineral loss.

METHODS

Study population

During an 8-months period, 99 patients were consecutively admitted to a pulmonary
rehabilitation center for inpatient rehabilitation. From this group, 79 patients [64 men,
15 women aged 65.0 ± 8.1 y, with body mass indices (BMIs: in kg/m^) of 23.5 ±
4.4 kg/m^] were studied. These patients had irreversible COPD, according to
American Thoracic Society guidelines (9) with a forced expiratory volume in one
second (FEVi) less than 70% of the predicted value and with a reversibility after
inhalation of a bronchodilating agonist less than 10% of predicted. The patients were
clinical stable, not suffering from a respiratory tract infection or other concomitant
confounding diseases (ie malignancies and gastrointestinal or endocrine disorders) and
were without clinically demonstrable abnormalities in fluid balance (as manifested by
clinically visible signs of edema or regular use of diuretics). Maintenance
corticosteroid medication in this patient population consisted of oral corticosteroids
(prednisone dose< 10 mg/day) (44%) and inhaled corticosteroids (85%). Also, 23
healthy age-matched volunteers free from acute or chronic diseases and not taking
medication influencing bone metabolism participated in the study. The medical ethical
committee of the University Hospital Maastricht approved the study.

Assessment of body weight and composition

Body weight was measured by using an electronic beam scale with a digital readout to
the nearest 0.1 kg (model 708; Seca, Hamburg, Germany) with patients and healthy
volunteers standing barefoot and wearing light indoor clothing. Body height was
measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (model 220, Seca).

Whole body FFM, consisting of lean tissue mass and bone mineral mass, and fat
mass were determined by scanning each subject on a DPX-L Bone Densitometer
(Lunar Radiation Corporation, Madison, WI)(voltage: 76.0 kVp; current: 150 uA;
collimation: 1.68 mm). For that purpose, the subject lay in supine position on a scan
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table for approximately 15 minutes while the DXA scanner performed multiple fast
speed transverse scans from head to toes with 1 cm intervals, with a scan area of 576 *
1968 mm and a sample interval of 1/32. The instrument used a rectilinear scanner to
detect density differences as the two levels of photon energy were projected through
the subject. The DPX-L scanner used a constant potential x-ray source at 78 kV and a
K-edge filter to achieve a congruent beam of stable dual-energy radiation with
effective energies of 38 and 70 keV (5). Data were collected in maximal 205 scan
lines * 120 sample points (pixel size: 4.8 * 9.6 mm). Entrance radiation dose was
minimal (<0.02 mSv/scan). Total tissue mass, bone mineral mass, fat mass and lean
tissue mass were derived according to computer algorithms (Lunar software
version 1.3) provided by the manufacturer (5, 10, 11). Percentage body fat was
calculated as fat mass relative to total tissue mass. FFMDXA was computed as the sum
of lean tissue mass and bone mineral mass.

BMD is the bone mineral mass normalized for bone size. BMDs of the patients and
healthy volunteers were expressed as g/cm^ and as a percentage of a healthy age-,
sex-, weight- and ethnicity matched reference population data provided by the
manufacturer. The healthy volunteers as well as the reference population provided by
the software of the manufacturer, were free from chronic diseases affecting bone and
were not taking medications that influence bone (ie, corticosteroids, anticonvulsants,
and thyroxine).

Quality assurance tests were run daily. Three times a week DXA software validation
phantoms provided by the manufacturer, and closely reflecting the attenuation
characteristics of the major constituents of the body (lean mass, fat mass and bone),
were scanned.

Total body water (TBW) was estimated from deuterium dilution space (6). In the late
evening, each subject consumed a preweighted oral dose of deuterium labeled water
(̂ HjO) (12) (99.84 atom percent excess) of 1 g/L predicted TBW (based on height,
weight, age and sex). This dose was mixed into 70 mL deionized water. Just before
and approximately ten hours later a urine sample was collected; the latter sample was
obtained after complete voiding the bladder.

An isotope ratio mass spectrometer was used to analyze ^ O concentration in the
urine according to the standard Maastricht protocol (13). After complete equilibration,
deuterium dilution space was calculated from the quantity of ^ O administered and
the urinary ^ O concentrations (14). In calculating TBW, it was assumed that
deuterium dilution space was a factor of 1.04 times greater than TBW, owing to the
estimated 4% nonaqueous hydrogen exchange and isotope fractionation (15). TBW
was used to estimate deuterium based FFM with the assumption that water represents
a fixed proportion of the FFM (hydration factor of 0.73) and that fat is anhydrous. A
two-compartment model was used to derive FFM. FFMDEU= TBW / (1.04 * 0.73).

Fat mass was calculated by subtracting FFM from body weight and expressed as a
percentage of body weight.
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Pulmonary function tests ; > :•

All subjects underwent spirometry with determination of FEV, and forced vital
capacity (FVC) with the highest value from at least three technically acceptable
assessments being used. Static and dynamic lung volumes (total lung capacity,
residual volume and airway resistance) were assessed by whole-body
plethysmography (Masterlab; Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide was measured by using the single-breath method (Masterlab). All
values obtained were related to a predicted reference value (16).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as means ± SDs. The paired t-test was used for pairwise
comparisons between measures of FFM and linear regression analysis was performed
to determine the relationship between estimates of FFM for the 2 methods. The limits
of agreement between the different methods were calculated as the mean intermethod
difference ± 2 SD, according to the method described by Bland and Altman (17).
Intermethod FFM and BMD differences between men and women or between COPD
patients and healthy age-matched volunteers were assessed using independent samples
t-test. Significance of difference was assessed at p<0.05.

RESULTS

In 79 patients with moderate to severe airflow obstruction and 23 healthy volunteers
(16 men and 7 women) body composition was measured by DXA and Deu. Age and
height did not differ significantly between the COPD and healthy volunteer groups
(table 1). COPD patients had significantly lower values for FFMDXA. FFMDCU. FEV|,
diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide, and FVC, and higher values for total lung
capacity and airway resistance.

There was a strong relation between mean FFMDXA and FFMD,;,, in all subjects
combined (R* = 0.94, PO.001) and when the study group was divided into men
(Figure 1) and women (Figure 2). A Bland-Altman plot of the intermethod difference
in FFM against the mean value of FFM by DXA and Deu (FFMDXA-DCU versus
FFMDXA+De,/2) showed a high degree of agreement for men (Figure 1) and women
(Figure 2). There was no relation between the two measures in the two sexes or in the
COPD or healthy volunteer group. Mean FFMDXA in men was 3.6 kg above mean
FFMoeu, the difference in FFM values being between -0.5 and 7.8 kg of the mean of
the 2 values. Mean FFMDXA-DCU in women was 1.4 kg and the limits of agreement
were -2.6 to 5.3 kg.FFMoxA was significantly higher than FFMoeu in the COPD group
(mean difference: 3.4 ± 2.2 kg; PO.001) as well as in the healthy volunteer group
(mean difference: 2.1 ±2.1 kg; PO.001). Moreover, this intermethod difference of
FFM was significantly higher in the COPD group compared the healthy volunteers
(pO.05).
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Healthy volunteers
(n=15M,7W)

mean SD

COPD patients
(n = 64M, 15 W)

mean SD
Age
Weight
TBW
FFMDXA
FFMDEU
Height
FEV,
DU
FVC
TLC
RV
R«w

Y
Kg
L
Kg
Kg
Cm
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.

65.0
72.2
37.8
53.9
51.8

168.9
109.9
116.7
119.7
115.2
113.2
92.7

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

3.3
11.4
6.4
10.5
8.8
8.2
17.1
21.4
15.0
10.2
15.4
42.8

65.0
69.0
34.2
50.2
46.8

168.0
39.7
61.1
86.0

121.2
185.9
242.4

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

8.1
13.7
6.2*
8.7*
8.5*
9.3
14.1***
21.7***
18.8***
18.0*
55.9***
96.3***

Values are mean ± SD; TBW: total body water; FFM: fat-free mass; FEV,: forced expiratory volume
in one second; Die,,: diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; FVC: forced vital capacity; TLC: total
lung capacity; RV: residual volume; Rj».: airway resistance; significance of difference compared to the
controls: *:p<0.05 ***:p<0.001

Stratification by sex showed that there were higher values for FFMDXA than FFMDEU
in men in particular. In men, there was a higher intermethod difference in FFM was
present in the COPD group (p<0.05) and in the healthy volunteer group
(p<0.001)(fig. 3) than in women. The intermethod difference of FFM correlated
significantly with sex (r:0.40; pO.001), health status (0=no COPD; 1=COPD)
(r:0.24; p<0.05), height (r:0.35; p<0.001), and FFM of the trunk (r:0.29; p<0.01).

7a*/e 2. 7Y?ra/ Aorfy ana* /Q- (BA/Z)j H>WI C0PZ) ana"

Healthy volunteers COPD

Whole-body BMD
(g/cnr)
(% of predicted)

Subregional BMD (g/cm*)
Arms
Legs
Trunk

1.16 ± 0.11
103 ± 9

0.93 ± 0.12
1.24 ± 0.16
0.96 ± 0.01

1.0J
91

0.86
1.11
0 88

±
±

±
±
i

0.11***
8***

0.20*
0.16**
0.16**

Values are mean ± SD; BMD: bone mineral density in g/cm' and expressed as percentage of an age-,
weight-, sex-, and ethnicity-matched healthy reference population provided by the apparatus
manufacturer; significance of difference compared to the controls: *:p<0.05; **:p<0.01; ***:p<0.001
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7. Estimates of fat-free mass (FFM) by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and
deuterium dilution (DEU) in 64 male patients with COPD and in 16 healthy male
volunteers (top panel). R": 0.93 (p<0.001); FFMDXA = (0.97 * FFMDEU) + 5.34; SEE:
2.11 kg. Line of identity is included. Closed circles represent COPD patients (n=64);
open circles represent healthy volunteers (n=16).
Difference in FFM between DXA and DEU for the 80 men studied versus the mean
FFM between the 2 methods. R* <0.001 (bottom panel). The intermethod difference in
FFM (dotted line) is 3.6 kg; the limits of agreement (dashed lines) are -0.5 to 7.8 kg.
Closed circles represent COPD patients (n=64); open circles represent healthy
volunteers (n=16).
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In linear regression analysts, on!y sex, COPD and height remained as sigmfteam
predictors and explained 24% of the variance in FFMDXA-DEU. Whole body BMD
(in g/cm*) was significantly lower in COPD patients than in the healthy volunteers
(p<0.001)(table2).

In the COPD group, significantly lower values were also found for BMD of the arms
(PO.05), legs (P<0.01) and trunk (P<0.01). Compared with age-, sex-, weight- and
ethnicity-matched reference population data provided by Lunar software, 56% of the
COPD patients studied had indications of bone mineral loss (z-score < -1) 9% of the
healthy volunteer group had these indications. In 36% of the total COPD group BMD
was more than two standard deviations below that of the reference population (z-score
< -2); 19% of the COPD patients had a BMD between one and two SDs below that of
the reference population (-2 < z-score < -1). Mean BMDs of the latter two groups were
0.94 ± 0.07 g/cm* vs. 0.99 ± 0.07 g/cm* (NS), respectively, which corresponds to 88 ±
3% and 83 ± 4% predicted BMD (PO.01). The BMD of the COPD group with no
indications of bone mineral loss (z-score > -1; BMD: 1.12 ± 0.08 g/cm*; 99 ± 5% of
predicted) was significantly higher than that of the 2 COPD groups with bone mineral
loss(P<0.001).

The percentage of patients using corticosteroids was not significantly different
between the COPD groups with and without bone mineral loss (inhaled
corticosteroids: 84% compared with 85%; oral corticosteroids: 49% compared with
36%).
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In linear regression analysts, on!y sex, COPD and height remained as sigmfteam
predictors and explained 24% of the variance in FFMDXA-DEU. Whole body BMD
(in g/cm*) was significantly lower in COPD patients than in the healthy volunteers
(p<0.001)(table2).

In the COPD group, significantly lower values were also found for BMD of the arms
(PO.05), legs (P<0.01) and trunk (P<0.01). Compared with age-, sex-, weight- and
ethnicity-matched reference population data provided by Lunar software, 56% of the
COPD patients studied had indications of bone mineral loss (z-score < -1) 9% of the
healthy volunteer group had these indications. In 36% of the total COPD group BMD
was more than two standard deviations below that of the reference population (z-score
< -2); 19% of the COPD patients had a BMD between one and two SDs below that of
the reference population (-2 < z-score < -1). Mean BMDs of the latter two groups were
0.94 ± 0.07 g/cm* vs. 0.99 ± 0.07 g/cm* (NS), respectively, which corresponds to 88 ±
3% and 83 ± 4% predicted BMD (PO.01). The BMD of the COPD group with no
indications of bone mineral loss (z-score > -1; BMD: 1.12 ± 0.08 g/cm*; 99 ± 5% of
predicted) was significantly higher than that of the 2 COPD groups with bone mineral
loss(P<0.001).

The percentage of patients using corticosteroids was not significantly different
between the COPD groups with and without bone mineral loss (inhaled
corticosteroids: 84% compared with 85%; oral corticosteroids: 49% compared with
36%).
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DISCUSSION

This study showed a high level of agreement between DXA and Deu in the estimation
of FFM although systematically higher values for FFM were given by DXA,
particularly in men, regardless of health status. Furthermore, DXA provided BMD
values that were lower in COPD patients than standardized reference values.

We found highly significant correlation coefficients in COPD patients and in healthy
volunteers when we compared FFMDXA and FFMpeu and these estimates were as good
as those reported in healthy volunteers (r:0.74-0.92; p<0.001) (7, 18-20). Intermethod
differences in FFM in male and female COPD patients and healthy volunteers were
randomly distributed in relation to the means of the two estimates for FFM, according
to Bland-Altman type analyses. SEEs from comparisons of FFM were lower than or
similar to SEEs reported by Pierson et al (21) and Wellens et al (22) in healthy adults.
Therefore, we suggest that DXA and Deu are interchangeable when assessing FFM in
healthy persons and those with COPD.

In the present study, mean FFMDXA was significantly higher than FFMoeu in COPD
patients and in healthy volunteers. In the past, contradictory results were observed for
FFM - higher (19, 22) as well as lower (7) estimates of FFM were found by DXA than
by Deu. FFMDXA was lower than FFM determined by skinfold thickness
measurements (23) and hydrodensitometry (20, 22), although most of these studies
were carried out in healthy research volunteers. Intermethod differences in FFM were
noted in all COPD patients and in healthy male volunteers but not in healthy female
volunteers. This observation contrasts with the findings of an earlier study in FFMDXA

was significantly higher than FFMDEU in healthy men and women (22). The
discrepancy may have been due to the small number of healthy female subjects
participating in the current study (n=7). Furthermore, a higher intermethod difference
in FFM was measured in the COPD group than in the healthy volunteers, suggesting a
COPD related effect. This intermethod difference was entirely sex-specific because it
was higher in female COPD patients than in female volunteers, but was not different
between male COPD patients and male volunteers (p=0.26). More studies are needed
to evaluate whether there actually is a COPD related effect on intermethod differences
in FFM.

In both COPD patients and healthy volunteers, the overestimation of FFM by DXA
compared with FFM by Deu was significantly greater in men than in women,
confirming a sex-related intermethod difference in FFM as reported earlier in healthy
adults. The systemic overestimation of FFM by DXA compared with Deu might be
related to systematic errors in the DXA or Deu method used. To avoid adjustment for
potential overestimation of TBW, Deu uses a correction factor of 4% for potential
error due to the exchange of nonaqueous protein hydrogen. However, when the
extremes of isotopic exchange factors of 2% and 5% (24) were used in the current
study, the intermethod difference in FFM did not change significantly. Furthermore,
the Deu method assumes uniform hydration of FFM (TBW=0.73*FFMDEU)> although
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extensive interindividual variation exists (67-78%) (25). Particularly in hospitalized
patients and very old people this hydration coefficient (0.73 L/kg) might not be
accurate (26). The attenuation coefficient of FFM used in DXA assumes constant
hydration but in practice, physiologic changes in hydration have a minimal effect on
the measured FFM. Earlier studies found that DXA accurately assesses small
manipulations in hydration in vivo as changes in lean tissue mass (27-29). In the
present study, the hydration coefficient calculated as the ratio of TBW to FFMOXA was
lower in the COPD group than in the healthy volunteers (0.68 ± 0.03 compared with
0.71 ± 0.03 L/kg; P<0.001). These values were lower than the hydration coefficient of
0.73 L/kg reported by others (30). If DXA indeed measures FFM hydration more
accurately than the constant of 0.73 L/kg, then body composition in this study
population may not be estimated accurately by Deu. However, it is still uncertain
whether this analysis was confounded by the potential influence of hydration itscif on
DXA.

What might the clinical consequences be of this systematic difference in FFM between
Deu and DXA in measuring FFM? In general, when a systematic difference is found
between two indirect measures of body composition, and neither method is gold
standard, it is difficult to determine which of the methods is responsible for the
difference and which is providing an accurate assessment. Comparison of DXA with
more sophisticated body-composition measures might shed light on this conundrum.
In clinical longitudinal studies in COPD patients the consequences of a systematic
difference are not important because the evaluation of the effect of time related
interventions on body composition is not influenced by a systematic difference.
Differences between methods might only be a problem when absolute values of FFM
are compared among different studies in COPD patients. However, the intermethod
difference in the present study was relatively small and therefore no real problems are
expected when studies are compared. Patients with moderate to severe COPD
participated in the present study, and although our study group did not represent
COPD patients in general, it represented the population of interest in most metabolic
studies of COPD. Because FFMDXA and FFMjc values were nearly equal in COPD
patients and in healthy control subjects, we think that DXA can also be used in
patients with mild COPD.

BMD, as assessed by DXA is the key clinical indicator of the patient's skeletal status
and varies with age, gender, menopausal state, ethnicity, and physical activity. BMD
values below the age-matched SD indicate that additional factors may be affecting the
patient's BMD (secondary factors, ie, those not age-related or osteoporosis). In the
present study, whole-body and subregional BMD were lower in the COPD group than
in the healthy volunteers. When compared with matched reference population data
provided by the LUNAR software, 36% of the studied COPD patients had a BMD
below two SDs of the reference population and 19% had a BMD between one and two
SDs. The exact cause of this high prevalence of bone mineral loss in COPD is still
open for discussion.
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Although the percentage of corticosteroid users was not different between the COPD
groups with and without bone mineral loss, no information was available about the
history of duration and dose of corticosteroid intake.

In the present study, highly significant correlations in the estimate of FFM were found
between DXA and Deu, suggesting that DXA is an alternative method to Deu for
assessing body composition. However, DXA gives systematically higher values for
FFM than does Deu, particularly in men, regardless of health status. DXA makes it
possible to identify the relatively high percentage of COPD patients with indications
of bone mineral loss. We therefore conclude that DXA is an informative, well-suited
and easily applicable method for clinically evaluating body composition and BMD in
patients with COPD.
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ABSTRACT

c£ /4//M5: Nutritional depletion is frequently present in patients with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, but it is unknown whether a difference exists
between the two subtypes. The aim of this study was to determine whether patterns
of tissue depletion were different between COPD patients with and without
radiologic emphysema (EMPH+, EMPH-, respectively) and whether these were
related to pulmonary function.
A/efAoJ.s: In 99 severe COPD patients and 28 healthy volunteers, body weight and
composition were assessed by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. Patients were
stratified into EMPH- (n=50) and EMPH+ (n=49) by high-resolution computed
tomography.
fl<?su//s: Lean mass depletion was found in 37% of the EMPH+ patients and in 12%
of the EMPH- patients. The EMPH+ patients had lower values for body mass index
than the other groups (p<0.01), mainly due to a lower lean mass (p<0.01) and bone
mineral content (p<0.01). Fat mass was also lower in the EMPH+ group compared to
the EMPH- group (p<0.001). The EMPH- patients had a higher fat mass (p<0.05)
and a lower bone mineral content (p<0.01) than the healthy volunteers.
Conc/Mj/orts: Substantial differences in body composition were found not only
between chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients and healthy volunteers, but
also between COPD patients with and without emphysema.

INTRODUCTION

Weight loss and tissue depletion commonly occur in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD). Patients with tissue depletion, as indicated by a low body mass
index, appear to have poor survival rates (1, 2). Although COPD is viewed as an
uniform single entity (3, 4), recently more evidence came available that diffusing
limitation (the hallmark of emphysema) is associated with metabolic changes (5).
This suggests that differences in body composition are present between COPD
patients with and without emphysema.

Already in the past, anthropometric characteristics were used to differentiate COPD
subtypes. The "pink puffer" (emphysematous type) was characterized as being thin
in appearance with frequent major weight loss, whereas the "blue bloater' (chronic
bronchitic type) was frequently obese with no marked weight loss, except
occasionally in terminal stages (6). Despite an equal extent of ventilatory
impairment, the pink puffers showed more emphysematous destruction of the lungs
as assessed by post-mortem analysis (6). Since only body weight was assessed in this
study, no data are available regarding differences in body composition (i.e. fat mass,
and the metabolically active FFM).
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The importance of measuring FFM is emphasized by the fact that depletion of
fat-free mass, indicating loss of muscle mass, appears to significantly contribute to
peripheral skeletal muscle weakness and impaired exercise capacity in COPD (7-10).
In previous studies, we showed that FFM depletion is a significant problem in severe
COPD inpatients (11) and outpatients with moderate airflow obstruction (10).
Depletion of FFM was poorly related to the degree of airflow obstruction but a
stronger relationship was found with diffusing capacity (1, 10). This suggests that
FFM depletion is mainly present in patients suffering from emphysema.

Single breath diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide is an indirect reflection of
the integrity of the alveolo-capillary membrane, and is therefore considered to be a
marker of emphysema. Recently, high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT)
was introduced, which allows direct demonstration of the presence, extent and
severity of emphysema (12). Besides assessing FFM and FM, dual-energy X-ray
absorpiometry (DXA) makes it possible to measure lean mass (bone-free FFM) and
bone mineral mass (13). Recently, body composition by DXA was evaluated by
comparison with bioelectrical impedance and deuterium dilution in patients with
chronic respiratory disease (14, 15). These studies reported a high level of
agreement, indicating that DXA is a well-suited method for assessing body
composition in this patient population.

The purpose of this study was to investigate possible differences in body
composition between COPD patients with and without emphysema, as defined by
HRCT, adjusted for pulmonary function. In addition, the body composition' of the
COPD subgroups were compared to a group of healthy age-matched volunteers.

METHODS

Study population

A group of 99 patients with moderate to severe COPD (22 women, 77 men; FEV,:
38.5 ±13.3 %pred.), who were consecutively admitted to a pulmonary rehabilitation
center, were studied. These patients fulfilled the following criteria: (1) COPD
according to American Thoracic Society guidelines (16) and chronic airflow
limitation defined as measured forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV,) less
than 70% of the predicted value (2) irreversible obstructive airway disease (<10%
improvement of FEV, predicted baseline after inhalation of a P2-agonist); (3)
clinically stable and not suffering from respiratory tract infection; (4) no concom-
itant confounding diseases like malignancies, gastrointestinal disorders, severe endo-
crine disorders or recent surgery. Twenty-eight healthy, age-matched volunteers free
from acute and chronic diseases also participated in the study. 80% of the COPD
patients and 71% of the healthy volunteers were (ex)smokers. The maintenance
treatment of COPD patients consisted of inhaled P2-agonists, inhaled
anticholinergics, inhaled corticosteroids and/or oral theophylline. 44% of the
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patients were treated with oral corticosteroids. None of the healthy volunteers did
use any of these maintenance medications. The study was approved by the medical
ethical committee of the University Hospital Maastricht.

Assessment of emphysema ]

In all patients, evaluation of the presence and severity of parenchymal destruction,
the hallmark of emphysema (17), was performed by high-resolution computed
tomography (HRCT) using a commercial scanner (Somatom Plus; Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) (voltage: 137 kVp, current:220 mA, collimation:1.0 mm; 1.0
sec. scanning time). Five HRCT scans were obtained in supine position during
breath holding at end-expiration: two scans of the upper and two scans of the lower
lung zones at three and six cm above and below the carina, respectively and one scan
at the carina. Images were made at a level of -800 Hounsfield Units (HU) and a
window width of 1,600 HU, which is appropriate for lung detail. The severity and
extent of emphysema in each scan were visually scored on a four-point scale by two
independent observers according to the direct observational method developed by
Sakai (18). The detection and quantification of emphysema by visual inspection and
grading was quick and easy to perform. For each of the 10 lung sections, the score
for severity was multiplied by the score for the extent and the resultant scores were
subsequently summed to give the total HRCT score. Visual HRCT scores ranged
from 0 (no emphysema) to 120 (severe emphysema).

Assessment of body weight and composition

Body weight was measured by using an electronic beam scale with a digital readout
to the nearest 0.1 kg (model 708: Seca, Hamburg, Germany) with patients and
healthy volunteers standing barefoot and wearing light indoor clothing. Body height
was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (model 220; Seca). Whole body FFM, consisting
of lean mass and bone mineral content (BMC), and fat mass were determined by
scanning all patients and healthy volunteers on a DPX-L Bone Densitometer
(Lunar Radiation Corporation, Madison, WI)(voltage: 76.0 kVp; current: 150 uA:
collimation: 1.68 mm). For that purpose, the subject lay in supine position on a scan
table for approximately 15 minutes while the DXA scanner performed multiple fast
speed transverse scans from head to toes with 1 cm intervals, with a scan area of 576
by 1968 mm and a sample interval of 1/32. The instrument used a rectilinear scanner
to detect density differences as the two levels of photon energy were projected
through the subject. The DPX-L DXA scanner used a constant potential x-ray source
at 78 kV and a K-edge filter to achieve a congruent beam of stable dual-energy
radiation with effective energies of 38 and 70 keV (13). Data were collected in a
maximum of 205 scan lines by 120 sample points (pixel size: 4.8 * 9.6 mm). Entran-
ce radiation dose was minimal (<0.02 mSv/scan). BMC, FM and lean mass were
derived according to computer algorithms (Lunar software version 1.3) provided by
the manufacturer (13, 19, 20). Body weight was obtained by adding lean mass, BMC
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and FM. Percentage body fat was calculated as FM relative to body weight, FFM
was computed as the sum of lean mass and BMC.

Bone mineral density (BMD) is the BMC normalized for bone size. Bone mineral
densities of the subjects were expressed as grams per centimeter squared.
Quality assurance tests were run daily. Three times a week, DXA software validation
phantoms provided by the manufacturer, and closely reflecting the attenuation
characteristics of the major constituents of the body {lean mass, fat mass and bone)
were scanned.

Between-group comparison was performed by adjusting weight, FFM, FM, lean
mass and BMC for body surface. For this purpose, these parameters were divided by
squared height (kg/m*), as suggested by Vanltallie (21). Body mass index (BMI),
FFM index, FM index, lean mass index and BMC index were used for statistical
analysis.

Pulmonary function tests

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEVj) and forced vital capacity (FVC) with
the highest value from at least 3 technically acceptable assessments being used.
Static and dynamic lung volumes (total lung capacity (TLC), intrathoracic gas
volume (ITGV) and airway resistance (Raw)) were assessed by whole-body
plethysmography (Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide (Dl̂ o) was measured by using the single-breath method (Masterlab,
Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Subtracting estimated dead space from inspiratory
volume gives an estimate of alveolar volume (VA) and the DL^ was then corrected
for alveolar volume (transfer factor Kco). All values obtained were related to a
reference value and expressed as percentage of the predicted value (22).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as means ± SDs. Patients were stratified by HRCT score into
three groups: HRCT score < 30 (no or trivial emphysema), 30 < HRCT score < 60:
moderate emphysema; HRCT score > 60: severe emphysema. The group with no or
trivial emphysema was defined as the EMPH- group, the group with moderate to
severe emphysema was defined as the EMPH+ group.

A second classification was performed according to body composition. Stratification
by lean mass index (12.9 kg/m* (females)/ 16.3 kgW (males)) resulted in a lean
mass depleted group and a non-depleted group, as defined by Shoup (23). Differen-
ces in body composition and pulmonary function between the total COPD group, the
COPD patients with and without emphysema and the healthy volunteers were
assessed by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), taking into account possible
variation in FEV| and sex. Tukey's pairwise multiple comparison procedure was
used to analyze the differences between the EMPH+, EMPH- and the control group.
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Scheffe test was used to analyze the differences between the COPD group and
control group. A two-tailed probability value of less than 0.05 was considered as
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Ninety-nine COPD patients (50 EMPH- patients, 49 EMPH+ patients) and 28 healthy
volunteers participated in the study (Table 1). Mean age was 64 y.

Body weight and composition in COPD patients and healthy volunteers

Despite a comparable body weight and BMI in the COPD group and the healthy
volunteers, marked differences were present in body composition. The COPD group
had lower values for FFM index (pO.OOl), due to a lower lean mass index (p<0.01)
and BMC index (pO.OOl). Also, BMD was lower in the COPD group (pO.OOl). No
significant differences were found in FM index and percentage body fat.
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Body weight and composition in EMPH- patients, EMPH+ patients and healthy
volunteers

Recent involuntary weight loss was found in 49% of the EMPH+ patients and in
22% of the EMPH- patients (p<0.05). Lean mass depletion, as defined by Shoup
(23), was found in 37% of the EMPH+ patients, 12% of the EMPH- patients and in
4% of the healthy controls. In 16% of the EMPH+ patients and in 8% of the EMPH-
patients, lean mass depletion was found despite a normal body weight (BMI > 21
kg/m').

Body weight and BMI were lower in the EMPH+ group than in the healthy controls
(Table 1). This lower body weight was the result of a lower lean mass index
(p<0.01) and BMC index (p<0.001). Also, BMD was lower in the EMPH+ group
(p<0.001). No significant difference was found in FM index or in percentage body
fat between the two groups.

Body weight, BMI, lean mass index and FFM index were not different between
the EMPH- and the healthy control group. However, the EMPH- group had lower
values for BMC index (p<0.01) and BMD (p<0.001) and higher values for FM index
(p<0.05) and percentage body fat (p=0.06).

Body weight and composition were significantly different between the EMPH- and
the EMPH+ group. The EMPH+ patients had lower values for BMI, FFM index and
FM index than the EMPH- group. The lower FFM index in the EMPH+ group was
the result of a lower lean mass index (p<0.01) and BMC index (p<0.01). Also, BMD
was lower in the EMPH+ group (p<0.01). Significance of differences in body
composition between the COPD subtypes remained after adjustment for variation in
FEV[. Values for body weight and all measures of body composition were
comparable in the group with moderate emphysema (30 < HRCT-score < 60) and
severe emphysema (HRCT-score > 60).

The EMPH- and EMPH+ patients had higher values for RV and Raw, and lower
values for FEV,, FVC, diffusing capacity (DL<-o, K ,̂) and arterial pC>2 than the
healthy volunteers (Table 2). Moreover, the EMPH+ patients had also higher values
for TLC than the healthy volunteers. Comparison of the two COPD subtypes
revealed that the EMPH+ patients had lower values for FEV,, Dl^ and K«,, and had
more severe hyperinflation (reflected by higher values for TLC and RV). No
differences were found in arterial pC<2 and pCC>2 between the COPD subtypes.

In the COPD group, FFM index as well as lean mass index were significantly
correlated with DL^, (FFM index: r:0.34;p<0.05; lean mass index: r:0.36;p<0.05)
and with K^ (FFM index: r:0.26;p<0.05; lean mass index: r:0.27;p<0.05). Fat mass
index was significantly correlated with Raw (r:-0.27;p<0.05), and with the static lung
volumes RV (r:-0.26;p<0.05) and ITGV (r:-0.35;p<0.01). No significant relationship
was found between BMD and any of the lung function data.
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Values are mean ± SD; EMPH+: COPD with emphysema; EMPH-: COPD without emphysema;
FEV|: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; Die,,: diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; K^:
diffusing capacity corrected for alveolar volume; FVC: forced vital capacity; Ra»: airway resistance;
TLC: total lung capacity; RV: residual volume; Semph*-emph-: significance between the EMPH+ and
EMPH- patients; Shvcmph-: significance between the healthy volunteers and the EMPH- group; S|,v.
emph*: significance between the healthy volunteers and the EMPH+ group; *" PO.01; *" P<0.001

DISCUSSION

The present study showed differences in body composition between COPD patients
and healthy volunteers despite comparable values for body mass index. Body
composition was also different between the COPD subtypes EMPH+ and EMPH-,
stratified by high resolution computed tomography. The EMPH+ patients had lower
values for body mass index than the EMPH- patients, due to a lower fat mass, lean
mass and bone mineral mass. However, a reduced lean mass and bone mineral mass
was also found in EMPH- patients when compared to healthy volunteers, despite a
relatively elevated fat mass. Different patterns of chronic tissue wasting between
patients with EMPH- and EMPH+ can thus be distinguished. This might indicate the
involvement of different regulatory mechanisms for disturbances in intermediary
metabolism in COPD.

In the present study, a relatively high proportion of EMPH+ patients expressed
weight loss and was underweight. In general, loss of fat mass is the normal
metabolic response to a negative energy balance, which is the net result of
diminished energy intake relative to energy expenditure. In COPD, it is unlikely that
a diminished energy intake, in absolute terms, is the most important determinant of
weight loss. Earlier studies revealed normal or even high dietary energy intake when
compared to predicted energy requirements (24-26). On the other hand, multiple
studies found elevated values for energy expenditure in the resting state (REE) of
COPD patients (24, 26-28). REE does not account for differences in total daily
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energy expenditure (TDE), although this is often assumed particularly in sedentary
people and patients. In a recent study by our group, free living TDE in severe COPD
patients was significantly higher compared with healthy subjects (29). In a
subsequent study, an elevated TDE was even observed in COPD patients,
independently of their REE (30). Thus, depending upon the underlying cause of the
metabolic derangement, a dissociation may be present between REE and TDE, the
latter being the most important determinant of energy balance.

In general, TDE can be influenced by the level of physical activity as well as the
efficiency of energy expenditure for a given activity. The above cited study by
Baarends et al. shows an increased TDE in severe COPD patients despite
comparable daily activity patterns between these patients and healthy controls (29).
This finding suggests a decreased efficiency for a given activity in COPD patients.
The presence of mechanical inefficiency during submaximal exercise was
demonstrated in a later study (31). Patients with a decreased mechanical efficiency
were characterized by an increased oxygen cost of breathing as reflected by
increased values for oxygen consumption (VO2) per liter ventilation and an
increased VO2/work load relationship. In COPD, the presence of dynamic
hyperinflation might be an important contributor to this increased oxygen cost of
breathing during exercise. As observed in the present study, marked hyperinflation at
rest (based on high values for RV and TLC) was found particularly in EMPH+
patients. Based on this, we expect that EMPH+ patients will express a relatively high
oxygen cost of breathing during activities, due to more air trapping. As a result, a
high amount of dynamic hyperinflation occurs. This high oxygen cost of breathing
might contribute to an increased total daily energy expenditure, in particular, in the
EMPH+ group. Therefore, EMPH+ patients might be more prone to weight loss
based on an increased energy requirement unbalanced by dietary intake.

Besides a lower fat mass, the EMPH+ patients were also characterized by a
significantly lower FFM than the healthy volunteers. It is expected that weight loss
in the EMPH+ group is not only the result of FM loss, but also to small losses of
FFM (32). FFM depletion was present in EMPH+ patients as well as in EMPH-
patients, suggesting that additional factors besides a negative energy balance may
negatively influence FFM in COPD. A sedentary lifestyle, often observed in COPD,
may contribute to a decreased FFM in EMPH- and EMPH+ patients, since it is
known to negatively affect muscle mass (33), independent of the amount of fat mass.
COPD is also characterized by a systemic inflammatory response based on elevated
levels of acute phase proteins and cytokines in peripheral blood. The inflammatory
status of COPD patients was associated with an increased resting energy expenditure
(34) and a decreased dietary intake (35). Moreover, a relation was found between
inflammation and alterations in amino acid metabolism (36).

A remarkable observation in the present study was the significantly higher fat mass
in the EMPH- group than in the healthy volunteers. Although the specific cause is
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unknown, inactivity as well as disturbances in intermediary metabolism could play a
role in this. More research is needed to get insight in the mechanisms which underlie
the increased levels of fat mass in EMPH- patients. This is of importance in order to
improve intervention strategies in this group. Nutritional supplementation is of
crucial importance in EMPH+ patients. However, it might be less beneficial in
weight stable EMPH- patients since the risk of overfeeding is present, thereby
further increasing their metabolically inactive fat mass. In this group, physical
training may be beneficial to increase FFM.

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry allowed us to find a reduced bone mineral mass
in the COPD group compared to the healthy volunteer group. Bone mineral loss in
COPD patients might be the result of a decreased mechanical loading due to their
sedentary lifestyle and'or to the use of specific medication (i.e.
glucocorticosteroids). The observation that EMPH+ patients had significantly lower
values for bone mineral mass than EMPH- patients is more difficult to explain. The
percentage of patients using inhaled and/or oral corticosteroids was not significantly
higher in the EMPH+ group compared to the EMPH- group (oral corticosteroids:
54% vs. 50% resp.; inhaled corticosteroids: 76% vs. 91% resp.). Also, the activity
level is not expected to be different between the COPD subtypes. However, it is well
possible that loss of bone mineral mass in the EMPH+ patients is inevitable in the
course of cachexia (37, 38).

In the present study, HRCT was used for assessment of emphysema since it is
considered the most accurate imaging method for diagnosing emphysema in vivo
(39, 40) and the findings correlate closely to pathologic findings. However, a
drawback of the used visual scoring technique is that they depend on the experience
of the observer and an 10% intraobserver and interobserver variability has been
reported (41). Moreover, HRCT is not sensitive in detecting the earliest lesions of
emphysema (42).

The present study shows substantial differences not only in body composition
between COPD patients and healthy volunteers but also between the COPD subtypes
EMPH- and EMPH+, stratified by HRCT. These differences in wasting patterns
need to be considered when initiating specific nutritional and exercise intervention
strategies to enhance functional performance in COPD.
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ABSTRACT

^: Skeletal muscle weakness is a prominent problem in many patients with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
06/ecf/ve: The aim of the study was to determine the relationship between skeletal
muscle function, body composition, and lung function in COPD patients with and
without radiologic emphysema (EMPH+ and EMPH-, respectively) and healthy
volunteers.
Des/g/i.- In 50 patients with EMPH-, 49 patients with EMPH+, and 28 healthy
volunteers skeletal muscle function was assessed by handgrip and linear isokinetic
dynamometry. Whole-body and sub-regional fat-free mass (FFM) were assessed by
dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry.
/?esw/As.- Whole-body and extremity FFM were significantly lower in EMPH+ patients
(PO.001) and EMPH- (PO.05) than in healthy volunteers, but trunk FFM was
significantly lower only in patients with EMPH+ (PO.001). Extremity FFM was not
significantly different between the COPD subtype groups, despite significantly lower
values for whole-body and trunk FFM (PO.05) in patients with EMPH+. Absolute
skeletal muscle function (PO.001) and muscle function per kilogram of whole-body
FFM were significantly lower in both COPD subtype groups than in healthy volunteers
(PO.05), but no significant difference was found between EMPH- and EMPH+
patients. Muscle function per kilogram of extremity FFM was not significantly
different between the three groups and was not associated with forced expiratory
volume in one second.
CO/IC/MS/OHS: Skeletal muscle weakness is associated with wasting of extremity FFM
in COPD patients, independent of airflow obstruction and COPD subtype.

INTRODUCTION

Skeletal muscle weakness is observed in many patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) (1, 2). This muscle weakness is recognized as an
important factor in COPD patients, because it affects their physical capacity by
reducing peak exercise performance and enhancing symptom intensity (1, 3).
Furthermore, muscle weakness and a reduced exercise capacity in COPD patients have
been shown to increase utilization of health care resources (4).

Muscle wasting is one of the factors that can be considered in the pathogenesis of
skeletal muscle weakness in COPD. In earlier studies, depletion of whole-body fat-
free mass (FFM), mainly consisting of muscle mass, has been observed in both COPD
inpatients (5) and outpatients (6). No data are available on whether depletion of
whole- body FFM in COPD patients is the result of a general process affecting
multiple body compartments or whether it preferentially influences specific body sub-
regions (ie, extremities). This information seems important, because in a recent study
by Bernard et al (7), skeletal muscle weakness in COPD patients was related to
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peripheral muscle atrophy, as assessed by thigh muscle cross-sectional area (CSA).
Absolute quadriceps strength was significantly lower in these COPD patients than in a
healthy control group, whereas the ratio of quadriceps strength to muscle CSA was not
significantly different between the two groups. Furthermore, quadriceps strength and
muscle CSA were positively correlated with the severity of airflow obstruction.
However, assessment of muscle CSA is not easily applicable in clinical practice.
Recently, we showed that dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a clinically
valid method for the assessment of whole-body composition and bone mineral loss in
COPD patients (8). Moreover, DXA makes it possible to assess FFM and lean mass
(ie, bone-free FFM) in several body subregions. This information might be important
in the diagnosis of skeletal muscle weakness, because extremity FFM gives a more
detailed reflection of physically active muscle mass during daily life activities.

Two previous studies reported FFM depletion in the COPD patients with and
without emphysema (6, 9), but FFM depletion was present to a greater extent in those
with emphysema. In addition, the emphysema patients had lower values for forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEVi) than those without emphysema. These two
findings suggest that COPD patients with emphysema are more prone to peripheral
skeletal muscle wasting and weakness than are patients without emphysema.

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether assessment of whole-body
FFM gives a reflection of extremity FFM in COPD patients with and without
emphysema and in healthy volunteers, as assessed by DXA. The second aim was to
compare skeletal muscle function between the three study groups, and to find out
whether possible differences are related to differences in whole-body and subregional
FFM, the severity of airflow obstruction, or both.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Study population

All studied COPD patients were consecutively admitted to a pulmonary rehabilitation
center for inpatient rehabilitation. Patients were selected on the basis of the presence
of chronic airflow limitation (10) (FEV, < 70% of the predicted value) and irreversible
obstructive airway disease (< 10% improvement of FEV, after inhalation of a
bronchodilating agonist). All patients were clinically stable and without a respiratory
tract infection. Patients with malignancies, gastrointestinal disorders, or severe
endocrine disorders or who had undergone surgery recently were excluded from the
study. As a result, a group of 99 patients (77 men, 22 women) (Table 1) remained for
further analysis. This group was further stratified into those with emphysema
(EMPH+) (n=40) and those without emphysema (EMPH-) (n=50) by high-resolution
computed tomography (HRCT). Twenty-eight healthy, age-matched volunteers free of
disease participated as the control group. The study was approved by the Medical
Ethical Committee of the University Hospital Maastricht
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Assessment of skeletal muscle function of the upper and lower extremities

Isometric handgrip strength was assessed in all subjects by using a Harpenden
handgrip dynamometer (Yamar, Preston, Jackson, MI). The isometric grasp of the
right hand was determined by measuring the maximally developed strength of the
flexors of the fingers. The highest value of three maneuvers was used for statistical
analysis.

Linear isokinetic muscle function of the lower limbs was assessed by a multijoint
dynamometer device (Aristokin; LODE, Groningen, Netherlands). While seated with
knees bent at a 90° angle, the subjects' feet were attached to a fixed support, leaving
the ankles free to rotate. The subjects performed maximal isokinetic extension of the
legs against an applied resistance of 250 N. The rate at which the seat shifted
backwards was set at 20 cm/s (preload: 150N; duration preload: 0.3 sec). Thus, the
force generated by the subject increased with increasing voluntary effort, but the
velocity of the contraction remained constant at 20 cm/s. At this isokinetic rate, the
maximal energy generated by the legs mainly determined the outcome of performance.
The highest power value (in W) from five technically well-performed repetitions was
used in the statistical analysis. Before testing, each subject was familiarized in a
standardized way with the equipment and the requested movement.

Assessment of whole-body and subregional fat-free mass and lean mass

Whole-body FFM, which consists of lean mass and bone mineral mass, was
determined by scanning each subject on a DPX bone densitometer (Lunar Radiation
Corporation, Madison, WI). For more technical details, see reference (8). FFM and
lean mass were assessed in the whole body and in several body subregions (eg, trunk,
arms and legs); the latter were obtained by positioning cuts with Lunar software.
Extremity FFM was obtained by summing the FFM of the arms and legs. Precision of
subregional measurements is known to be poorer than that of the whole body (11, 12).
The same operator performed the positioning of the cuts for all images scanned to
avoid inter-operator variability. Quality-assurance tests were run daily.

Assessment of emphysema

In the COPD group, evaluation of the presence and severity of parenchymal
destruction, which is a hallmark of emphysema (13), was performed by HRCT with
use of a commercial scanner (Somatom Plus; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at a
voltage of 137 kVp, a current of 220 mA, a collimation of 1.0 mm, and a scanning
time of 1 s. Five HRCT scans were obtained while the patients were in a supine
position and held their breath at end expiration: two scans of the upper and two scans
of the lower lung zones at three and six cm above and below the carina, and one scan
at the carina. Images were made at a level of -800 Hounsfield units (HU) and a
window width of 1600 HU, appropriate for lung detail. The severity and extent of
emphysema in each scan were visually scored on a four-point scale by two
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independent observers according to the direct observational method developed by
Sakai et al (14). For each of the ten lung sections, the score for the severity of
emphysema was multiplied by the extent; the resulting scores were subsequently
summed to give a total HRCT score. Visual HRCT scores ranged from 0 (no
emphysema) to 120 (severe emphysema). Stratification of the patients by HRCT score
resulted in two groups: those with an HRCT score < 30 (no or trivial emphysema) and
those with an HRCT score > 30 (mild-to-severe emphysema). The group with no or
trivial emphysema was defined as the EMPH- group; the group with mild-to-moderate
emphysema was defined as the EMPH+ group.

Pulmonary function tests

All subjects underwent spirometry. The highest value from at least three technically
acceptable assessments was used. The FEVj obtained was related to a reference value
and expressed as a percentage of the predicted value (15).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as means ± SDs. The SPSS 7.5 for Windows (SPSS Inc,
Chicago) computer software program was used for statistical analysis. Analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA), with sex as covariate, followed by Tukey's pairwise multiple
comparison procedure were used to determine possible differences in skeletal muscle
function and subregional FFM and lean mass between the patients with EMPH- and
EMPH+ and the healthy volunteers. In all groups, linear regression analysis was used
to calculate the slope and the intercept coefficients from the relation between whole-
body FFM (dependent variable) and extremity or trunk FFM (independent variable).

Furthermore, in each group, the slope and intercept coefficients of the 2 lines were
statistically compared by using a t-test as described by Kleinbaum et al (16). ANOVA
with Bonferroni correction was used to compare the slopes and intercept coefficients
among the groups. Linear regression analysis was also performed to determine the
relation between muscle function per kilogram of extremity FFM (dependent variable)
and FEV, (independent variable) for the entire study population. The significance
level was set at P< 0.05.

RESULTS

Ninety-nine patients with moderate-to-severe airflow obstruction (FEV,: 38.5 ± 13.3
% predicted), and 28 healthy volunteers were studied. Forty-nine COPD patients were
defined as having EMPH+ and 50 as having EMPH-. Airflow obstruction was
significantly (PO.001) more severe in the EMPH+ patients (FEV,: 33.4 ± 10.8 % of
predicted) than in the EMPH- patients (43.6 ±13.7 % of predicted). The use of
maintenance corticosteroid medication, which is suggested to influence muscle
performance, was not significantly different between the EMPH- and EMPH+
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patients (oral corticosteroid use: 54% compared with 50%, respectively; prednisone
dose < 10 mg/d).

Whole-body FFM was significantly lower in the EMPH+ patients than in the EMPH-
patients (PO.05) and the healthy volunteers (P<0.001), partly because the EMPH+
patients had a significantly lower trunk FFM than the other two groups (PO.01)
(Table 1). Whole-body FFM was significantly lower in the EMPH- patients than in the
healthy volunteers, whereas no significant difference was found in trunk FFM between
these two groups. Extremity FFM was significantly lower in the two COPD subtype
groups than in the healthy volunteers (PO.001), but no significant difference was
found in extremity FFM between the two COPD subtype groups. In all comparisons,
the findings for lean mass were the same as those for FFM.

Extremity FFM expressed as a percentage of whole-body FFM was significantly
lower (PO.001) in both the EMPH- (39.7 ± 2.9%) and the EMPH+ (40.9 ± 2.7%)
patients than in the healthy volunteers (46.2 ± 1.6%) and tended to be lower in the
EMPH- group than in the EMPH+ group (P=0.054).
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Fat-free mass
Whole body
Trunk
Extremities

Lean mass
Whole body
Trunk
Extremities

Muscle function

Handgrip strength
/ whole body FFM
/ extremity FFM

Lower ettremi/i'es
Power 20 cm/s

/ whole body FFM
/ extremity FFM

Kg
Kg
Kg

Kg
Kg
Kg

Kg

W
W/kg
W/kg

EMPH+
n

48.6 '
23.2 '
19.9 '

46.3 '
23.3 '
18.6 '

33.3 '
0.7 "
1.7 '

193.9 '
3.9 *
9.3 '

—

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

49

7.5
3.9
3.6

7.2
3.8
3.4

9.7
0.2
0.4

56.8
1.2
3.0

EMPH-
n

51.1 '
25.3 '
20.4 '

48.7 '
24.6 '
19.0 '

34.6 '
0.7 '
1.7 '

193.0 '
3.6 '
9.1 '

—

' ±
' ±
' ±

' ±
' ±
' ±

' ±
' ±

' ±
' ±
' ±

50

9.3
4.8
4.6

8.9
4.5
4.4

9.9
0.1
0.3

55.2
0.9
2.3

Healthy volunteers
n

54.4
25.3
25.2

51.6
24.6
23.7

42.0
0.8
1.7

241.8
4.4
9.5

—

* ±
* ±

* ±
* ±
* ±

* ±
* ±
* ±

* ±
*" ±
* ±

28

10.3
4.7
5.2

9.8
4.7
4.9

11.1
0.1
0.3

67.1
0.8
1.8

Values are mean ± SD; EMPH+: COPD with emphysema. EMPH-: COPD without emphysema; data
were analyzed by ANCOVA with sex as the covariate. Means not sharing a common superscript are
significantly different at P<0.05
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f i#wre 7. Scatter plot of trunk FFM (open circles) and extremity FFM (closed circles) vs. total body FFM in
50 EMPH- patients (top panel), 49 EMPH+ patients (middle panel) and 28 healthy volunteers
(bottom panel). Regression lines are included:
EMPH-: FFM««^,= (0.47 * FFMwhokbody) - 3.85; FFM™*= (0.49 * FFMwh*body) + 0.16
EMPH+: FFMe,^jty= (0.45 * FFM^hoiebody)-2.12; FFM^j>= (0.48 * FFM ĥoiebody) - 0.19
HV: FFM«^i^= (0.71 * FFNWbody) - 2.03; F F M ^ = (0.45 * FFM^wbody) + 0.50
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In Figure 1, whole-body FFM is plotted against subregional FFM (extremity compared

with trunk) for the patients with EMPH- or EMPH+ and the healthy volunteers. In all

groups, whole-body FFM was highly significantly correlated with extremity FFM as

well as trunk FFM (r >0.94: data not shown).

. • o

>»++ *

40 80 120

FEV1 (%pred.)

160

20 r

15

10

a °

40 80 120

FEV1 (%pred.)

160

Scatter plot of ratio handgrip strength to extremity FFM vs. FEV, (top panel) and ratio
power to extremity FFM vs. FEV, (bottom panel) in EMPH- patients (open circles),
EMPH+ patients (closed circles) and healthy volunteers (cross signs). Regression lines of
the whole study population are included:
Top panel: Handgrip strength / extremity FFM = (-0.0004 * FEV,) + 1.20
Bottom panel: Power / extremity FFM = (0.002 * FEV,) + 9.19
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To assess whether there was a significant difference in the relation between whole-
body FFM and extremity FFM compared with trunk FFM for each group, the slopes
and intercept coefficients of the two regression lines were compared. The slopes of the
two lines were not significantly different between the three groups.

However, the intercept of the regression line for extremity FFM was lower than
that for trunk FFM in the EMPH- group (estimated vertical distance: 4.9 kg; 95% CI:
4.3, 5.5 kg) and the EMPH+ group (estimated vertical distance: 3.2 kg; 95% CI: 2.7,
3.7 kg) than in the healthy volunteers. Values for the intercept of trunk FFM and
extremity FFM were not significantly different from those of the healthy volunteers.

Isometric muscle strength of the upper extremities as well as isokinetic muscle
function of the lower extremities (Table 1) were significantly lower in the two COPD
subtype groups than in the healthy volunteers (P<0.001), but were not significantly
different between the two COPD subtype groups. Expressed as a percentage of the
mean value for healthy volunteers, handgrip strength was 82 ± 24% in the EMPH-
group and 79 ± 23% in the EMPH+ group; the power of the lower extremities was 80
± 23% in the EMPH- group and 80 ± 24% in the EMPH+ group. Additionally, muscle
function expressed per kilogram of whole-body FFM (Table 1) was significantly lower
in the two COPD subtype groups than in the healthy volunteers. However, when
handgrip strength and the power of the lower extremities were expressed per kilogram
of extremity FFM, no significant differences were found between the three groups.
Moreover, the ratio of handgrip strength to extremity FFM as well as the ratio of the
power of the lower extremities to extremity FFM were not associated with FEVi (r =
-0.03, r = 0.04, resp.) (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

The present study showed that skeletal muscle function in absolute terms and per
kilogram of whole-body FFM was significantly lower in the two COPD subtype
groups than in the healthy volunteers, but was not significantly different between the
two COPD subtype groups. Muscle function expressed per kilogram of extremity FFM
was not significantly different among the three groups and was not associated with
airflow obstruction.

Skeletal muscle weakness has been reported to be a serious problem in many patients
with COPD (1, 3). However, these studies were limited by the absence of a healthy
control group, by the fact that body weight but not body composition, was assessed, or
by both. Until recently, it was unclear whether skeletal muscle weakness in COPD
patients is actually related to a disturbed body composition or to alterations in the
contractile properties of the peripheral skeletal muscles. Bernard et al. (7) showed that
absolute quadriceps strength was lower in COPD patients than in healthy subjects, but
the ratio of quadriceps strength to muscle CSA was not significantly different between
the two groups. Our results agree with their findings that muscle function of the upper
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and lower extremities was lower in COPD patients than in a healthy control group, but
that the ratio of muscle function to extremity FFM was comparable in the two groups.
The findings were independent of the underlying disease (EMPH- or EMPH+),
suggesting that the contractile properties of the peripheral skeletal muscles are
preserved in both COPD subtype groups. Despite the fact that the EMPH+ group had
more severe airflow obstruction (as reflected by lower FEV, values) than the EMPH-
group, no association was found between muscle function expressed per kilogram
extremity FFM and FEV,.

This observation is in contrast with the finding of Bernard et al. (7), who found that
quadriceps strength and muscle CSA were positively correlated with FEV| in COPD
patients. On the basis of the findings of their study, muscle function is lower in
patients with EMPH- and EMPH+ than in healthy subjects, being lowest in those with
EMPH+. The present study showed that skeletal muscle weakness in EMPH- patients
as well as in EMPH+ patients was due to loss of extremity FFM, but was not related to
airflow obstruction.

In the present study, muscle function per kilogram of whole-body FFM was
significantly lower in the two COPD subtype groups than in the healthy volunteers,
whereas no significant difference was found in muscle function per kilogram of
extremity FFM between the three groups. This suggests that whole-body FFM is not a
good reflection of extremity FFM in the COPD groups. Both COPD subtype groups
had significantly lower whole-body and extremity FFM than the healthy volunteers. A
strong relation was found between the two measures in all groups, suggesting that
whole-body FFM is a good reflection of extremity FFM, independent of the
underlying lung disease. Assessment of lean mass (ie. bone-free FFM) did not further
improve this relation. However, extremity FFM expressed as a percentage of whole-
body FFM was significantly lower in the two COPD subtype groups than in the
healthy volunteers and tended to be even lower in the EMPH- group. The lower
extremity FFM values in both COPD subtype groups was not reflected in whole-body
FFM. This dissociation needs to be considered when peripheral skeletal muscle
function is evaluated in these patient populations. This is also particularly important
when traditionally and more commonly applied body-composition techniques are used,
which can only assess whole-body FFM. When this dissociation is not taken into
account, normal whole-body FFM values may partly mask the loss of extremity FFM
loss in EMPH+ patients and particularly in EMPH- patients.

Deconditioning, because of chronic inactivity, may be an important factor contributing
to the loss of extremity FFM in COPD patients. In healthy subjects, disuse results in
muscle fiber atrophy (17) and when the duration of disuse increases, there is
progressive muscle mass (18). In the studied COPD groups, handgrip strength was
81% of the control value and the power of the lower extremities was 80% of the
control value. This suggests that skeletal muscle weakness in COPD affects the upper
and lower extremities to the same extent. This is in contrast with the findings (3, 19)
that reported a more pronounced decrease in muscle strength of the lower extremities.
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Our finding is quite remarkable because on the basis of the results of these other
studies, one would expect the physical activity level of the lower extremities of COPD
patients to be lower than that of the upper extremities. However, our finding also
implies that besides muscle disuse, other factors likely negatively influence muscle
strength in COPD patients. Prolonged administration of oral corticosteroids
(particularly high doses of fluorinated steroids) is known to cause muscle weakness
and myopathic changes (20, 21). In patients with severe COPD (22), steroid-induced
myopathy (after prolonged prednisone use at a dose > 10 mg/d) was characterized by
fiber atrophy. In the present study, half of the COPD patients were using oral
corticosteroids (prednisone dose: < 10 mg/d) as maintenance medication. The
percentage of patients using oral corticosteroids was not significantly different
between the COPD subtype groups.

FFM has been shown to be lower in the COPD patients exhibiting an acute phase
response (23) than in patients without an acute phase response. Furthermore, an
elevated concentration of lipopolysaccharide binding protein, which is a positive acute
phase protein, has been related to decreased plasma amino acid concentrations in
patients with severe COPD (24). We hypothesized that to enhance acute phase protein
synthesis, a redistribution of amino acids from the skeletal muscle to the liver takes
place. Enhanced amino acid fluxes in the skeletal muscle will increase local protein
degradation. When this situation is not balanced by adequate protein synthesis, a
catabolic state may induce extremity muscle loss in COPD patients. If this hypothesis
is correct, it may also explain the comparable values for extremity FFM found in the
EMPH+ and EMPH- groups, because no significant differences in systemic
inflammatory mediators were found (25).

In the present study, we showed that DXA effectively determined skeletal muscle
weakness in COPD patients via regional (extremity) FFM assessment. To further
expand the value of DXA in the clinical evaluation of body composition in COPD
patients, it is necessary to evaluate the effects of intervention strategies on subregional
body composition. In FFM-depleted COPD patients, FFM can be increased by
nutritional supplementation, which enhances protein synthesis. Furthermore, physical
training benefits this group, because it can act as an important anabolic stimulus. In
non-FFM-depleted COPD patients, strength training of the peripheral skeletal muscles
alone may be sufficient to increase skeletal muscle mass and function. In these ways,
enhanced limb skeletal muscle mass and function may increase exercise capacity and
eventually result in an improved quality of life in COPD patients.
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Protein metabolism



INTRODUCTION

In a substantial number of COPD patients fat-free mass wasting occurs despite
relative preservation of fat mass. This suggests that disturbances in protein balance
may be present without associated body weight loss. Fat-free mass wasting can result
from depressed protein synthesis, enhanced protein breakdown, or both, and will lead
to a negative nitrogen balance. Mechanistic studies are needed to elucidate whether
muscle wasting in COPD is mediated by specific alterations in protein turnover.
Protein turnover refers to a continuous and dynamic flux in protein metabolism
whereby proteins are constantly being synthesized and degraded. The negative
nitrogen balance observed in severely depleted COPD patients has been shown to be
the consequence of decreased protein synthesis, whereas protein breakdown was not
affected (1). In COPD patients who maintain their fat-free mass, it is of importance
to elucidate whether alterations are present in protein turnover during daily life
conditions ie. overnight fasting, physical exercise. A variety of indirect and direct
measures are employed in man to evaluate aspects of protein turnover, including
urinary creatinine excretion, urinary 3-methylhistidine measurement, amino acid
balance studies, and estimates of protein turnover using infusion of stable isotopes of
amino acids. With the use of stable isotope methodology, more insight can be
obtained in both the rate of protein synthesis and breakdown.

OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTERS IN PART 2

In chapter 5, whole body protein metabolism was evaluated in clinically and weight
stable severe COPD patients with and without radiological emphysema. The novel
technique of stable isotope infusion was employed. By measuring whole body
protein synthesis and breakdown, using the combined infusion of the stable isotopes
of phenylalanine and tyrosine, protein catabolism was studied in a selected group of
COPD patients in the postabsorptive state. Moreover, a comparison was performed
between protein breakdown measured by the combined infusion of phenylalanine and
tyrosine, and by leucine labeled tracer. Exercise is known to influence protein
metabolism. In chapter 6, we assessed the effect of 20 minutes of constant low
intensity exercise on whole body protein synthesis and breakdown during exercise
and recovery in stable severe COPD patients and healthy age-matched controls.
Furthermore, we examined whether differences occur in whole body protein turnover
between COPD subtypes, before, during and after exercise .
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ABSTRACT

A substantial number of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
are characterized by fat-free mass wasting and altered muscle and plasma amino acid
levels, suggesting changes in protein metabolism. In the present study, we examined
whether whole-body protein breakdown (PB) and synthesis (PS) differ between 14
stable patients with COPD and 8 healthy controls. Whole-body PB, PS and net PB
(=PB-PS) were measured by the combined infusion of the stable isotopes L-[mig-
^HsJ-Phenylalanine (PHE) and L-JV/ng-^hy-Tyrosine. Because there is evidence for
specific disturbances in leucine (LEU) metabolism, the PB values were compared with
those obtained when infusing L-[1-"C]-LEU tracer. In arterialized-venous plasma and
in vastus lateralis muscle, the isotope enrichment values and amino acid
concentrations were measured. Whole-body PS and PB, assessed by PHE and TYR
tracer, were higher in the COPD group than in the control group (p<0.05), indicating
an elevated protein turnover. Net PB was increased in both groups, indicating a
comparable degree of protein catabolism in the postabsorptive state. In contrast,
whole-body PB determined by LEU tracer, was not different between the groups. As a
consequence, the ratio of LEU to PHE breakdown was reduced in the COPD group
(p<0.001). Moreover, in the COPD group a higher muscle-to-plasma gradient was
found for LEU (p<0.001) but not for PHE. The present study reveals elevated levels
for protein turnover in patients with COPD, and indicates that infusion of the LEU
tracer gives a reflection of LEU metabolism but not of whole-body protein metabolism
in these patients.

INTRODUCTION

Weight loss and depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) is a serious problem in many
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), negatively affecting
their exercise capacity, muscle strength, and survival rates (1-3). Recently, we
observed alterations in the amino acid levels of two peripheral skeletal muscles in
patients with COPD as compared with healthy control subjects (4, 5). Moreover,
striking differences were found in muscle amino acid profile between patients with
COPD with and without radiological diagnosed macroscopic emphysema (EMPH+
and EMPH-, respectively) (5). Because amino acids are the basics of proteins, changes
in protein metabolism are likely to be present in patients with COPD.

Mechanistic studies are needed to elucidate whether specific processes in protein
metabolism are responsible for the observed decrease in FFM in patients with COPD.
With the use of stable isotope methodology, more insight can be obtained in whole-
body protein metabolism as the rate of whole-body protein synthesis (PS) and protein
breakdown (PB) can be assessed. At present, only one study investigated whole-body
protein metabolism in patients with COPD (6). In that study, the 1-"C stable isotope
of leucine (LEU) was used to measure whole-body PS and PB in severely FFM
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depleted patients with emphysema. Based on this protocol, it was concluded that a
reduced whole-body PS was present in emphysema patients, but that whole-body PB
did not differ as compared with age-matched controls.

Under normal conditions, metabolism of LEU (one of the branched-chain amino acids
besides isoleucine and valine) is considered to accurately reflect metabolism of all
amino acids. Therefore, the 1-'*C stable isotope of LEU is often used for measurement
of whole-body PS and PB. However, in several studies in stable severe COPD
patients, consistently lower levels were found for LEU, whereas the levels of the other
branched-chain amino acids isoleucine and valine, and most of the other plasma amino
acids were within the normal range or only slightly changed (5-8). If this low plasma
LEU is an indicator of altered LEU metabolism in COPD, the measurement of whole-
body LEU metabolism using the 1-"C tracer of LEU probably is not a good estimation
for whole-body protein metabolism. Today, besides tracers of LEU, the combined
infusion of L-[n'«g-^H5]-Phenylalanine (PHE) and L-[/-/«g-^H2]-Tyrosine (TYR) tracer
is often used to investigate the rate of whole-body PS and PB in humans.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate whether differences in the rates of
whole-body PS and PB are present in the postabsorptive state between patHnts with
stable severe COPD as a group or stratified into the COPD subtypes, and age-matched
controls, using the combined infusion of PHE- and TYR- labeled tracers. In addition, a
comparison was performed between the PB values obtained by PHE- and TYR-
labeled tracers and by the LEU- labeled tracer.

METHODS

Study population

A group of 14 patients with moderate to severe airflow obstruction (FEV|i 37 ± 12
%pred.) and 8 healthy age-matched volunteers were studied. The COPD group was
carefully selected in order to obtain 7 patients with macroscopic emphysema
(EMPH+) and 7 without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH-), based on high-resolution
computed tomography (9). All patients and controls were men. The patients had
COPD according to American Thoracic Society guidelines (10) and chronic airflow
limitation, defined as measured forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV,) less
than 70% of reference FEV]. Furthermore, the patients had irreversible obstructive
airway disease (<10% improvement of FEV, predicted baseline after inhalation of
P2-agonist) and were in clinically stable condition and not suffering from respiratory
tract infection or exacerbation of their disease at least four weeks prior to the study.
Exclusion criteria were malignancy, cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy, recent surgery,
severe endocrine, hepatic or renal disorder, and use of anticoagulant medication. Also,
subjects who were using systemic corticosteroids within three months before the
beginning of the study were excluded. The maintenance treatment of the studied
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COPD patients consisted of inhaled P2-agonists, inhaled anticholinergics, inhaled
corticosteroids and/or oral theophylline. Written informed consent was obtained from
all subjects and the study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the
University Hospital Maastricht.

Study protocol

After an overnight fast, all subjects were in supine position for three hours. A catheter
was placed in an antecubital vein of the arm for infusion of the tracers. Each subject
was given a priming dose, followed by continuous infusion until the end of the
experiment. The following isotope infusion rates (IR) and priming doses (PD) were
used: L-[nng-*H5]-Phenylalanine: IR = 0.054 umol/kg FFM/min, PD = 3.68 umol/kg
FFM; L-[nng-*H2]-Tyrosine: IR = 0.014 umol/kg FFM/min, PD = 0.95 umol/kg; and
L-[1-'*C]-Leucine (LEU): IR = 0.065 umol/kg FFM/min, PD = 4.43 umol/kg FFM.
Moreover, a bolus dose of L-fn/ig-^H^J-Tyrosine was also administered to prime the
phenylalanine-derived plasma tyrosine pool (PD = 0.3 umol/kg). The tracers were
obtained from Cambridge Isotopic Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA).

A second catheter was placed in a superficial dorsal vein of the hand of the
contralateral arm, which was placed in a thermostatically controlled hot box (internal
temperature: 60°C), a technique to mimic direct arterial sampling (11). Arterialized
venous blood samples were taken at 2, 2.5 and 3 hours into infusion. At the end of the
3-hours period, a muscle biopsy of the lateral part of the quadriceps femoris muscle
was obtained under local anesthesia using the needle biopsy technique (12).

Analysis of peripheral skeletal muscle and arterialized venous blood

Arterialized venous blood was put in a heparinized syringe, immediately put on ice
and subsequently centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 minutes to obtain plasma. Plasma was
deproteinized with sulfosalicylic acid (5%). Both muscle tissue and plasma were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis. After adding
glass beads (1 mm), muscle tissue was homogenized using a Mini-beater (Biospec
Products, Bartlesville, OK). Homogenized muscle tissue was deproteinized with
sulfosalicylic acid (5%).

The concentrations and the enrichments of the amino acids PHE, TYR and LEU in
arterial plasma and the concentrations in muscle tissue were analyzed by a liquid
chromatography mass spectrometry system (13).

Calculations

We used a simplified model in which the whole-body amino acid pool is assumed to
be homogeneous, with a constant exchange of amino acids enter and exit from a
metabolic pool of amino acids, because all proteins are constantly being synthesized
and simultaneously degraded. The flux or protein turnover is defined, under steady
state conditions, as the total flux into or out of the active metabolic amino acid pool. In
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our case, the influx into the metabolic pool is from the PB. The efflux from the
metabolic pool includes the amino acids used for PS and for oxidation (in case of PHE
this is hydroxylation which takes place in the liver and kidney). All other metabolic
pathways are considered minor. Thus, in the postabsorptive state: protein turnover =
PB = PS + hydroxylation (14-16).
The following equations were used:
Whole-body rate of appearance (Ra) = infusion rate / tracer-tracee ratio in plasma
Hydroxylation of PHE into TYR = whole-body R J Y R * (tracer-tracee ratio TYR4 /
tracer-tracee ratio PHE5).
Tracer-tracee ratio TYR4 / tracer-tracee ratio PHE5 is the enrichment of the label in
tyrosine ( ^ - T y r ) coming from phenylalanine (*Hs-PHE). PHE hydroxylation reflects
net whole-body protein breakdown.

Whole-body PB = whole-body R^HE
Whole-body PS = whole-body RJ>HE - PHE hydroxylation
Whole-body LEU breakdown = whole-body RaLEu
Unfortunately, we were not able to measure whole-body LEU synthesis because LEU
oxidation was not measured. To get a reflection of LEU oxidation, the patients had to
breathe through a mouthpiece for a certain period of time to obtain breath samples.
Several patients were unable to do this and therefore we eliminated this part from the
protocol.

Because the amount of FFM is an important determinant for protein turnover, PB, PS,
PHE hydroxylation, and whole-body RJLEU were expressed per kilogram FFM
afterward to take into account possible differences in FFM between the COPD and the
control group. Whole-body FFM was measured by bioelectrical impedance analyses
(BIA 101, RJL Systems Detroit, USA) in the supine position at the right site. FFM of
the COPD patients was calculated using a patient's specific regression equation (17),
whereas FFM of the healthy controls was calculated using a specific regression
equation for elderly men as described by Lukaski and coworkers (18).

Pulmonary function tests

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV|) and forced vital capacity (FVC) with the
highest value from at least three technically acceptable maneuvers being used. Static
and dynamic lung volumes (total lung capacity (TLC), intrathoracic gas volume
(ITGV), and airway resistance (Raw)) were assessed by whole-body plethysmography
(Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide
(DLo) was measured using the single-breath method (Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg,
Germany). Subtracting estimated dead space from inspiratory volume gives an
estimate of alveolar volume and the Die was then corrected for alveolar volume
(transfer factor K^,)- AH values obtained were related to a reference value and expres-
sed as percentages of the predicted value (19).
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Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE) for muscle and arterial venous
plasma determinations and mean ± standard deviation (SD) for other characteristics
for the total COPD and control group, and after stratification of the COPD group into
EMPH+ and EMPH-. The mean value of PB, PS, PHE hydroxylation, and whole-body
RaLEu at the time points 2, 2.5 and 3 hours was used as the resting value. The non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U test was used to test whether the changes in time were
significantly different from zero, and whether differences in pulmonary function,
muscle, and arterial plasma determinations were present between the study groups.

RESULTS

Fourteen male COPD patients and 8 male healthy volunteers participated in the study
(table 1). Age, height, and body weight did not significantly differ between the groups,
but a tendency toward a lower FFM was found in the COPD group (p=0.1; ns). The
COPD patients had moderate to severe airflow obstruction, a mildly reduced diffusing
capacity, and moderately increased airways resistance. Absolute FVC was 3.6 ± 0.6 L
in the COPD group and 4.3 ± 0.5 L in the control subjects (p<0.05). Arterial pO2 was
lower in the COPD group than in the control group (p<0.05). In the control group, all
lung function values were within the normal range.

Age
Height
Weight

FFM

FEV,
DU
K«,
RV
R,w
PaOj'

Y
Cm
Kg
Kg

%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred
%pred
kPa

Controls

66
172.4
76.6
55.9

102
112
107
119
99

11.3

±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

5
5.9
11.9
5.4

19
20
22
25
29
1.0

COPD

62
172.5
76.1
52.9

37
71
65

189
244
10.0

±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

7
7.4
12.4

7.3

12***
25**
19**
45***
91***

1.6*

Values are means ± SD; FFM: fat-free mass; FEV,: forced expiratory volume in Is; DL^: diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide; K^: transfer factor, RV: residual volume; R^: airways resistance; PaOi: arterial oxygen
pressure." 1 kPa = 7.5 mmHg. Significance of difference compared to the controls: * p<0.05; ** pO.01;***
p<0.001.
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800 Protein breakdown

400

800 r Protein synthesis

400

150 PHE hydroxylation

/. Bar diagram of protein breakdown (top panel), protein synthesis (middle panel) and PHE
hydroxylation (reflecting net balance; bottom panel) of 8 healthy volunteers (control,
open bar) and 14 patients with COPD (closed bar). Mean values ± 1 SE are shown.
Significance of differences between the 2 groups was calculated as * P<0.05.
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Chapter 5

Tracer-tracee ratio of PHE and LEU reached an isotopic steady state within three hours
(difference among the time points 2, 2.5 and 3 hours were < 5% and nonsignificant from
zero) in both groups. PB (Fig 1, top panel) as well as PS (Fig 1, middle panel) were
significantly higher in the COPD group than in the control group (p<0.05). Hydroxylation of
PHE was significantly different from zero in both groups (p<0.05), indicating net PB in the
postabsorptive state (Fig 1, lower panel). However, net PB was not different between COPD
and the control group. Stratification of the COPD group into patients with EMPH- and
EMPH+ by HRCT did not result in any differences in PS or PB between the COPD
subtypes.

Whole-body RJLEU was not significantly different between the COPD and the control group
(1464 ± 53 nmol/kg ffrn/min vs. 1545 ± 19 nmol/kg ffrn/min, respectively). However, the
ratio of whole-body RJLEU to RaPHE was significantly lower in the COPD group (2.1 ± 0.1 vs.
2.5±0.2,p<0.001).

Stratification of the COPD group into EMPH- and EMPH+ resulted in lower values for
whole-body R^EU in the EMPH- as compared with the control group (p<0.05), whereas no
significant difference was found between the EMPH+ and the control group (EMPH-: 1404
± 65 nmol/kg ffrn/min; EMPH+: 1550 ± 80 nmol/kg ffrn/min). Although ratio whole-body
RaLEU to RaPHE was reduced in both COPD subtypes as compared with the control group, the
lowest values were found in the EMPH- group (EMPH-: 2.0 ± 0.1, p<0.001, EMPH+: 2.2 ±
0.1,p<0.05).

Muscle-to-plasma concentration gradient for LEU was higher in the COPD than in the
control group (3.7 ± 0.3 vs. 1.8 ± 0.1; p<0.001), whereas comparable levels were found for
PHE (2.3 ±0.2 vs. 1.910.1).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, enhanced levels of whole-body PS and PB were found in the
postabsorptive state in patients with stable severe COPD, indicating an increased whole-body
protein turnover.

The ability to maintain homeostatic regulation of metabolic processes is an important key to
the survival of living organisms. A small difference between PS and PB rates determines
protein accretion or loss. In the studied COPD and control groups, whole-body PB was
higher than PS, indicating net protein catabolism in the postabsorptive state. However,
comparable values were found for net PB in both groups, indicating that net protein
catabolism was not elevated in patients with severe COPD. It has to be emphasized that the
elevated values for whole-body PB and PS were observed in patients with severe COPD,
who were clinically stable at the time of measurement. Moreover, the patients were weight
stable and had only slightly lower values for FFM than the control subjects. It is unknown yet
whether chronic or acute unstable conditions like an acute exacerbation of COPD symptoms
or progressive weight loss, which commonly occur in COPD, enhance the alterations in
whole-body PB and PS, and induce net protein catabolism in these patients.
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Elevated values for PS and PB, as observed in the COPD group, have previously been
reported in other chronic diseases (20-22). In the metabolic stress-related diseases human
immunodeficiency virus infection and liver cirrhosis an enhanced production of acute phase
proteins may possibly account for the observed increase in protein turnover, suggesting an
association between increased protein turnover and the presence of inflammation. In the
studied COPD patients, the elevated protein turnover may also be mediated by an activation
of the cytokine network. Although the patients with COPD were clinically stable and not
suffering from exacerbations of symptoms for at least three months, an increased systemic
inflammatory response has been described in these patients. Evidence for this is given by
several studies, reporting elevated circulating concentrations of cytokines and acute phase
proteins in peripheral blood of stable severe COPD patients (4, 23). Recently, increased
levels of plasma lipopolysaccharide binding protein were associated with decreased total
amino acid concentrations in COPD (4), confirming a relation between inflammation and
alterations in protein metabolism. Whether the presence of systemic inflammation is the only
mechanism responsible for the increased protein turnover in the studied COPD group
deserves further investigation.

Protein turnover is assumed to contribute to 20% of resting energy expenditure in normal
adults (24). When protein turnover is elevated, increased energy is needed for formation of
peptide bindings, amino acid transport, RNA turnover and PB. This suggests that the
elevated protein turnover, among other factors like systemic inflammation, medication,
metabolic and mechanical inefficiency of the respiratory muscles may increase resting
energy expenditure levels in COPD. The exact contribution of an elevated protein turnover to
the hypermetabolic state in a substantial proportion of COPD patients needs to be determined
(25-28). In our study, the 10% whole-body protein turnover increase in the COPD patients
presumably causes a 2% increase in their REE.

The present study was not able to identify to what extent the skeletal muscle protein pool
contributes to the increased whole-body PB and PS levels in patients with COPD. At rest,
skeletal muscle contributes approximately 25% to whole-body protein turnover in man (29).
It is unclear yet, whether this value remains the same during pathophysiological conditions
such as COPD. COPD patients are often characterized by low-grade systemic inflammation
without evidence of an acute infection. Therefore, the contribution of the splanchnic area
could be increased due to enhanced acute phase protein synthesis. In addition, recently, low
concentrations of tumor necrosis factor-alpha were found to induce skeletal muscle protein
loss wi v/Yro (30). We recently observed increased skeletal muscle wasting in patients with
COPD (31). Therefore, a combination of the enhanced net splanchnic protein synthesis and
an increased net skeletal muscle protein breakdown will result in increased whole-body
protein turnover without enhanced net whole-body protein breakdown. More research is
necessary to elucidate the relative contribution of skeletal muscle and splanchnic area to the
elevated whole-body PB and PS levels in patients with COPD.

Today, the stable isotopes of PHE and LEU are often used independent of each other to
measure whole-body PB and PS. In the present study, whole-body R,J>HE value was higher in
the COPD group than in the control group. However, no difference was found in whole-
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body RJLEU level between the total COPD group and control group, which is in line with the
data obtained by Morrison (6) in FFM depleted patients with emphysema.

However, ratio whole-body RJLEU to RIPHE was significantly lower in the studied COPD
group than in the controls, indicating a discrepancy between whole-body RJLEU and RJPHE-

This is remarkable as under normal conditions release into plasma of any essential amino
acid should be proportional to its average content in body proteins. The average content of
LEU in body proteins is about 8% opposed to 3-4% of PHE (32). Therefore, the ratio of
whole-body R^LEU to RaPHE should be approximately 2.0-2.7. In the present study, this ratio
was 2.5 and 2.1 in the control group and COPD group, respectively, indicating a slightly
reduced ratio in the latter group.

The discrepancy in the release of LEU and PHE into plasma may be explained by an
abnormal equilibration of the amino acid tracers between the intracellular and extracellular
pools. Although LEU and PHE share a common transmembrane transport system, a possible
selective abnormality in the subsequent transport of individual amino acids across the cell
membrane would result in a disequilibration between intra- and extracellular amino acid
enrichments, and therefore in plasma Ra of the amino acids. In the present study, the muscle-
to-plasma gradient was higher for LEU in the COPD group than in the control group,
whereas comparable levels were found for PHE, suggesting a specific defect in the
membrane transport of LEU in COPD. Recently, we reported increased plasma insulin levels
in patients with COPD (33), which were associated with increased values for muscle-to- :
plasma LEU gradient. This suggests that hyperinsulinemia negatively affects LEU
transmembrane transport and thus LEU metabolism in COPD. Therefore, it is very possible
that the elevated insulin levels in the COPD group suppress the endogenous release of LEU
but not that of PHE.

In conclusion, the present study shows that whole-body PS and PB are elevated in patients
with stable severe COPD in the postabsorptive state, indicating an increased whole-body
protein turnover. Furthermore, use of the isotopically labeled tracer of LEU gives insight in
the disturbance in whole-body LEU metabolism but does not well reflect whole-body protein
metabolism in patients with COPD.
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ABSTRACT *

Recently, pronounced alterations were found in whole body protein metabolism at
rest in weight stable patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in
the post-absorptive state. To investigate whether physical activity in daily life affects
whole body protein metabolism differently in COPD compared with control subjects,
whole body protein synthesis (PS) and breakdown (PB) were measured in 14
clinically and weight stable severe COPD patients and 8 healthy age-matched
controls during and after 20 minutes of constant work rate cycle exercise, using the
combined infusion of the isotopically labeled amino acids of L-fr/wg- H5]-
Phenylalanine (PHE) and L-[r/ng- H2]-Tyrosine (TYR). Arterialized-venous blood
was sampled during the exercise period and until 1 hour of recovery for measurement
of the amino acid concentrations and the isotopic enrichment values. After an initial
increase in whole body PS and PB in both study groups during exercise (p<0.05),
whole body PS as well as PB returned to baseline values at the end of exercise in the
COPD group but remained elevated in the control subjects. In recovery from
exercise, PS and PB immediately normalized in the control group but reached lower
values in the COPD group compared with baseline values (p<0.05). Stratification of
the COPD group into patients with and without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH+
(n=7), EMPH- (n=7), respectively) revealed a different pattern of whole body protein
metabolism between the subtypes. In the EMPH+ group, PS as well as PB did not
change at all during exercise, and even fell below baseline values in recovery
(p<0.05). This reduction in protein turnover remained until at least 1 hour in
recovery. In contrast, the changes in the patterns of PS and PB were comparable in
the EMPH- and the control group throughout the entire study period. Net PB (=PB-
PS) was not increased during exercise or recovery in any of the study groups. The
present study indicates that constant work exercise in daily life does not induce net
protein catabolism in clinically and weight stable patients with COPD but it
suppresses whole body protein turnover specifically in those with emphysema.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, pronounced alterations were found in whole body protein metabolism at
rest in weight stable patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in
the post-absorptive state and at rest, as indicated by elevated levels for whole body
protein synthesis and breakdown. Besides overnight fasting, also other naturally
occurring conditions like daily life physical exercise may possibly influence whole
body protein metabolism in these patients. It is of importance to get more insight in
this because physical exercise is an important element in the pulmonary
rehabilitation of patients with COPD.

It is unclear to what extent daily life physical exercise alters the specific processes of
whole body protein metabolism (protein synthesis and breakdown) in weight and
FFM stable patients with COPD and whether this leads to net anabolism or maybe
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even catabolism. A single exercise session in severe COPD patients generally lasts a
relatively short time (on average 20 minutes). It can be argued that besides the actual
exercise period, the post-exercise (recovery) response may be as important to the
overall state of protein metabolism in COPD. Moreover, data about the effects of
exercise on whole body protein metabolism in patients with COPD may be relevant
because it indirectly provides information on the metabolic (protein) costs and needs
of these patients in daily life, and during pulmonary rehabilitation.

Therefore, the purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of 20 minutes of
constant work rate cycle exercise on whole body PB and PS during exercise and 1
hour of recovery in patients with stable severe COPD as compared with healthy age-
matched control subjects. Furthermore, it was examined whether and to what extent
exercise induces differences in whole body PS and PB among COPD subtypes.

METHODS

Study population

A group of 14 patients with moderate to severe airflow obstruction (FEV,: 37 ± 12%
pred.) and 8 healthy age-matched volunteers were studied. The COPD group was
carefully selected in order to obtain 7 patients with macroscopic emphysema
(EMPH+) and 7 without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH-), based on high-
resolution computed tomography (1). All subjects were men. All patients had COPD
according to ATS guidelines (2) and chronic airflow limitation, defined as measured
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV,) less than 70% of reference FEV|.
Furthermore, the patients had irreversible obstructive airway disease (<10%
improvement of FEV, predicted baseline after inhalation of B2-agonist) and were in
clinically stable condition and not suffering from respiratory tract infection or
exacerbation of their disease at least 4 weeks prior to the study. Exclusion criteria
were malignancy, cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy, recent surgery, severe endo-
crine, hepatic or renal disorder, and use of anticoagulant medication. Also, subjects
who were using oral corticosteroids within three months before the beginning of the
study were excluded. The maintenance treatment of the studied COPD patients
consisted of inhaled P2-agonists, inhaled anticholinergics, inhaled corticosteroids
and/or oral theophylline. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects
and the study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the University
Hospital Maastricht.

Study protocol

After an overnight fast, all subjects were in supine position for three hours. A
catheter was placed in an antecubital vein of the arm for infusion of the tracers. Each
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subject was given a priming dose, followed by continuous infusion until the end of
the experiment.

The following isotope infusion rates (IR) and priming doses (PD) were used:
L-[r/ng-*H5]-Phenylalanine: IR=0.054 umol/kg FFM/min, PD=3.68 umol/kg FFM;
L-[rmg-*H2]-Tyrosine: IR=0.014 umol/kg FFM/min, PD=0.95 umol/kg;
L-[WHg-*H4]-Tyrosine: PD=0.3 umol/kg. The tracers were obtained from Cambridge
Isotopic Laboratories (Woburn,MA,USA).

A second catheter was placed in a superficial dorsal vein of the hand of the
contralateral arm, which was placed in a thermostatically controlled hot box (internal
temperature: 60°C), a technique to mimic direct arterial sampling (3). Arterialized
venous blood samples were taken at 2, 2.5 and 3 hours into infusion to assure an
isotopic steady state.

After the resting period, all subjects performed a submaximal exercise test on an
electronically braked cycle ergometer (Comival 400, Lode, Groningen, The Nether-
lands) for 20 minutes. Work rate for each subject was calculated as 20% of the
predicted workload, according to the equations of Jones (4). Pedaling frequency was
selected by the subjects between 60 and 70 rpm and held constant throughout the
test. An infrared electrode was placed on a finger to measure oxygen saturation
(Fasttrac, Sensor Medics Co., Anaheim, California). Heart rate was measured
throughout the test using a sport tester (PE3000, Polar Electro cy, Kempele, Finland).
Arterialized-venous blood was sampled at 10, 15 and 20 minutes of exercise.

Recovery
Arterialized venous blood was taken 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes in recovery.

Analysis of arterialized venous blood

Arterialized venous blood was put in a heparinized syringe, immediately put on ice
and subsequently centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 minutes to obtain plasma. Plasma was
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis.

The concentrations and the enrichments of the amino acids were analyzed by
LC-MS system (5).

Calculations

We used a single pool model in which the whole body amino acid pool is assumed to
be homogeneous, with a constant exchange of amino acids enter and exit from a
metabolic pool of amino acids, because all proteins are constantly being synthesized
and simultaneously degraded. The flux or protein turnover is defined, under steady
state conditions, as the total flux into or out of the active metabolic amino acid pool.
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In our case, the influx into the metabolic pool is from the breakdown of body protein
(PB). The efflux from the metabolic pool includes the amino acids used for synthesis
of protein (PS) and for hydroxylation (or oxidation). All other metabolic pathways
are considered minor. Thus, in the post-absorptive state: protein turnover = PB =
PS + hydroxylation.

The following equations were used:
1. Whole body rate of appearance (WbR^) = infusion rate / tracer-tracee ratio

in plasma
2. Hydroxylation of PHE into TYR (PHEhyd) = WbRJYR * (tracer-tracee

ratio of TYR4 / tracer-tracee ratio of PHE5).
Hydroxylation of PHE is reflecting net whole body protein breakdown (=
net PB)

3. Whole body Protein breakdown (PB) = whole body RaPHE
4. Whole body Protein synthesis (PS) = whole body R^PHE - hydroxylation

of PHE

In order to account for possible differences in FFM between the study populations,
whole body FFM was measured by bioelectrical impedance analyses (BIA 101, RJL
Systems Detroit, USA) in the supine position at the right site. FFM of the COPD
patients was calculated using a patient specific regression equation (6), whereas FFM
of the healthy controls was calculated using a specific regression equation for elderly
men (7). Fat mass (FM) was calculated by subtracting FFM from body weight, the
latter was measured using an electronic beam scale with a digital readout to the
nearest 0.1 kg (model 708: Seca, Hamburg, Germany). PB, PS, and net PB were
expressed in nmol/kg ffm/min.

Pulmonary function tests

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEVi) with the highest value from at least
three technically acceptable maneuvers being used. Diffusing capacity for carbon
monoxide (DL,.,,) was measured using the single-breath method (Masterlab, Jaeger,
Wurzburg, Germany). All values obtained were related to a reference value and
expressed as percentages of the predicted value (8).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE) for arterial venous plasma
determinations and mean ± standard deviation (SD) for other characteristics. The
mean value of PB, PS, net PB at the time points 2, 2.5 and 3 hours was used as the
resting value. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test whether the changes in time
in PB, PS and net PB were significant different from zero, and to determine
differences in pulmonary function, exercise capacity, and arterial plasma
determinations between the control and the COPD (sub)group(s).
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RESULTS

Fourteen male COPD patients (7 EMPH+, 7 EMPH-) and 8 male healthy volunteers
participated in the study (table 1).

7aWe /. (?e/»er<i/ c/iaractensfics o

Controls COPD EMPH- EMPH+

Age
Height
Weight
BMI
FFM
FM

FEV,
DLco

RV
PaOj

Y
Cm
Kg
Kg/W
Kg
Kg

%pred.
%pred.

%pred
Kpa

66
172.4
76.6
25.8
55.9
20.7

102
112

119
11.3

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±

±

5
5.9
11.9
3.9
5.4
7.2

19
20

25
1.0

62
172.5
76.1
25.7
52.9
23.2

37
71

189
10.0

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
4-

±
±

7
7.4
12.4
4.4
7.3
6.3

12***
25**

45***
1.6*

61
171.0
76.2
26.0
54.0
22.2

44
89

158
9.7

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±

±
±

3
4.7
14.9
4.3
9.2
5.9

13*** •

20* *

44
1.4*

62
173.9
76.1
25.4
51.8
24.3

30
54

215
10.4

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±

±
±

10
9.6
10.5
4.7
5.1
6.9

6***
16***

28***
1.8

Values are mean ± SD; EMPH-: COPD without macroscopic emphysema; EMPH+: COPD with
macroscopic emphysema; BMI: body mass index; FFM: fat-free mass; FM: fat mass; FEV,: forced
expiratory volume in one second; DLco: diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; RV: residual volume; PaO::
arterial oxygen pressure. Significance of difference compared to the controls: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01;***
p<0.001. Significance of difference between the EMPH+ and the EMPH- patients: * p<0.05

. Exercise c/ianicfensf/cs o/f//e sfwrfj'

Controls COPD EMPH- EMPH+

WR Watt 33.5 ± 2.8 35.1 ± 6.3 34.2 ± 6.5 35.8 ± 6.5
16.9 ± 2.4 44.0 ± 15.0*** 32.9 ± 8.5** * 51.5 ± 14.0

93.9 ± 1.2*
93.1 ± 1.1**

O2 saturation %
Rest 95.6 ± 0.7 93.5 ± 1.3***
End-exercise 95.1 ± 0.7 92.1 ± 1.8***

Heart rate B/min
Rest 73.2 ± 5.9 83.1 ± 12.9* 79.9 ± 12.2
End-exercise 91.6 ± 3.1 111.6 ± 20.6»» 107.3 ± 19.2

93.1 ± 1.5**
91.0 ± 1.7**

86.6 ± 13.7
116.7 ± 22.8"*'

Values are mean ± SD; EMPH-: COPD without macroscopic emphysema; EMPH+: COPD with
macroscopic emphysema; WR: work rate; Significance of difference compared to the controls: *
p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Significance of difference between the EMPH+ and the EMPH-
patients: * p<0.05
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Age, height, body weight, FFM and FM did not significantly differ between the
groups. No recent involuntary weight loss was present in any patient or control
subject. The COPD patients had moderate to severe airflow obstruction, mild to
moderate reduced diffusing capacity and arterial pO2, and increased hyperinflation.
The EMPH+ had more severe airflow obstruction and air trapping than the EMPH-
patients (p<0.05), but no difference was found in arterial pC>2 between the COPD
subtypes. In the control group, all lung function values were within the normal range.

Absolute work rate used in the cycle test was not different between the study groups
(table 2), but when expressed as a percentage of a previously performed incremental
exercise test, the work rate was higher in both COPD subtypes than in the controls
(p<0.01). Moreover, the relative work rate was even higher in the EMPH+ than in
the EMPH- group (p<0.05).

Transcutaneous O2 saturation at rest and at end-exercise was lower in all COPD
patients than in the controls. Moreover, a lower O2 saturation was found at end-
exercise in the EMPH+ than in the EMPH- patients (p<0.05). Heart rate was not
significantly different between the 3 groups at rest or end-exercise.

Protein metabolism in the total COPD group vs. age-matched controls

As observed earlier (9), resting data for protein metabolism were increased at rest in
patients with COPD. Whole body PB (Fig 1, upper panel) as well as PS (Fig 1, middle
panel) significantly increased immediately after start of exercise and to a similar degree
in the COPD as well as in the control group. This elevation in PS and PB remained
during 15 minutes of exercise.

However, at minute 20 of exercise, the increase in PS as well as in PB was not
significantly different from zero anymore in the COPD group. In recovery, PS and
PB immediately normalized in the control group, but decreased to significantly lower
values in the COPD group as compared to baseline resting values. Net PB (Fig 1,
lower panel) did not change during exercise or recovery in the COPD and control
group.

Protein metabolism in the EMPH- patients vs. EMPH+ patients

In the EMPH- group, like in the control group, PB increased during exercise
(p<0.05) and immediately returned to baseline values in recovery (Fig 2, upper
panel). In contrast, PB did not change at all during exercise in the EMPH+ patients,
and decreased in recovery when compared to baseline values (p<0.05). Comparable
findings were present for PS (Fig 2, middle panel). In the EMPH- group, like in the
control group, PS increased during exercise (p<0.05) and immediately returned to
baseline values in recovery. In the EMPH+ group, PS did not change during exercise
but decreased in recovery. This decrease remained statistically significant from zero
until at least one hour in recovery. Net PB (Fig 2, lower panel) did not change
significantly during exercise or recovery as compared to baseline values in both
COPD subtype groups.
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Changes in whole body protein breakdown (top panel), protein synthesis (middle panel)
and net protein breakdown (bottom panel) of the healthy volunteers (open circle) and
the total COPD group (closed circle) during 20 minutes of exercise and 1 hour of
recovery. Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of differences compared to
baseline values were calculated as * P<0.05.
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Fi£wr<?2. Changes in whole body protein breakdown (top panel), protein synthesis (middle
panel) and net protein breakdown (bottom panel) of the EMPH- patients (closed
triangle) and EMPH+ patients (open square) during 20 minutes of exercise and 1 hour
of recovery. Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of differences compared to
baseline values were calculated as P<0.05.
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DISCUSSION

In the present study, a different response was present in whole body protein turnover
to constant cycle exercise in COPD. After an initial increase in whole body PS and
PB during exercise, whole body PS as well as PB returned to baseline values at the
end of exercise in the COPD group but remained elevated in the controls. In recovery
from exercise, a normalization of PB and PS was immediately present in the control
group, whereas a further decrease was found in PS and PB in the total COPD group
compared with baseline values.

Specifically in the emphysematous patients, PB and PS did not change at all
during exercise but even fell to significantly lower values in recovery.

Until yet, only limited studies are available studying the acute effects of cycle
exercise on whole body protein metabolism. The (initial) increase in whole body PB
during low-intensity exercise in the total COPD and control group is in line with
some previous studies in healthy subjects (10-12), whereas other studies did not find
a change in whole body PB (13). Moreover, conflicting results were reported
regarding whole body PS during endurance exercise as decreased (10, 14) as well as
unchanged values (11, 13) were observed.

The varying findings in exercise related protein metabolism between the yet
limited studies may possibly be related to the different exercise protocols (intensities
and durations) and study populations (mostly young physically active controls) used.
Moreover, steady state measurements were generally difficult to obtain in particular
during high-intensity exercise. In the present study, after an initial increase, whole
body PS as well as PB reached a plateau between 10 and 15 minutes of exercise in
the studied COPD and control groups, suggesting that an isotopic (tracer) steady
state and thus a physiologic steady state was obtained. In this case, the subsequent
decrease in PB and PS in these groups suggests an adaptive physiologic response to
exercise.

In the present study, net PB was not increased in any of the study groups during
exercise or recovery, indicating that cycle exercise at this low intensity does not
induce net protein catabolism in the COPD patients or in the healthy controls. It has
to be emphasized that the studied severe COPD patients were clinically- and weight
stable. It is unknown whether a similar response of net PB to exercise is present in
COPD patients who are in an unstable condition like during weight loss and acute
exacerbations.

Whole body levels of PS and PB during exercise do not necessarily reflect PS and
PB in different body subregions (ie skeletal muscle, splanchnic area). Earlier,
splanchnic leucine (LEU) Ra was shown to contribute for 73% to the exercise
induced release of whole body LEU Ra (15). Williams (15) showed that the increased
LEU release during exercise in dogs is coming from the gut, indicating that the gut is
the primary source of the increased Ra in the splanchnic area (15). This is probably
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related to the fact that the gut is richly innervated and subject to changes in
sympathetic and parasympathetic output, cytokines and hormones.

However, there is also evidence that a moderate increase in nitrogen efflux from
muscle occurs during low intensity exercise (16). The observed increase in skeletal
muscle PB during exercise (reflected by an elevated TYR release) was the main
consequence of an elevated non-contractile protein degradation as decreased values
for contractile protein degradation (reflected by reduced 3-methylhistidine excretion
values) were found (17). Thus, the enhanced availability of amino acids to the
intramuscular amino acid pool during exercise occurs via PB within the active
muscles (18) and via an increased branched-chain amino acid delivery from the gut
to the active muscle (19). Consequently, the elevation in intracellular appearance of
amino acids increases muscle PS (20, 21). Therefore, it can be hypothesized that the
gut and to a smaller extent the active muscle are likely responsible for the observed
increase in whole body PB during exercise in the studied EMPH- patients and
controls. The active skeletal muscle, as the most important consumer of amino acids
during exercise, is probably responsible for the observed increase in whole body PS.
This hypothesis has to be tested in COPD by performing regional arterio-venous
measurements across a muscle compartment (ie legs).

Remarkably, the EMPH+ group was not able to increase their whole body protein
turnover during exercise.

In a previous study, reduced intracellular muscle amino acid concentrations were
found in emphysema patients at rest (22), suggesting a decreased amino acid
availability in muscle. In general, amino acid availability is negatively influenced by
a reduction in blood flow. It is therefore well possible that an impaired blood flow
may play a role in the reduced amino acid levels observed in these patients at rest. In
addition, via a reduction in AA availability, a reduced blood flow may contribute to
the observed reduction in whole body PS during exercise as observed in the
emphysema patients (20, 23). To confirm this hypothesis, studies are needed which
actually measure blood flow at rest and during exercise in patients with emphysema.
Furthermore, a significantly lower transcutaneous O2 saturation was found during
exercise in the EMPH+ as compared to the EMPH- group. When hypoxic conditions
are actually present in the EMPH+ patients during exercise, whole body PS rate is
expected to decrease since cellular hypoxia may result in the development of the
"sick cell" syndrome with an increased passive permeability of muscle membranes to
sodium and reduced sodium pump activity. Consequently, influx of sodium would
increase and sodium-dependent efflux of amino acids would be promoted. Moreover,
elevation of whole body protein turnover is generally known to be an energy
consuming process. Recently, activity-related energy expenditure was found to be
elevated in COPD patients with emphysema (24). Therefore, it can be hypothesized
that emphysema patients preferentially use their energy sources for enhanced work of
breathing and inefficient muscle contraction during exercise, at the cost of elevating
their whole body protein turnover.
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In recovery, whole body PS and PB immediately returned to baseline values in the
EMPH- and control groups but significantly decreased in the EMPH+ patients as
compared to baseline values. In the past, several studies which have actually
examined the response in whole body protein turnover after endurance exercise in
healthy subjects did not achieve a general agreement as unchanged (25, 26) as well
as increased (10, 26) values were found for whole body PB and PS. The increased PS
in muscle after exercise was explained by the elevated total free intracellular amino
acid pool which is due to an increased transport of several amino acids into skeletal
muscle (20) and to skeletal muscle proteolysis (20, 27) immediately after exercise.

It is remarkable that whole body protein turnover in the EMPH+ patients
remained at lower values until at least one hour in recovery although there is no
energy need for muscle contraction anymore. In general, a reduction in whole body
protein turnover is less beneficial in a situation in which nutrition is provided. In this
situation, nutrition will get less well metabolized, inducing a lower anabolic response
than when there is no reduction in protein turnover. Further studies are necessary to
demonstrate the exact cause of this suppressed response in whole body protein
turnover to exercise in emphysema.

In conclusion, exercise suppresses whole body PB and PS specifically in COPD
patients with emphysema. Quantification of the rate of PB and PS in skeletal muscle
of these patients will be an important step forward in the understanding of their
altered protein metabolic response to exercise. Furthermore, the close relationship
between whole body PS and PB values during and after exercise in all study groups
suggests a mechanistic link between the two processes.
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PART 3

Amino acid status of the peripheral skeletal
muscle at rest and during exercise



INTRODUCTION

Amino acids, the building blocks of proteins, play a pivotal role in intermediary
metabolism. Skeletal muscle comprises approximately 60% of the body cell mass
and serves as an important reserve system which in conditions of shortage maintains
supplies of amino acids for protein synthesis and metabolism. Several studies in the
past have reported pronounced disturbances in the plasma amino acid profile of
patients with severe COPD (1). Consistently reduced values were found for the
branched-chain amino acids.

Plasma amino acid levels do not directly reflect muscle amino acid metabolism. In
acute diseases and conditions associated with muscle wasting, a specific skeletal
muscle amino acid profile was found. However, little is known about the amino acid
profile of chronic diseases associated with muscle wasting such as COPD. Not only
at rest but also during exercise, skeletal muscle is known to participate actively in
metabolism of amino acids. A specific amino acid profile has been found after
exercise in healthy subjects but no information is available on the amino acid
response during exercise in COPD.

Decreased resting muscle glutamate levels have been obsen'ed in metabolic stress
induced cachexia, a catabolic condition which is characterized by a relative shift
from oxidative to glycolytic capacity in peripheral skeletal muscle (2). A relative
shift from oxidative to glycolytic capacity is found in COPD, as reduced values have
been found for enzymes involved in the tricarboxylic acid cycle and in P-oxidation
of fatty acids (3, 4). This suggests that COPD patients may be particularly prone to
intracellular glutamate depletion. Glutamate is one of the most important non-
essential amino acids. Glutamate is active in many metabolic pathways at rest e.g. as
precursor in the synthesis of the amino acid glutamine and the antioxidant
glutathione. During exercise, glutamate is important since it preserves high-energy
phosphates in muscle through different metabolic mechanisms. Further studies need
to be conducted in these areas in COPD.

OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTERS IN PART 3

In this part, the focus changes to intrinsic alterations in the amino acid profile of
peripheral skeletal muscle of patients with COPD. In chapter 7, factors possibly
contributing to the alterations in plasma branched-chain amino acid profile ie.
hyperinsulinemia, lung function impairment were studied. Moreover, further
characterization of the peripheral skeletal muscle amino acid status was performed in
patients with COPD with stratification of the group into patients with and without
radiologically diagnosed emphysema. In chapters 8 and 9, particular attention was
paid to the amino acid glutamate, because under normal conditions it is present in a
high content in muscle. Moreover, glutamate is an important precursor for other
substrates and it is metabolically active at rest and during exercise. In chapter 8,
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alterations in the concentration of glutamate as substrate for glutamine and
glutathione synthesis was studied in the peripheral skeletal muscle of COPD patients
with radiologic emphysema at rest. In chapter 9, we studied the relationship between
venous lactate response to incremental exercise and muscle glutamate levels. In
chapter 10, the response of the amino acid profile in skeletal muscle and plasma
during submaximal cycle exercise was examined in COPD patients and compared to
that of healthy age-matched controls. '•-;
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ABSTRACT

There is increasing evidence of abnormal protein metabolism in
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) as reflected by lower
plasma branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) concentrations and different muscle
amino acid (AA) patterns than in age-matched control subjects.
06/ecftve: We examined whether the low plasma BCAA concentrations in COPD
reflect an imbalance between anabolic and catabolic processes as evidenced by a low
fat-free mass (FFM) and alterations in the anabolic hormone insulin and whether
discrepancies in muscle AA concentrations between studies are related to different
patient characteristics.
Des/g/j: AA profile in arterial plasma and quadriceps femoris muscle and insulin
concentrations in venous plasma were analyzed in 28 postabsorptive COPD patients
(14 with and 14 without macroscopic emphysema) and 28 control subjects. FFM was
measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry.
flesi//te: The lower sum of plasma BCAAs in the COPD group than in the control
subjects than in the control subjects was the result of a lower leucine concentration
(p<0.001); no significant difference was found in valine and isoleucine was found
between the groups. In the COPD group, the lower leucine concentrations were
associated with low FFM (p<0.01). Compared with those in the control group, the
muscle-to-plasma gradient was higher in the COPD group (p<0.001) and was
associated with a higher insulin concentration (p<0.01). Several muscle AA
concentrations were higher or tended to be higher in the group without emphysema
than in the control group, whereas nearly all AA concentrations were lower in the
group with emphysema.
COHC/KS/OHS: Leucine metabolism is altered in COPD patients and is associated with
low FFM and high insulin concentrations. There were striking differences in the
skeletal muscle AA profile between the COPD subtypes.

INTRODUCTION

Weight loss and low body weight are common in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) and occur predominantly in those with macroscopic
emphysema (EMPH+) (1). Lower body weights in EMPH+ patients than in COPD
patients without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH-) was mainly the consequence of
lower fat mass value in the EMPH+ patients, whereas both COPD subtypes,
particularly EMPH+ patients, have fat-free mass (FFM) values that are lower than
those of age-matched control subjects. Despite these differences in whole body FFM
between the COPD subtypes, comparable low values are found for extremity
FFM (2).

These low FFM values suggest that intermediary metabolic abnormalities exist in
COPD patients. Indeed, several studies reported pronounced disturbances in the
plasma amino acid (AA) profile of patients with stable, severe COPD (3-6). In
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addition, abnormal AA concentrations were found in the tibialis anterior muscle of
COPD patients (6). In that study, muscle glutamine concentrations were elevated;
however, low glutamine concentrations were recently found in the quadriceps
femoris muscle of COPD patients of the subtype EMPH+ (7). It is unknown whether
this discrepancy in muscle glutamine concentrations also exists for the other ammo
acids and can be attributed to differences in the characteristics of the COPD
population or muscle studied.

Consistently lower plasma branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) concentrations are
found in the plasma of COPD patients than in plasma of age-matched control
subjects (8-10). One explanation could be that changes in insulin level, a hormone
that has a strong anabolic action, influence AA metabolism, particularly that of the
BCAAs. Elevated insulin concentrations are found in several other chronic wasting
diseases, such as heart and liver failure, and are related to insulin resistance to
glucose (11, 12). Moreover, increased fasting plasma insulin concentrations are
observed in COPD patients with severe hypoxemia than in healthy control subjects
(13), but it is unknown whether hyperinsulinemia is also present in normoxemic
COPD patients.

The main purpose of the present study was to examine whether the low plasma
BCAA concentrations in normoxemic patients with severe COPD reflect an
imbalance between anabolic and catabolic processes, as evidenced by low FFM
values, and whether they are associated with increased insulin concentrations. The
second aim of the study was to examine whether EMPH+ and EMPH- patients have
AA profile (including glutamine) in the quadriceps femoris muscle that are different
from those of healthy, age-matched control subjects.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Study population

A group of 28 COPD patients (21 men and 6 women) and 28 healthy, age-matched
control subjects (20 men and 8 women) was studied. The patients were in clinically
stable condition and consecutively recruited on admission to a pulmonary
rehabilitation center. All patients were participants in an in-patient pulmonary
rehabilitation program on weekdays over 8-13 weeks. The study was performed in
the second week of admission, before the rehabilitation program actually started. The
control group was recruited from an advertisement in a local newspaper.

All patients had chronic airflow limitation, defined as a measured forced expiratory
volume in one second (FEV|) less than 70% of the predicted value. Furthermore, the
patients had irreversible obstructive airway disease (<10% improvement in the FEV|
predicted after inhalation of P2-agonist), were in clinically stable condition, and had
no respiratory tract infection or exacerbation of their disease at least four weeks
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before the study. An exacerbation was defined as a recent increase in dyspnea,
cough, and sputum production of sufficient severity to warrant a change in
medication (mild to moderate) or admission to the hospital (severe). Moreover, none
of the patients had a fever or a bacterial infection on the basis of a sputum culture.
Exclusion criteria were malignancy, cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy, recent
surgery, infection, use of anticoagulant medication, or severe endocrine, hepatic,
gastrointestinal, and renal disorders. Written, informed consent was obtained from all
subjects and the study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the
University Hospital Maastricht, Netherlands.

Assessment of emphysema

In all patients, the presence and severity of parenchymal destruction, the hallmark of
emphysema (14), was evaluated by high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT)
using a commercial scanner (Somatom Plus; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at the
following settings: voltage: 137 kVp, current:220 mA, collimation:1.0 mm; 1.0 sec.
scanning time. Five HRCT scans were obtained while the subjects were in supine
position and held their breath at end-expiration: two scans of the upper and two scans
of the lower lung zones three and six cm above and below the carina, respectively,
and one scan at the carina. Images were made at a level of -800 Hounsfield Units
(HU) and a window width of 1600 HU, which is appropriate for lung detail. The
severity and extent of emphysema in each scan were visually scored on a four-point
scale by two independent observers according to the direct observational method
developed by Sakai (15). The detection and quantification of emphysema by visual
inspection and grading was quick and easy to perform (16). For each of the ten lung
sections, the score for severity was multiplied by the score for the extent of
emphysema, and the resultant scores were subsequently summed to give the total
HRCT score. Visual HRCT scores ranged from 0 (no macroscopic emphysema) to
120 (severe macroscopic emphysema). Stratification of the patients by HRCT score
resulted into two groups: the EMPH- group (those with an HRCT score < 30; no or
trivial macroscopic emphysema) and the EMPH+ group (those with an HRCT score
> 30; mild-to-severe macroscopic emphysema) (17).

Arterial and venous blood sample collection and analysis

Postaborptive arterial blood was obtained by puncturing the artery radialis while the
subjects breathed room air. One sample was used to determine blood gases (pC>2,
pCOi), pH, and oxygen saturation (ABL 330; Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark).
A second sample was collected into a heparin-containing syringe, immediately put
on ice, and subsequently centrifuged at 3120 * g for 10 minutes at 4 °C to obtain
plasma. Plasma was deproteinized with 5% sulfosalicylic acid to determine AA
profiles. Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analyzed.

An evacuated tube containing EDTA (Sherwood Medical, St Louis, Missouri,
USA) was used to collect venous blood. Plasma was separated from blood cells by
centrifugation at 3120 * g for 10 minutes at 4 °C within two hours after collection.
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Immediately after the first separation, the separated plasma was again centrifuged at
3120 * g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. Plasma samples were stored at -80 °C until
analyzed. Insulin was analyzed using a commercially available immunofluorometric
assay (IFMA) by using an AutoDelfla automatic analyzer (Perkin-Elmer, Turku,
Finland). There was no measurable cross-reactivity with autoantibodies against
insulin.

Peripheral skeletal muscle biopsy collection and analysis

Postabsorptive muscle biopsies were obtained from the lateral part of the quadriceps
femoris muscle by using the needle-biopsy technique after administration of a local
anesthetic while the subjects were in supine position and at rest (18). All biopsies were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analyzed. After 1-mm
glass beads were added, the muscle tissue was homogenized with a Mini-beater
(Biospec Products, Bartlesville, OK), and deproteinized with 5% sulfosalicyiic acid for
AA determination.

The AA profiles in muscle and arterial plasma were analyzed in the same batch run
by fully automated high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (19, 20). The
following AAs were measured: glutamine (GLN), alanine (ALA), valine (VAL),
isoleucine (ILE), leucine (LEU), phenylalanine (PHE), tyrosine (TYR), arginine
(ARG), histidine (HIS), lysine (LYS), methionine (MET), threonine (THR),
tryptophan (TRP), a-amino-butyric acid (a-AB), asparagine (ASN), citrulline (CIT),
glutamate (GLU), ornithine (ORN), serine (SER) and tyrosine (TYR). The sum of
BCAAs included LEU + ILE + VAL, the sum of aromatic amino acids included PHE
+ TYR + TRP, and the sum of total AAs included all measured AAs.

Metabolic measures

fioofy we/g/j/ anJ com/?asi7/on
Body weight was measured with an electronic beam scale with a digital read-out to
the nearest 0.1 kg (Seca, model 708, Hamburg, Germany), while the subjects were
standing barefoot and wearing light indoor clothing. Weight loss was defined as
involuntary weight loss > 5% of body weight during the last three months. Body
height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (Seca, model 220, Hamburg, Germany).
FFM was determined by scanning all patients and control subjects with a DPX-L
Bone Densitometer (Lunar Radiation Corporation, Madison, WI) (21).

energy e.v/jend/VKre en rf/e/a/7 energy
REE was measured in all the patients after an overnight fast under standardized
conditions (22) by open-circuit indirect calorimetry with a ventilated-hood system
(Oxycon-P; Mijnhardt, Bunnik, Netherlands). O2 consumption and CO2 production
were calculated from the airflow and the differences in the concentration of O2 and
CO2 between incoming and outgoing air. Energy expenditure was calculated by
using the abbreviated Weir formula (23). REE was expressed per kilogram of FFM,
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and as a percentage of the REE of an age- and FFM matched control group (24). The
dietary energy intake of the COPD group was ascertained retrospectively before
admission to the hospital, during the first week of rehabilitation, by using the dietary
history method with a cross check. The information was coded for computer nutrient
analysis by the same trained dietician. The nutrient database was derived from the
Dutch food-composition tables (25).

Pulmonary function tests

FEV, was determined in all patients and control subjects by spirometry; the highest
value from at least three technically acceptable procedures was used. The diffusing
capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (DL<.<,) was measured by using the
single-breath method (Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). All values obtained
were related to a reference value and expressed as a percentage of the predicted value
(26).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE) for muscle and plasma
determinations, and mean ± standard deviation (SD) for other characteristics.
SPSS 7.5 for WINDOWS (SPSS Inc, Chicago) was used for statistical analysis. One-
way analysis of variance was used to determine differences in general characteristics,
plasma and muscle AAs, and insulin between the total COPD population, the
EMPH+ and EMPH- subtypes, and the control group. Subsequently, Tukey's
multiple (pairwise) comparisons procedures were used to analyze the differences
between the EMPH+, EMPH- and control groups. Scheffe's test was used to analyze
the differences between the control and the COPD groups to control for type 1 error.
Linear regression analysis was performed to determine the relation between insulin,
the ratio of glucose to insulin, and the individual BCAAs. A p-value < 0.05 was
considered significant.

RESULTS

The clinical characteristics of the study groups are shown in Table 1. The subjects'
mean age was 64 years. The EMPH+ group had significantly greater airflow
obstruction and significantly lower body weights than did the EMPH- group.

FFM was significantly lower in the total COPD and EMPH+ groups than in the
control subjects and tended to be lower, but not significantly so, in the EMPH-
group. More subjects in the EMPH+ group than in the EMPH- group lost weight
(43% compared with 21%; NS). C-reactive protein was not significantly higher in the
two COPD subtypes than in the control subjects, although it was highly variable in
the EMPH- group. Absolute REE, REE expressed per kilogram FFM, and REE
expressed as a percentage of that predicted was significantly higher in the EMPH-
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than in the EMPH+ group, but there was no significant difference in dietary energy
intake between groups. ,. ;,^_, ,

7. Genera/ cAarartmsf/rs
wir/i

cow/ro/ to/a/ ow, a/id

Sex
Age
FEV,

Dlco

Weight loss
Body weight
FFM
FM
Albumin
CRP

Energy intake
REE
REE/FFM
REE

M/F
y
%pred.
%pred.

Y/N
kg
kg
kg
G/L
ug/mL

MJ/24h
MJ/24h
MJ/24h/kg
%pred.

Controls
(n=28)

20 /
64 ±

108 ±
117 ±

1 /
74.4 ±
54.4 ±
18.5 ±
39.1 ±

1.5 ±

8
5
17
17

27
11.0
10.3
6.9
2.5
6.5

COPD
(n=28)

20
64
41
67

9
71.3
48.6
20.1
36.0

2.6

7.1
6.2

0.13
100

/
±
±
±

/
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

8
9
15***
26***

19
14.6
8.2*
10.2
2.7***
8.7

2.2
1.3
0.02
21

EMPH-
(n=14)

9
64
49
85

3
74.6
49.4
23.3
36.1

5.1

7.3
6.7

0.14
109

/
±
±
±

/
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

5
11
16*** '
20*** ""

11
13.0 "
7.2
11.1
2.4**
12.9

1.9
1.2
0.02
20

EMPH+
<n=

11
65
33
41

6
67.3
47.6
16.1
35.9
0.7

6.9
5.6

0.11
88

=14)

/ 3
± 8
± 10***
± 6***

/ 8
± 15.8*
± 3.4*
± 7.5
± 3.2**
± 1.9

± 2.6
± 1.2
± 0.02
± 15

Values are mean ± SD; EMPH+, EMPH-: COPD with and without emphysema, respectively; FEV,:
forced expiratory volume in one second; Die,,: diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; FFM: fat-
free mass; FM: fat mass; CRP: C-reactive protein; REE: resting energy expenditure. Significant
different from the control group: •** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05; significance of difference
between the EMPH- and the EMPH+ group: "* p<0.001; * p<0.05

BCAA profile in plasma

The individual plasma BCAAs (and remaining AAs) of the control, the total COPD
group, and the COPD subtypes EMPH- and EMPH+ are shown in table 2. The total
COPD group and the EMPH- and EMPH+ subtypes had significantly lower plasma
Leucine concentrations than did the control group. Moreover, plasma leucine was
significantly lower in the EMPH+ group than in the EMPH- group. No significant
differences were found in plasma isoleucine or valine between the COPD subtypes
and the control subjects.

AA profile in skeletal muscle

In muscle (table 3), we were specifically interested in the AAs glutamine, glutamate
and alanine; the aromatic AAs (phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan); and the
individual muscle BCAAs leucine, isoleucine and valine because these AAs play a
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prominent role in overall protein metabolism. Muscle glutamate was significantly
lower in the COPD than in the control group but glutamine, alanine, all aromatic
Aas, and BCAAs were not significantly different between these two groups.

. 1
7a6/e 2. P/asiwa am/no ac/rf pro/7/*? «/i r/ie /iea///i>> confro/ 5«6/ec/s, f/ie /o/a/ COPD,

In umol/L

LEU
ILE
VAL

GLU
ASN
SER
GLN
GLY
HIS
THR
CIT
ALA
ARG
a-AB
TYR
MET
PHE
TRP
ORN
LYS

Sum BCAAs
Sum EAAs
Sum NEAAs
Sum AAs

Controls
(n=28)

100
58

214

63
43

122
603
209

80
117
50

294
91
19
55
28
49
30
53

164

372
760

1683
2442

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

3
2
6

3
1
3
11
7
1
4
2
12
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
4

10
16
25
37

COPD
(n=28)

57
59

209

66
43

129
621
256

67
130
36

269
90
14
63
26
43
35
66

172

325
731

1721
2452

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

3***
2
6

3
1
6
12
13**
3***
6
2***
11
3
1***
2**
1*
1**
1**
4**
6

10**
17
37
48

EMPH-
(n=14)

62
63

211

69
45

131
628
261

68
134
36

274
93
15
63
26
44
34
69

178

336
751

1753
2505

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

2
9

3
2
9
20
20*
5*
9
3**
18
5
1*
3*
1
2*
2
8*
10

14*
27
65
85

EMPH+
(n=14)

52
55

207

62
42

127
613
251

65
128
36

265
87
14
62
25
43
36
64

167

314
711

1688
2400

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

4***
2
9

4
2
9
14
16**
4**
7
2**
12
4
1**
3
1*
2**
2**
3
5

15**
19
35
44

Values are mean ± SE; EMPH-: COPD without macroscopic emphysema; EMPH+: COPD with
macroscopic emphysema; LEU: leucine; ILE: isoleucine; VAL: valine; GLU: glutamate; ASN:
asparagine; SER: serine; GLN: glutamine; GLY: glycine; HIS: histidine; THR: threonine; CIT:
citrulline; ALA: alanine, ARG: arginine; aAB: a-amino-butyric acid; TYR: tyrosine, MET:
methionine; PHE: phenylalanine; TRP: tryptophan; ORN: omithine; LYS: lysine; BCAA: branched-
chain amino acids; EAA: essential amino acids; NEAA: non-essential amino acids; AA: amino
acids. Significant different from the control group: *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05; significance
of difference between the EMPH- and the EMPH+ group: *" p<0.001; " p<0.05
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J. /imi/10 acirf pro/7/e in sfce/efa/ musc/e o/ Aea/f/iy con/ro/ si/6/ecte, C0PZ>

In umol/kg»w
Controls
(n=28)

COPD
(n=28)

EMPH-
(n=14)

EMPH+
(n=14)

GLN
GLU
ALA
PHE
TYR
TRP
LEU
ILE
VAL

ASN
SER
GLY
HIS
TOR
err
ARG
a-AB
MET
ORN
LYS

Sum BCAAs
Sum EAAs
Sum NEAAs
Sum AAs

13255 ± 125 13443 ± 262 14503 ± 256* 12382 ± 181'
1985
1840

70
89
25

153
72

262

229
446
981
355
604
121
485

63
34

187
694

487
1914

20036
21949

73
85
2
4
2
6
3
11

22
23
40
12
25
12
30
3

± 2
15
40

18
57
90
170

1472
1915

78
92
23

156
81

260

261
526

1306
304
589
130
436

60
25

79***
120
6
7
3
12
8
21

18
28*
60***
18*
27
14
23
3
4*

1682
2359

93
112
26

187
96

300

300
617

1418
354
662
141
501

67
32

121
230
9
11*
5
18
12*
32

27*
41**

89***
22
35
24
24
3
6

204 ± 20
628 ± 34

230 ± 33
727 ± 47

497 ±
1840 ±

20151 ±
21991 ±

40
87
400
464

583 ±
2124 ±

22108 ±
24231 ±

60
107
134***
182***

1262
1640

63
75
20

127
64

218

223
457

1194
252
515
118
370

53
16

178
529

64***
137
6**
5*
3*
12**
6*
24**

20
20
69*
20***
37*
14
30*

± 5*
± 3**
± 20
± 32*

410 ± 42**
1556 ± 81**

18194 ± 96***
19750 ± 164***

Values are mean ± SE; EMPH-: COPD without macroscopic emphysema; EMPH+: COPD with
macroscopic emphysema; GLN: glutamine; GLU: glutamate; ALA: alanine, PHE: phenylalanine;
TYR: tyrosine, LEU: leucine; ILE: isoleucine; VAL: valine; ASN: asparagine; SER: serine; GLY:
glycine; HIS: histidine; THR: threonine; CIT: citrulline; ARG, arginine; ctAB, a-amino-butyric
acid; MET, methionine; TRP, tryptophan; ORN: ornithine; LYS: lysine; BCAA: branched-chain
amino acids; EAA: essential amino acids; NEAA: non-essential amino acids. Significant different
from the control group: *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05; significance of difference between the
EMPH- and the EMPH+ group: "" p<0.001; " p<0.01;' p<0.05
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Stratification of the COPD group into the subtypes EMPH- and EMPH+ resulted in
remarkable differences. The EMPH+ group had lower glutamine, glutamate,
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and individual BCAA concentrations than did the EMPH-
and control groups. The EMPH- group had significantly higher glutamine, tyrosine,
and isoleucine concentrations than did the control subjects. As a result, the sum of
AAs in muscle was significantly lower in the EMPH+ than in the EMPH- and control
groups but was significantly higher in the EMPH- group than in the control group.

The ratio of muscle to plasma leucine was significantly higher in EMPH-
(4.4 ± 0.5) and EMPH+ (3.1 ± 0.2) groups than in the control group (2.0 ±0 .1 ;
p<0.001). Moreover, the ratio was significantly higher in the EMPH- than in the
EMPH+ group.

Insulin concentrations (Fig la) were significantly higher and the ratio of glucose to
insulin (Fig lb) was significantly lower in the total COPD, EMPH+, and EMPH-
groups than in the control group, but no significant differences were found between
the EMPH+ and EMPH- subtypes. The insulin concentration correlated with the ratio
of muscle to plasma leucine (r:0.53;p<0.01) in the COPD group. Whole-body FFM
correlated with plasma leucine (r:0.56;p<0.01), isoleucine (r:0.43;p<0.05), and valine
(r:0.40;p<0.05).

Stratification of the COPD group into oral corticosteroid users (n=l 1) and nonusers
showed that the oral corticosteroid users had lower plasma leucine (p<0.01), valine
(p<0.05) and muscle glutamate (p<0.05) concentrations. The number of oral
corticosteroid users in the EMPH- and EMPH+ group was comparable (5 compared
with 6, respectively).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, there were significant differences in plasma AA concentrations
between the COPD patients and the control subjects. Changes in plasma AA
concentrations are difficult to interpret unless there is some consistency in findings
among studies.

In the past, several studies examined plasma AA levels in COPD patients and all of
them observed lower BCAA concentrations than in control subjects (8-10). The
lower sum of BCAA concentrations in the COPD group than in the control subjects
in the present study was due to lower concentrations of leucine but not of isoleucine
or valine, which confirms previous findings by Hofford et al. (27). Moreover, higher
postabsorptive concentrations were found in both COPD subtypes than in the control
group. Hyperinsulinemia is known to reduce plasma BCAA concentrations in
cirrhotic patients by increasing BCAA uptake in muscle and additionally in adipose
tissue (12). Although fat mass was lower in the EMPH+ group than in the EMPH-
group, and thus less BCAAs were taken up via this pathway, BCAA concentrations
were lower in the EMPH+ group. Systemic inflammation, often reported in COPD
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(28), is known to negatively affect plasma BCAA concentrations. In vivo studies
showed that interleukin 1 and tumor necrosis factor a can stimulate muscle BCAA
catabolism and AA uptake by hepatocytes (29), and, additionally, increase the
activity of muscular branched-chain keto acid dehydrogenase (30). To our
knowledge, no studies on the interactive effect of cytokines and hormones on leucine
metabolism in skeletal tissue have been conducted.

1.5

M

1.0

•io.5
o

rr
0.0

T

Figure /. Bar diagram of fasting venous insulin level (top panel) and ratio glucose to insulin (bottom
panel) of 28 healthy controls (open bar), 28 COPD (horizontal-striped bar), 14 EMPH-
(cross-striped bar) and 14 EMPH+ patients (closed bar). Mean values ± 1 SE are shown.
Significance of differences were calculated as ** P<0.01; * P<0.05.
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Besides an increased leucine uptake, a suppressed release of leucine may also
contribute to low plasma leucine concentrations in COPD. Insulin is known to inhibit
endogenous proteolysis, indicating that hyperinsulinemia may reduce the rate of
appearance of leucine into plasma because of the suppression of endogenous protein
breakdown. Furthermore, the increased insulin concentrations in the COPD group
were associated with an elevated muscle-to-plasma leucine gradient, suggesting
possible abnormalities in the transmembrane leucine transport system. Moreover, a
lower ratio of glucose to insulin was found in the COPD group than in the control
group, possibly indicating insulin resistance for glucose. More research is needed to
assess the relation between insulin resistance and leucine metabolism in COPD to
elucidate whether hyperinsulinemia induces a comparable suppression in leucine flux
in COPD patients and healthy persons.

Additionally, a significant correlation was found between plasma leucine
concentrations and whole-body FFM, suggesting that a poor nutritional state may
have further contributed to the lower plasma leucine concentrations in the COPD
group than in the control group, possibly by increasing leucine oxidation in skeletal
muscle to a noncarbohydrate energy substrate. This observation agrees with the
finding of low plasma BCAA concentrations reported in subjects with anorexia
nervosa (31) and protein-calorie malnutrition (32). We conclude that the lower
plasma leucine concentration in COPD patients than in the control subjects was due
to specific alterations in leucine metabolism. More research is needed in which
advanced metabolic techniques (eg, flux measurements and the use of stable-isotope-
labeled tracers) are used to elucidate to what extent hyperinsulinemia, as well as the
other factors mentioned above, contributes to the explanation for the lower plasma
leucine concentrations observed in patients with COPD than in control subjects.

In the total COPD group, only a few muscle AA concentrations were significantly
different from those of the control group. However, stratification of the group
showed striking differences in the muscle AA profile between the EMPH- and
EMPH+ subtypes. Extensive studies were carried out previously in acute catabolic
diseases and conditions associated with muscle wasting (Table 4). Acute metabolic
stress as well as nonmetabolic stress-related diseases and conditions resulted in a
similar pattern of change in AA concentrations (eg, a decrease in glutamine and
increases in aromatic Aas and BCAAs) (33-37, 38, 39-41), although the gradation of
responses was different.

Little is known about the muscle amino acid profile of chronic diseases associated
with muscle wasting. The available literature (Table 4) (6, 42-44) indicates relatively
small differences in the muscle AA profile of patients with metabolic stress-related
chronic diseases; however, each of the chronic diseases is associated with an unique
A A pattern.

The total COPD group had quadriceps femoris muscle glutamate concentrations that
were lower than but aromatic AA and BCAA concentrations that were comparable
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with those of the control group. This agrees with previous data suggesting that there
were no muscle-specific AA differences in the tibialis anterior muscle of stable,
severe COPD patients (6). However, the COPD group with no or mild emphysema as
determined by the diffusing capacity of the lungs (6) had higher concentrations of
muscle glutamine and alanine than did age-matched control subjects. Elevated
glutamine concentrations were also found in the EMPH- group in the present study.
Moreover, the EMPH- patients had higher concentrations of nearly all muscle AAs
than did the control group. In addition, these patients were hypermetabolic (reflected
by increased REE levels) and had low FFM. Although protein catabolism can not be
excluded as a potential cause of this AA profile, we hypothesize that the increase in
most of the AA concentrations toward a higher set point in EMPH- patients is a
consequence of an increased muscle protein turnover. This, in addition to systemic
inflammation (28), may possibly contribute to these patients' increased REEs.

A remarkable finding is the increased muscle glutamine concentration in the EMPH-
group. Elevated glutamine concentrations were not associated with any of the other
chronic or acute diseases studied, except for acute liver failure (Table 4) (37), in
which glutamine synthesis increased because of the presence of hyperammonemia.
Ammonia concentrations in the muscle or plasma of the EMPH- group were not
significantly higher than those of the control group (muscle: 155 ± 138 umol/kg^w
and 148 ± 113 umol/kg^, respectively; plasma: 62 ± 7 umol/L and 63 ± 8 umol/L,
respectively). Further research is needed to elucidate the cause of the elevated GLN
levels in the EMPH- group.

In contrast, nearly all the muscle Aas were lower in the EMPH+ group than in the
control subjects. Previously, reduced muscle AA concentrations were also found
after stress hormone infusion (45) and within twelve hours after surgery (36) (Table
4), probably because of elevated catabolic hormone concentrations. Although
elevated concentrations of norepinephrine were found in patients with emphysema
(10), it is unlikely that increased catabolic hormone levels were responsible for the
decreased muscle AA concentrations in the EMPH+ group because lower (absolute
and relative) REE values were found in this group than in the control group, which
suggests mild hypometabolism. Despite reduced REE levels and normal dietary
energy intakes, periods of negative energy balance may still occur in these patients
during the day.

Recently, it has been shown that the skeletal muscles of emphysema patients were
less mechanically efficient than were those of a healthy control group, which
suggests that emphysema patients require higher energy levels for a given activity
(46). When the increased free-living total daily energy expenditure in these patients
is not adequately matched by their dietary intake, chronic starvation may occur. In
this situation, enhanced levels of AAs are transported from the skeletal muscle to the
splanchnic area to increase the rate of gluconeogenesis to supply glucose for energy.
This means that a drain is placed on the plasma AA pool and when the demand of
AAs continues to rise, a fall in the muscle AA concentrations is the consequence.
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No studies have examined muscle AA concentration in other chronic nonmetabolic
stress-related conditions (ie, anorexia nervosa), which could confirm this hypothesis.
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Aromatic BCAAs
Refs. AAs

GLN GLU ALA PHE TYR LEU ILE VAL
Acute disease or condition
/I. A/etaio/i'c stress re/a/erf;
Sepsis (33) 4
Injury (34,35) 4
Surgical trauma:
After 12 hours (36) 4
After 24 hours and more (34, 36) J,
Fulminant hepatic failure* (37) t
Acute pancreatitis (38) 4
Stress hormone infusion (45) a

fi.
Partial starvation (39)
Bedrest (40)
Bedrest and partial starvation (40)
Malnutrition (41)

Chronic disease
A/e/aAo/z'c s/reys re/a/erf:
Diabetes (Type 1) (42)
Liver cirrhosis (43)
Chronic renal failure:
Hemodialysis (44)
Uremia (44)
COPD** (6)
COPD***
EMPH-***
EMPH+***

t
4

4
4
4
4

T

T
T
T
a;

t

T
T

T
t

4

t
T

T
T

4
t
T
a;
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a;

a:

t
t
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t
T
T
4

t

t

t
t

4

t
T
4

t

T

t
t

4
t
t
a:

4

a;

T
T

t
4

T
4

a;

T
4

4
4

T

GLN: glutamine; GLU: glutamate; ALA: alanine; PHE: phenylalanine; TYR: tyrosine; LEU: leucine;
ILE: isoleucine; VAL: valine; BCAA: branched-chain amino acids. *: Significance was not provided;
**: tibialis anterior muscle; *•*: present study: EMPH-: COPD patients without macroscopic
emphysema, EMPH+: COPD patients with macroscopic emphysema, t : significantly higher than in
control subjects, 4: significantly lower than in control subjects, «: not significantly different from
control subjects.

We conclude that the striking differences in skeletal muscle AA profiles between the
EMPH+ and EMPH- groups imply that careful stratification and characterization of
patients with COPD and other chronic diseases are important in studies of
differences in muscle amino acid concentrations.
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ABSTRACT

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is often characterized by an
impaired skeletal muscle energy metabolism, which is at least partly related to
chronic hypoxia and a reduced diffusing capacity. We have found that muscle
glutamate (GLU), which is negatively influenced by these conditions, was reduced in
patients with severe COPD. The aim of this study was to investigate whether the
reduced intracellular GLU level in patients with emphysema is associated with an
increased muscle glycolytic metabolism. Since GLU is an important substrate in the
synthesis of glutamine (GLN) and glutathione (GSH), the influence of GLU status on
muscle GSH and GLN was also examined. In 13 patients with emphysema and 25
control patients, arterial blood and biopsies from the vastus lateralis muscle were
obtained. Expressed as a percentage of the control values, the patients with
emphysema had reduced values for muscle GLU (64 ± 12%; p<0.001),
GSH (76 ± 23%; p<0.01) and GLN (93 ± 5%; p<0.01), and higher values for lactate
(p<0.05) and pyruvate (p<0.05). No differences were found in plasma values. Muscle
GLU was highly associated with GSH (R* =0.61; pO.OOl), but not with GLN. This
study illustrates that reduced GLU levels in skeletal muscle of patients with
emphysema are possibly related to an enhanced glycolytic activity and associated
with decreased GSH levels.

INTRODUCTION

Several studies have emphasized the role of impaired muscle metabolism in the
pathogenesis of the decreased exercise performance of patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). A relative shift from oxidative to glycolytic
capacity is the key finding in COPD, as reduced values were found for enzymes
involved in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and in P-oxidation of fatty acids
(1, 2). In addition, increased cytochrome c oxidase activity was found in patients
with COPD, possibly to enhance muscle affinity for Oi, since it was inversely related
to arterial pO2 (1-3). Because the percentage of type 2b/x fibers was increased in
quadriceps femoris muscle of patients with COPD with a reduced Die (diffusing
capacity of the lung for CO) (4), a decreased skeletal muscle oxidative metabolism is
probably predominantly present in patients with emphysema. Also, functional
consequences were found in this COPD subtype, as increased levels of inosine
monophosphate (IMP) were observed (5).

Besides an altered energy metabolism, we have observed decreased glutamate (GLU)
levels in the tibialis anterior muscle of a random severe COPD group (6).
A decreased intracellular GLU level is not a unique feature in COPD since it has also
been observed in metabolic stress-induced cachexia (i.e., cancer, sepsis, trauma), a
catabolic condition that is also characterized by a relative shift from oxidative to
glycolytic capacity in peripheral skeletal muscle (7). Cachexia and intermittent
hypoxia are factors often observed in patients with emphysema (8, 9).
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Therefore, we hypothesize that the COPD subtype emphysema particularly is prone
to intracellular GLU depletion, and that this depletion is related to enhanced muscle
glycolytic metabolism.

Intracellular GLU has various important functions as it plays an important role in
preserving high-energy phosphates in muscle through different metabolic
mechanisms (i.e., substrate phosphorylation, replenishment of TCA intermediates).
Moreover, intracellular GLU is known as an important precursor for antioxidant
glutathione (GSH) and glutamine (GLN) synthesis in muscle. The antioxidant status
in tissue is important since it determines its susceptibility to oxidative stress. Via free
oxygen radicals, oxidative stress may contribute to muscle damage. Although there is
evidence of an increased oxidative stress in the lungs of patients with COPD (10), it
is still unknown whether the antioxidant / oxidant balance is altered in the peripheral
skeletal muscles of patients with COPD. Glutamine has several important
biochemical properties (i.e., provision of nitrogen for <fe novo synthesis of
nucleotides, fuel for rapidly dividing cells, substrate for immune system,
maintenance of acid/base balance (11)), which suggests that it plays an important
role in health and disease. Thus, the clinical relevance of intracellular GLU depletion
in COPD could be related to its negative effect on the GSH and GLN status in
peripheral skeletal muscle.

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the reduced GLU level in the
peripheral skeletal muscle of patients with emphysema is associated with an
increased muscle glycolytic metabolism. Furthermore, the influence of intracellular
GLU depletion on skeletal muscle GSH and GLN status was examined in this COPD
subtype.

METHODS

Study population

A group of 13 patients with emphysema (9 men and 4 women) and 25 healthy, age-
matched volunteers (19 men and 6 women) were studied. Patients were selected on
the basis of the presence of severe emphysema, as determined by high-resolution
computed tomography (12) (mean visual score: 82 ± 24), and COPD, according to
American Thoracic Society guidelines (13). Chronic airflow limitation was defined
as FEV, less than 70% of the predicted value. All patients had irreversible
obstructive airway disease (< 10% improvement of FEV, after inhalation of a
bronchodilating agonist) and were clinically stable; they had not experienced a
respiratory tract infection or an exacerbation of their disease at least 4 wk before the
study. Exclusion criteria included malignancies, cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy,
recent surgery, use of anticoagulant medication, and severe endocrine, hepatic, or
renal disorder.
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Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects and the study was approved
by the medical ethics committee of the University Hospital Maastricht. (Maastricht,
The Netherlands).

Arterial blood sample collection and analysis

After an overnight fast, arterial blood was obtained by puncture of the artery radialis
while breathing ambient air. One sample was used for determination of blood gases
(pC>2, PCO2), pH, and oxygen saturation (ABL 330; Radiometer, Copenhagen,
Denmark). A second sample was put in a heparinized syringe, immediately placed on
ice and subsequently centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min to obtain plasma. Arterial plasma
was deproteinized with sulfosalicylic acid (SSA) for determination of GLU and
GLN, and with trichloric acid for glucose, lactate, and pyruvate determination.
Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until analysis.

Peripheral skeletal muscle biopsy collection and analysis

Postabsorptive muscle biopsies of the lateral part of the quadriceps femoris muscle
were obtained under local anesthesia by the needle biopsy technique (14). All
biopsies were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until
analysis. Frozen muscle tissue was deproteinized with SSA for determination of
GLU, GLN, and reduced GSH, and with trichloric acid for determination of lactate,
pyruvate, and glucose. After adding glass beads (1 mm), the muscle tissue was
homogenized with a Mini Beater (Biospec Products, Bartlesville,OK).

GLU, GLN, glucose, lactate, and pyruvate in muscle and arterial plasma, and
GSH in muscle were analyzed by fully automated high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)(15).

Assessment of body weight and composition

Body weight was measured with an electronic beam scale with a digital readout to
the nearest 0.1 kg (model 708, Seca, Hamburg, Germany), with subjects standing
barefoot and wearing light indoor clothing. Body height was measured to the nearest
0.1 cm (model 220, Seca). All patients and healthy volunteers were scanned on a
DPX-L bone densitometer (Lunar Radiation , Madison, WI). The amounts of bone
mineral content and lean mass were derived from computer algorithms (Lunar
software version 1.3) provided by the manufacturer. Fat-free mass (FFM) was
computed as the sum of lean mass and bone mineral mass. Between-group
comparisons were done by adjusting weight, FFM, and lean mass for differences in
body surface. For this purpose, these parameters were divided by squared height
(kg/m*), as suggested by Van Itallie (16) to obtain body mass index (BMI), FFM
index, and lean mass index.
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Pulmonary function tests .. ' " .

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of
FEVi and FVC with the highest value from at least three technically acceptable
assessments being used. Static and dynamic lung volumes (total lung capacity (TLC),
intrathoracic gas volume (ITGV), and airway resistance (Raw)) were assessed by
whole-body plethysmography (Masterlab; Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). DLo was
measured using the single-breath method (Masterlab). All values obtained were
related to a reference value and expressed as percentages of the predicted value (17).

Statistical Analysis

Results are expressed as means ± standard deviations (SD). In Figures 1-3 GLU,
GLN and GSH are presented as means ± standard errors (SE) values. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to determine differences in pulmonary function, body
composition, and muscle and plasma determinations between patients with
emphysema and healthy volunteers. The relationships between muscle GLN, GSH
and GLU were studied by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients. A two-
tailed probability value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Thirteen patients with severe emphysema (DL^, 37 ± 15 %pred) and airflow
obstruction (FEV, 33 ± 10 %pred) and 25 healthy volunteers participated in the
study. The mean age was 64 yr in both groups.

Besides severely impaired pulmonary function (Table 1), the patients with
emphysema had lower values for resting arterial pC>2 (p<0.01), oxygen saturation
(p<0.01), and a higher value for pH (p<0.01), than the healthy volunteers but no
difference was found in pCC>2. A negative relationship was found between arterial
pH and pCC>2, in the emphysema group (r= -0.64; p= 0.01), probably indicating an
increased ventilatory CO2 washout. Furthermore, the patients with emphysema had
lower values for BMI (24.4 ± 4.4 versus 25.8 ± 3.1 kg/m*; p<0.05), FFM index (16.9
± 2.4 versus 18.9 ± 2.3 kg/m*; p<0.05) and lean mass index (16.2 ± 2.3 versus 18.0 ±
2.2 kgW; p<0.05).

The patients with emphysema had increased glycolytic activity in peripheral skeletal
muscle relative to healthy volunteers, reflected by higher levels for pyruvate
(p<0.05) and lactate (p<0.01) (Table 2). Arterial plasma values for lactate and
pyruvate were comparable between the groups. The lactate-to-pyruvate gradient was
also not different in muscle or plasma between the groups. Lower values were found
for arterial plasma glucose in the patients with emphysema (p<0.05) and comparable
values were found for muscle glucose.
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FVC
Dlco
TLC
RV
1TGV
Raw
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%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.

Emphysema
(9 men / 4 women)

32.4 ± 9.8
80.3 ± 30.9
36.8 ± 14.8

125.9 ± 21.2
201.8 ± 45.0
163.1 ± 56.0
258.8 ± 100.6

i4r/er/(i/ Wood gases, p / / a«rf ewygen sarura/ion
PO2
pCO,
pH
SatOj

kPa*
kPa'

%

9.9 ± 1.8
5.4 ± 0.6

7.42 ± 0.02
94.5 ± 1.6

¥ a«rf oxygen safurafion 0/ ffo

Healthy volunteers
(19 men/6 women)

105.1 ± 15.5
114.9 ± 12.7
116.8 ± 17.4
113.1 ± 10.8 " ° ^
114.4 ± 19.9
106.7 ± 19.0
92.5 ± 33.1

11.8 ± 1.7
5.5 ± 0.4

7.41 ± 0.01
96.4 ± 1.3

Values: means ± SDs. Definition of abbreviations: FEV,: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC:
forced vital capacity; TLC: total lung capacity; RV: residual volume; ITGV: intrathoracic gas
volume; R^: airway resistance; SatCS: arterial oxygen saturation. *lkPa=7.50 mmHg; ** P<0.01:
**• P<0.001, patients with emphysema versus healthy volunteers.
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Emphysema Healthy volunteers

Muscle
Arterial plasma

Pyn/va/e
Muscle
Arterial plasma

Muscle
Arterial plasma

mM"

umol/kg^
uM

mmol/kgww
mM

1.3
5.2

116.9
39.1

3.7
0.8

41.9
22.1

±
±

-H
 

-H

±
±

±
+

0.3
0.8

85.8
16.7

1.7
0.2

22.9
5?

Muscle
Arterial plasma

Values: mean ± SD. * P<0.05; •* P<0.01, emphysema patients versus healthy volunteers; ' 1 mM
Glucose = 18.01 mg/dl

1.3
5.8

53.5
48.9

1.8
0.8

35.5
70 4

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
+

0.6
0.7

29.6
28.6

0.5
0.2

11.7
8 3
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2500 r

2500 r

Bar diagram of levels of GLU (top panel), GLN (middle panel) and GSH (bottom panel)
in peripheral skeletal muscle of 13 patients with emphysema (closed bars) and 25
healthy volunteers (control, open bars). Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of
differences was calculated as *** p<0.001;** p<0.01.
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GLU

GLN

Bar diagram of muscle-to-arteria! plasma gradient of GLU (top panel) and GLN
(bottom panel) of 13 patients with emphysema (closed bars) and 25 healthy volunteers
(open bars). Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of differences was calculated
as***p<0.001;*p<0.05.
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Muscle GLU concentration (Figure 1, top panel) and muscle-to-plasma gradient of
GLU (Figure 2, top panel) were lower in the patients with emphysema than in the
healthy volunteers (p<0.001). No difference was found in arterial plasma GLU
(emphysema group (EMPH], 61.8 ± 14.1 uM; healthy volunteers (HV}, 63.3 ± 13.6
uM). A similar trend was present for GLN: lower values were found for muscle GLN
(p<0.01; Figure 1, middle panel) and muscle-to-plasma gradient of GLN (p<0.05;
Figure 2, bottom panel) in the emphysema group and comparable values for plasma
GLN (EMPH, 612.9 ± 51.9 uM; HV, 603.0 ± 57.6 uM). The significance of the
lower values for muscle GLN and muscle-to-plasma gradient of GLN in the
emphysema group remained after adjustment for the variation in nutritional status
(FFM index and lean mass index) between the groups.

Furthermore, GSH (Figure 1, bottom panel) in peripheral skeletal muscle was
significantly lower in the emphysema group than in the healthy volunteers (p<0.01).

5000 -

1000 2000 3000

GLU (gmol/kg ww)

Scatter plot of muscle GLU and GSH of the patients with emphysema (closed circles)
and the healthy volunteers (open circles). Regression line of the total study population
is included (R- = 0.61, p<0.001).

Despite the fact that GLU is known as an important precursor for GLN synthesis in
muscle, no significant relation was found between muscle GLU and GLN (not
shown, R* = 0.06). However, a highly significant correlation was found between
muscle GLU and GSH levels in the total study population (R =0.61, p<0.001;
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Figure 3), the emphysema group (R* = 0.50, p<0.01) and in the healthy volunteer
group (R*= 0.56, p<0.001).

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that patients with emphysema have significantly lower
values for GLU, GLN and GSH in peripheral skeletal muscle than do healthy
volunteers. This reduced muscle GLU is highly associated with the decreased muscle
GSH but not with the reduced muscle GLN. Furthermore, the patients are
characterized by a lower skeletal muscle mass and an enhanced rate of muscle
glycolytic activity, as shown by higher values for lactate and pyruvate.

In conditions and diseases commonly associated with progressive loss of skeletal
muscle mass (i.e., cancer, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)), decreased levels
for peripheral muscle GLU and elevated levels for venous GLU were found (7, 18,
19). In patients with cancer, this was explained by a decreased capacity of the
peripheral skeletal muscle tissue to extract GLU from the circulation in the
postabsorptive state (18). This was observed in cachectic as well as in well-nourished
patients with cancer, suggesting that it is an early event in the development of
cachexia. Although no direct correlation was found between GLU level and the stage
of disease (20), a significant association was observed with the rate of glycolytic
activity (21).

The similar values found for arterial plasma GLU between the patients with
emphysema and the healthy volunteers suggest a comparable GLU supply to the
muscle. However, muscle GLU and muscle-to-arterial plasma GLU gradient were
lower in the emphysema group. On this basis, and because under normal conditions
GLU is taken up by peripheral muscle but not released, we suggest that muscle GLU
transport capacity is decreased in the patients with emphysema.

In general, GLU transport into peripheral muscle is partly Na*-dependent (22). A
high rate of glycolytic activity, as observed in the study, could compromise the Na*-
dependent membrane transport of GLU into muscle by increasing the intracellular
Na* concentration via the Na*/H* antiporter. Indeed, elevated Na* levels were found
in peripheral skeletal muscle of patients with COPD (23), and these could negatively
influence GLU transport capacity.

Besides GLU, most of the quantitatively important amino acids (e.g., GLN, Ala)
use Na*-dependent transport systems in muscle. When GLU transport across the
plasma membrane is indeed impaired in patients with emphysema, the peripheral
muscles need to release more amino acids in order to increase the Na* gradient
across the membrane. Therefore, increased muscle protein catabolism would
facilitate GLU uptake into peripheral muscle. However, the reverse seems true.
Protein degradation in skeletal muscle was not elevated in patients with emphysema
(24) when compared with healthy controls. To find out whether relatively inadequate
protein catabolism in patients with emphysema is actually contributing to the
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decreased intracellular GLU levels, more advanced metabolic techniques (e.g., use of
stable isotopically labeled tracers) are needed.

Oxygen deprivation can also alter GLU metabolism. Ischemia and hypoxia lead to an
increased degradation of intracellular GLU in heart tissue and mitochondria (25).
Enhanced glycolysis and substrate phosphorylation are the sources of anaerobic ATP
formation under these conditions; the latter is associated with increased succinate
synthesis (26). Decreased oxygen saturation, which is a potential contributor of
hypoxemia, frequently takes place during the daily life activities of patients with
emphysema (9). Despite relatively well-preserved values for resting paC>2,
intermittent hypoxic episodes are probably present in the studied emphysema group,
as indicated by the low mean values for transcutaneous O2 saturation (88 ± 3 %)
observed at peak incremental exercise. However, no information is available
concerning the extent to which desaturation with sleep occurs in our emphysema
group.

Therefore, it is possible that the occurrence of hypoxic episodes leads to
decreased levels of GLU in peripheral skeletal muscle of patients with emphysema.
However, one must be careful when extrapolating the GLU results obtained in
cardiac muscle to peripheral skeletal muscle. GLN, for example, may act as a
precursor for intramyocardial GLU, since there is substantial glutaminase activity in
cardiac muscle (27), but not in skeletal muscle. To our knowledge, only a limited
number of experimental studies have evaluated the effect of hypoxia on skeletal
muscle GLU. In these studies, lower (28) as well as higher GLU levels (29) were
found in rat gastrocnemius muscle after intermittent hypoxic-normoxic episodes.
Therefore, more insight is needed in the specific effects of tissue hypoxia on GLU
catabolism in the peripheral skeletal muscle.

An important biochemical function of skeletal muscle cells is to convert GLU into
GLN. In this way, GLU depletion may generate an intracellular deficiency of GLN.
GLN has several important functions, such as involvement as substrate and fuel in
many physiological processes. In the present study, decreased levels of skeletal
muscle GLN and decreased muscle-to-arterial GLN gradient were found in patients
with emphysema. The intracellular GLN decrease in this selected group of patients is
in conflict with the elevated GLN level found in a previous study of a random COPD
group (6). However, we have observed striking differences in the intracellular amino
acid profile (including GLN) between the COPD subtypes chronic bronchitis and
emphysema (30). This indicates that careful stratification of the COPD population is
necessary when studying amino acid metabolism in peripheral skeletal muscle of
patients with COPD.

Decreased intracellular GLN concentrations were also found in a wide variety of
catabolic conditions or diseases (31). In these conditions, muscle GLN levels were
decreased and GLN turnover was elevated, suggesting an accelerated muscle GLN
efflux. One study assessed GLN turnover in patients with emphysema, and reported a
decreased GLN efflux from skeletal muscle (24). This is quite remarkable since
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several factors with a stimulating effect on GLN efflux are present in patients with
COPD (i.e., increased corticosteroids use, increased intracellular Na* concentration).
In the present study, the lack of correlation between muscle GLU and GLN indicates
that the reduced GLU level is not fully responsible for the decreased muscle GLN
concentration in patients with emphysema. However, a highly significant association
was found between muscle GLU and GSH.

Muscle GLU is also known as an important precursor for the first and rate-limiting
step in the synthesis of the antioxidant GSH. GSH is the quantitatively most
important intracellular antioxidant and serves multiple cellular and metabolic
functions. Even a relatively moderate depletion of intracellular GSH causes oxidative
damage and impairs the structural and functional integrity of mitochondria (32). In
an animal model, decreased intracellular GSH levels were found to be correlated
with a decrease in phosphocreatine, indicative of decreased mitochondrial energy
metabolism (33).

Unless cysteine or glycine, or the corresponding enzymes, become limiting, the
intracellular GSH level is determined by the intracellular GLU concentration. In the
patients with emphysema, intracellular GLU as well as GSH were lower than in
healthy volunteers. Furthermore, the decrease in GSH levels was highly associated
with, and probably caused by, the decrease in GLU. These data confirm previous
findings in weight-losing tumor-bearing mice, in which a relationship between
muscle GSH and GLU was also found (34). Hypoxia-reoxygenation studies showed
that an acute episode of intermittent hypoxia results in an increased production of
free oxygen radicals (35). This suggests that the presence of intermittent hypoxic
conditions in patients with emphysema, in combination with their reduced GLU-
related intracellular GSH levels, may result in an antioxidant / oxidant disbalance in
their peripheral skeletal muscles. The reduced muscle oxidative capacity itself may
also contribute to an enhanced oxidative stress in the peripheral skeletal muscles of
patients with emphysema and particularly during exercise, when the increased
oxygen flux toward the muscles cannot be efficiently metabolized. Increased
oxidative stress in the peripheral skeletal muscles of patients with emphysema may
result in muscle damage.

The results of the present study may therefore have important clinical implications,
since it is hypothesized that avoidance of depletion of intracellular GLU may be
important in the prevention of oxidative stress in the peripheral skeletal muscles of
patients with emphysema.
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ABSTRACT

Early lactic acidosis has been suggested as negatively influence the exercise capacity
of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). We conducted a
study to investigate whether the early lactate (La) response to exercise in COPD is
related to alterations in exercise-related substrate levels in resting muscle, associated
with physical inactivity. Twenty-seven COPD patients and 22 controls (physically
inactive (PI) subjects: n=15; physically active (PA) subjects: n=7) performed an
incremental cycle test. Venous blood was sampled for La analyses, and the oxygen
uptake at which the La began to rise (La threshold) was calculated. Vastus lateralis
biopsy specimens were obtained at rest. In the PA group, muscle glutamate (GLU)
and glycogen were higher, but muscle La, pyruvate, and glucose were not different
than in the PI group. Moreover, the La threshold was higher in the PA group. The
COPD group had lower values for La threshold and muscle GLU, and higher values
for muscle La and pyruvate levels than did the PI group. Stratification of patients
into those with and without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH+, EMPH-,
respectively), with comparable physical activity levels on the basis of previous
observations, revealed lower values for La threshold and GLU in EMPH+ patients.
Diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (Die) and arterial oxygen tension (paO2) in
the four stud.v erouos were.positively related Jr> Gi I ' -3.^ l a Abre-riraM Afore\»\?r, id
threshold was positively related to GLU. This study illustrates that the early lactic
acidosis during exercise in patients with COPD is associated with the physical
inactivity-related reduction in these patient's muscle GLU. However, other factors
than physical inactivity, such as pO2 or Dice play a role in the different La responses
during exercise of subjects with different subtypes of COPD.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally known that a substantial portion of patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) develop lactic acidosis early in exercise and at very low
work rates (1, 2). Lactic acidosis is unfavorable, since it puts an additional stress on
these patients' limited ventilatory system during exercise.

Recently, evidence has come available that a reduced oxidative capacity of skeletal
muscle correlates with the accelerated lactate (La) response to exercise in COPD (3),
as indicated by the inverse relationship between the steepness of the increase in La
concentration and the activity of muscle oxidative enzymes. The significant
correlation found between the decreased percentage of type 1 muscle fibers and
diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (Dl<-o) (4) suggests that emphysema patients
in particular are prone to a reduced muscle oxidative capacity and thus to an
increased lactate response to exercise.

Until now, no information has been available about the extent to which intrinsic
changes in exercise-related substrate metabolism in COPD patients (i.e., previously
reported increased levels of muscle La and reduced levels of glycogen (5, 6)) are
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responsible for their patients' accelerated La response to exercise. Recently, we
observed severely decreased glutamate (GLU) levels in two different muscle groups
of COPD patients (7, 8). GLU is high in the free amino acid pool of human skeletal
muscle, and takes part in numerous important metabolic processes at rest and during
exercise. Studies have shown that in healthy human muscle, the GLU pool functions
to generate tricarboxylic acid (TCA) intermediates during the first minutes of
exercise (9, 10), which is achieved via the alanine aminotransferase reaction
(pyruvate + GLU —> alanine + a-ketoglutarate) at the cost of GLU. Moreover, this
reaction can shunt the pyruvate accumulated during exercise towards alanine instead
of La, suggesting a possible role of the intracellular GLU level in the La response to
exercise.

Physical inactivity is known to play a role in the early lactic acidosis in COPD (1),
but the relative contribution of physical inactivity and disease-related muscle
myopathy are still not clear. Recently, we studied the physical activity level of 20
COPD patients, recruited from a pulmonary rehabilitation center, who were able to
participate in and finish the center's intense physical training program. The average
physical activity score of the COPD group was lower than that of 10 healthy
sedentary controls (p<0.05), but no difference was found between COPD patients
with and without macroscopic emphysema (EMPH- and EMPH+, respectively)
(Voorrips score: controls: 19 ± 6; EMPH+: 11 + 5; EMPH-: 7 ± I). This indicates
that patients with these COPD subtypes are comparable in their level of physical
inactivity, and we therefore used this patient population to study the relative
contribution of disease-related myopathy to possible differences in the La response
to exercise. Additionally, in order to obtain greater insight into the effect of physical
inactivity on muscle substrate metabolism, we used two control groups with a
difference in their physical training status.

The first purpose of our study was to investigate whether the early La response to
exercise in patients with COPD was associated with a reduced intramuscular GLU
level and with intrinsic alterations in other exercise-related substrate levels (i.e.. La,
glucose, glycogen). The second purpose was to examine possible differences in the
exercise-induced lactate increase in patients with the EMPH+ and EMPH- subtypes
of COPD. The third purpose of our study was to investigate differences in intrinsic
exercise related muscle substrate levels in a sedentary and a physically active control
group.

METHODS

Study population

A group of 27 patients with moderate to severe airflow obstruction (males/females:
21/6; FEV,: 45 ± 14% (mean ± SE) predicted) and 22 healthy, age-matched
volunteers (males/females: 17/5) was studied. The control group was stratified by
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level of physical activity in daily life into a physically inactive group (PI; n=15) and
a physically active group (PA; n=7), using the modified Baecke questionnaire (11).
Controls were defined as PA when they had a total Baecke index > 8.5. All patients
had COPD according to American Thoracic Society guidelines (12) and had chronic
airflow limitation, defined as a measured forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEVi) less than 70% of reference FEV,. Furthermore, the patients had irreversible
obstructive airway disease (<10% improvement of predicted baseline FEV, after
inhalation of P2-agonist) and were in clinically stable condition and without
respiratory tract infection or exacerbation of their disease at least four weeks before
the study. Exclusion criteria were malignancy; cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy;
recent surgery, severe endocrine, hepatic, or renal disorder; and use of anticoagulant
medication. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects, and the study
was approved by the medical ethics committee of the University Hospital Maastricht.

Exercise capacity

Patients and healthy volunteers performed a symptom-limited incremental exercise
test on an electronically braked cycle ergometer (Cornival 400, Lode, Groningen,
The Netherlands). After a period of rest and two minutes of unloaded pedaling, a
progressively increasing work rate test was started in order to determine each
subject's peak work rate (WRp,^) and maximal oxygen uptake (VO2peak)- The work
rate increase was set at 10 Watts/min for each patient and 15-30 watts/min for the
healthy volunteers, depending upon their training status. A pedaling frequency of 60
to 70 rpm was selected by the subjects and held constant throughout the test. Breath-
by-breath gas exchange was measured throughout the test with a ventilated hood
system (Oxycon-P, Jaeger, Bunnik, The Netherlands). An infrared electrode
(Fasttrac, Sensor Medics Co., Anaheim, California) was placed on a finger to
measure oxygen saturation. During rest, every minute during exercise and three
minutes into the recovery period, blood samples were drawn from an antecubital
vein, put into heparinized syringes, and subsequently centrifuged to obtain plasma
for determination of La content using an enzymatic method (13) in an automated
system (Cobas Mira, Roche, Bazel, Switzerland). Lactate threshold was determined
according the method of Beaver and collegues (14). Plots of log La versus log VO2
were constructed, and two straight-line segments were fitted to each plot. The point
of intersection of these two line segments was defined as the La threshold.

Collection and analysis of peripheral skeletal muscle biopsy and arterial blood
samples

In the early morning, a peripheral skeletal muscle biopsy specimen was collected
from all subjects in the post-absorptive state and at rest.

The muscle biopsy specimen, from the lateral part of the quadriceps femoris, was
obtained under local anesthesia, using the needle biopsy technique (15). The muscle
tissue was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis.
After the addition of glass beads (1 mm), the muscle tissue was homogenized with a
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Minibeater (Biospec Products, Bartlesville, OK). Muscle tissue was deproteinized
with sulfosalicylic acid for determination of the citric acid cycle-related amino acids
glutamate and alanine, and with trichloric acid for determination of the glycolytic
substrates La, pyruvate, and glucose. One part of muscle was freeze-dried in order to
determine glycogen. This muscle specimen was kept at 100 °C for 3 hours after
addition of 1.0 ml of 1 M HC1 to hydrolyze glycogen, which was subsequently
neutralized with TRIS (0.12 M)-K0H (2.1 M) saturated with KC1. The glucose
residues were measured fluorometrically as described elsewhere (16). The values
obtained were corrected for the amount of free glucose already present at the time of
tissue sampling. , ..,..

Arterial blood was obtained by puncture of the radial artery while the subject
breathed room air. One sample was used for determination of blood gases (ABL 330;
Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark). A second sample was put in a heparinized
syringe, immediately put on ice, and subsequently centrifuged at 4 °C for ten minutes
to obtain plasma. The plasma was deproteinized with sulfosalicylic acid for
determination of GLU and ALA, and with trichloric acid for determination of
glucose, lactate, and pyruvate. The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at -80 °C until analyses.

The glycolytic substrates and the TCA-related amino acids in muscle tissue and
arterial plasma were analyzed with a fully automated high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)(17), and muscle glycogen was analyzed by enzymatic
techniques (18).

Assessment of macroscopic emphysema

In all patients, evaluation of the presence of parenchymal destruction, the hallmark of
emphysema (19), was done by high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT), using
a commercial scanner (Somatom Plus; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) (voltage: 137
kVp, current:220 mA, collimation:1.0 mm; 1.0 sec. scanning time). Five HRCT
scans were obtained of each subject in supine position during breathholding at
end-expiration: these consisted of two scans of the upper and two scans of the lower
lung zones at three and six cm above and below the carina, respectively, and one
scan at the carina. Images were made at a level of-800 Hounsfield Units (HU) and a
window width of 1,600 HU, which is appropriate for lung detail. The severity and
extent of emphysema in each scan were scored visually on a four-point scale by two
independent observers according to the direct observational method developed by
Sakai and colleagues (20). For each of the ten lung sections, the score for severity
was multiplied by the score for extent of emphysema, and the resultant scores were
subsequently summed to give the total HRCT score. Visual HRCT scores ranged
from 0 (no macroscopic emphysema) to 120 (severe macroscopic emphysema).
Patients were stratified by HRCT score into two groups: HRCT score < 30: no or
trivial macroscopic emphysema (EMPH-), HRCT score > 30: macroscopic
emphysema (EMPH+).
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Pulmonary function tests

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV|) and forced vital capacity (FVC),
with the highest value from at least three technically acceptable maneuvers being
used. Static and dynamic lung volumes (total lung capacity (TLC), intrathoracic gas
volume (ITGV) and airway resistance (Raw)) were assessed through whole-body
plethysmography (Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide (Die,,) was measured according to the single-breath method
(Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). Subtracting estimated dead space from
inspiratory volume gives an estimate of alveolar volume (VA) and the Dl,-o was then
corrected for VA (transfer factor: Kco)- All values obtained were related to a
reference value and expressed as percentages of this predicted value (21).

Statistical analysis

Results for muscle and arterial plasma determinations are expressed as mean ±
standard error (SE) and those for other characteristics as mean ± standard deviation
(SD). Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), followed by Tukey's pairwise multiple
comparison procedure, was used to determine differences between the EMPH+,
EMPH-, PI and PA in pulmonary function, exercise capacity, and muscle and arterial
plasma variables, with sex as the covariate. In addition, to adjust for the differences
in FEV, between the EMPH+ and EMPH- groups, ANCOVA was used with FEV, as
the covariate. A two-tailed value of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Physically inactive versus active healthy volunteers

Twenty-two controls (15 PI and 7 PA) participated in the study (Table 1). All of
these PA controls were men. Age, height, weight of the PI and PA groups were not
significantly different. The pulmonary function of both groups was within the normal
range. The PA group had higher values for Die (p<0.01), arterial pC>2 (p<0.01) and
O2 saturation (p<0.05), and lower values for Raw (p<0.001) than did the PI group.

Exercise capacity (Figure 1), reflected by peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak) and work
rate (WRp^k), was higher in the PA than the PI group (p<0.01). No significant
difference between the two groups was found in venous lactate concentration at rest,
peak exercise, or recovery (Table 2). La threshold (Table 2, Figure 2) was higher in
the PA than in the PI group (p<0.05).

In the PA group, higher values for muscle GLU (p<0.05) and glycogen
(p<0.01) than in the PI group (Table 3), but no significant differences were found in
muscle glucose, pyruvate, La or ratio La to pyruvate. The observed differences
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between the PI and PA groups in lung function, exercise capacity, and muscle
substrates remained after adjustment for the variation in sex.

7. Gewmi/ c/iaracterisri« anrfpu/monari'/u/icrfoff o/pa/ientt H>if/r subtypes o/COPD and
iitacff vt? a/irf ac/ive Aefl/f/iy vo/unfeers.

Ge/iera/
Sex
Age
Height
Weight

PH
PaO,
PaCO:

HCOj

BE
SatO,

•Pu/z/iona
FEV,
FVC
Dlco

•Vo
TLC
RV
ITGV
Raw

M / F
Y
Cm
Kg

mmHg
mmHg
mM
mM
%

%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.
%pred.

EMPH+

10
64

170
66.2

7.41
70.8
42.4
27.0

2.1
94.0

w
34
89
43
48

125
144
170
249

/
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

2
9
10
11.4

0.02
6.8
6.6
3.0
2.1
1.6

8
23
8
9
13
31
26
99

EMPH-

11
64

170
76.5

7.41
78.5
40.9
25.6

1.2
95.2

54
94
79
87

111
186
126
222

/
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

4
10
8
10.1

0.02
9.0
3.4
2.6
2.3
1.5

12
12
15
21
11
43
18
111

Phys.
healthy

10
67

167
• 73.3

7.41
' 81.3

42.0
26.0

1.3
' 95.6

' 111
118

' 107
' 107
" 114
' 113
' 104

110

inactive
volunteers

/
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

5
3
8
11.2

0.01
9.5
3.0
1.2
0.8
1.2

21
18
11
18
11
18
19
49

b

a

c f

bf

c f

cd

a
c e

c e

c e

Phys. active
healthy volunteers

7
63

172
74.3

7.41
97.5
40.3
25.3

0.9
97.3

110
117
135
128
113
107
104
65

/
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0
2
9
12.1

0.02
10.0
2.2
1.4
1.3
1.0

8
6
17
19
4
13
11
13

c c h

" I

c f

b f

c f h

c f g

c e

c d

c f i

Values are mean ± SD; EMPH+, EMPH-: COPD with and without emphysema, respectively; FEV,:
forced expiratory volume in 1 s.; FVC: forced vital capacity; Dlco: diffusing capacity for carbon
monoxide; !<.„: Dlco corrected for alveolar volume; TLC: total lung capacity; RV: residual volume;
ITGV: intrathoracic gas volume; Rj»: airway resistance. Significance of difference after correction
for variation in sex: a, b, c, p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 vs. EMPH+; d, e, f, p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001
vs. EMPH-; g, h, i p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 vs. physically inactive healthy volunteers.

Total COPD group stratified into EMPH+ and EMPH- subgroups, versus
physically inactive healthy volunteers

Twenty-seven COPD patients (12 EMPH+, 15 EMPH-) participated in the study
(table 1). Age, height, and sex in the COPD and the PI groups did not differ
significantly. Body weight of the total COPD group and the PI controls was not
significantly different, but was lower in the EMPH+ group than in the EMPH- group
(p<0.05). On average, the total COPD group was characterized by severe airflow
obstruction (FEV,: 45 ± 14%pred.), reduced Dl^ (63 ± 22%pred.), moderate
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hyperinflation (TLC: 117 ± 14%pred., RV: 163 ± 42%pred.) and increased airways
resistance (R^: 235 ± 104%pred.). The EMPH+ group (mean HRCT-score: 81.8 ±
23.8) had more severe airflow obstruction and hyperinflation (p<0.01), and lower
values for arterial pC>2 and O2 saturation (p<0.05) than did the EMPH- group (mean
HRCT-score: 3.3 ± 6.6).

p and WRp̂ k (p<0.01) (Figure 1) were lower in all COPD patients than in the
controls, the lowest values being found in the EMPH+ group. The lower values for
VO2peak and WRpeak in the EMPH+ than in the EMPH- group (p<0.01) remained after
adjustment for the variation in FEVV Moreover, the ratio of AVO2 to WRp^
corrected for differences in work rate increase (VO2(peak-unioaded) /
WRpcak-(0.75*WRjncrcment)) was higher in both COPD subtype groups than in the PI
group (p<0.05), but not significantly different between the EMPH+ and the EMPH-
groups. Transcutaneous O2 saturation at peak exercise was lower in the EMPH+
group than in the EMPH- group (89.4 ± 2.5 % vs. 93.8 ± 2.1 %;p<0.001).

At rest, venous La (Table 2) was higher in both COPD subtype groups than in the PI
group (p<0.05), but no significant difference was found between the EMPH+ and
EMPH- group. At peak exercise, no significant difference between the study groups
was present in venous La. During recovery, venous La was lower in the total COPD
group than in the PI controls (p<0.01), being more reduced in the EMPH+ than in the
EMPH- subgroup (p<0.05). The La increase per maximal achieved workload
(Alactate/WRp,.^) was higher in both COPD subtypes than in the PI group (p<0.05)
but not different between the EMPH+ and EMPH- groups. La threshold
(Table 2, Figure 2) was lower in the EMPH+ subgroup than in the EMPH- subgroup
(p<0.01) or PI group (p<0.001). Moreover, La threshold was lower in the EMPH-
subgroup than in the PI group (p<0.01).
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3000

300

2. Bar diagram of the average values (± SEs) for peak VO, (fig 1. top panel) peak work
rate (fig 1, middle panel) and ratio V C W ™ ™ . « w > ' (P<*k work rate - (0.75 WR
increment), where 0.75 is the (assumed) VO, time constant (fig 1 lower_panel) of Ae
EMPH+ group (closed bar), the EMPH- group (cross-stnped bar) and * c physically
mactive healthy volunteers (honzontal.y-stnped bar) and the physically, active: healthy
volunteers (open bar). A portion of the difference in peak work rate betwee^> COPD
patients and healthy controls is due to the different work rate increase. Significance of
difference between the groups: *:p<0.05; **:p<0.01; ***:p<0.001
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2. Kenans /aerate response to exercise in /ntfienfs IVIV/I su6fy/>es 0/ CWZ) awrf
//lacfive a/irf active /tea/r/iy vo/u/ifeers

Rest
Peak
exercise
Recovery
ALa/Wp^

La threshold

mM
mM

mM
mMAV

L/min

EMPH+

1.6
4.0

4.6
0.03

0.56

±
±

±
±

±

0.7
1.3

1.2
0.02

0.04

EMPH-

1.8
5.4

6.4
0.04

0.76

±
±

±
±

±

0.7
2.1

2.3
0.02

0.04

Phys. inactive
healthy volunteers

1.2
5.2

" 8.1
0.02

* 0.94

± 0.2 ' "
± 1.4

± 2.3
± 0.01 '*

± 0.07 "

Phys. active
healthy volunteers

1.4 ±
6.4 ±

8.9 ±
0.02 ±

1.49 ±

0.4 "
3.0

2.5 <*
0.01 ""

0.16 " '
Values are mean ± SD. EMPH+: COPD with emphysema; EMPH-: COPD without emphysema;
Significance of difference after correction for variation in sex: a, b, c p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 vs.
EMPH+; d, e p<0.05 p<0.001 vs. EMPH-; f p<0.05 vs. PI. La threshold is the VO2 at which blood
lactate begins to increase.

1
0.9
0.8
0.7

0.2 0 3 04 0 5 0 6 0.708091

F/^f/re 2. Effect of incremental exercise on venous lactate levels in one of the EMPH+ (closed
triangles) and EMPH- (closed circles) patients, and in one of the physically inactive
(open triangles) and physically active (open circles) volunteers. Venous lactate is
plotted versus oxygen uptake on a log-log scale. The lactate threshold is the point of
intersection of the two line segments. Use of anticubital venous blood will yield a
significant delay in lactate increase as compared with arterial (or femoral venous)
values.
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EMPH+ EMPH- Phys. inactive Phys. active
healthy volunteers healthy volunteers

GLU
Glycogen

Glucose
Muscle
M/P

Pyruvate
Muscle
M/P

Lactate
Muscle
M/P

umol/kgww
umol/kgdw

mmol/kgww
mmol/kgw*
/mM

mmol/kgww
mmol/kgww
/mM

mmol/kgww
mmol/kgww
/mM

Lactate / Pyruvate
Muscle
Plasma

1262
325

1.3
0.3

0.12
4.9

3.8
6.9

43.7
?? 1

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
+

64
39

0.1
0.1

0.02
1.3

0.5
1.1

6.5
1 3

1682
269

1.5
0.4

0.14
4.8

3.8
5.8

38.8
22.7

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
+

122 '
15

0.3
0.1

0.01
2.1

1.0
1.5

6.8
2.9

1908
334

1.3
0.3

0.05
1.6

1.7
2.9

37.2
18.1

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

84
27

0.2
0.1

0.01
0.4

0.1
0.4

3.3
1.7

d

d

b d

b d

2150
504

1.2
0.3

0.05
2.2

1.9
3.1

34.3
23.9

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

126
43

0.2
0.1

0.01
0.5

0.2
0.5

4.1
2.9

b e g

d

a d

Values are mean — «—, ~ , ,
Significance of difference after correction for variation in sex: a, b, c, p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 vs.
EMPH+; d, e, p<0.05, p<0.001 vs. EMPH-; f,g p<0.05, p<0.01 vs. physically inactive healthy
volunteers

Resting muscle GLU (table 3) was significantly lower in the total COPD group than
in the PI group (p<0.01), whereas muscle pyruvate and La and muscle-to-plasma
gradient for pyruvate and La were higher (p<0.05). Muscle GLU was significantly
lower in the EMPH+ than in the EMPH- subgroup (p<0.05), whereas the glycolysis-
related substrates in both peripheral skeletal muscle and arterial plasma (data not
shown) were not significantly different in the two COPD subgroups. Muscle
glycogen glucose, and the La-to-pyruvate gradient, were not different among the
total COPD group, EMPH+ and EMPH- subgroups, and PI group. The significance
of the differences between the EMPH+ and EMPH- subgroups in body weight,
exercise capacity, La threshold, venous La concentration at recovery from exercise,
and muscle GLU remained after adjustment for the subgroups' difference in FEV,.

In figure 3, mean D U muscle GLU, and La threshold during incremental exercise
are plotted against each other for the four study groups (EMPH+, EMPH-, PI and
PA) A positive relationship was visible between Dl*. and muscle GLU (Figure 3, top
panel), and between Dl™ and La threshold (Figure 3, middle panel). Moreover, a
positive relationship was visible between muscle GLU and La threshold during
exercise (Figure 3, lower panel). The relationships with muscle GLU and La
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threshold during exercise were also seen when using P5O2 instead of DL^ (Figure 4).
No relationship was found between La threshold during incremental exercise and
muscle glycogen, glucose, pyruvate or La levels.

DISCUSSION

This study shows an early La response to incremental exercise in EMPH- patients,
but to a greater extent in EMPH+ patients, as compared with control subjects. The La
threshold during exercise was related to resting muscle GLU status, the latter being
most severely depleted in EMPH+ patients. No association was found between
lactate threshold and alterations in resting muscle glycogen, pyruvate or La level.

Physical inactivity is often seen as (one of) the main cause(s) of the early lactic
acidosis during exercise in COPD. In the present study, we compared two control
groups with a different physical training status in order to gain greater insight into
the effect of physical activity level on exercise related muscle substrate levels. The
PA controls, characterized by higher values for W R ^ and La threshold during
exercise than were the PI subjects, had higher resting values for the muscle GLU and
glycogen, but showed no differences from the PI subjects in glucose, La or pyruvate.
This indicates that the role of physical inactivity has to be taken into account when
studying muscle glycogen and GLU metabolism in patients with COPD.

Since premature lactic acidosis represents a misbalance between lactate production
and the body's ability to clear La, it is of importance to discern the factors that define
both the rate of La production and La clearance in COPD. In this way, greater insight
can be obtained about the potential causes of the different La responses to exercise in
COPD patients and controls, and between the subtypes of COPD.

Under normal conditions and in the presence of adequate O2 delivery, muscle La
production may increase when the rate of pyruvate production by glycolysis exceeds
the rate of pyruvate oxidation by the TCA cycle. Since it is unlikely that respiratory
muscles contribute appreciably to the early increase in La in COPD patients (22), an
impaired oxidative muscle metabolism of the exercising peripheral skeletal muscles
is likely to be an important source of this increase in La. Indeed, in a recent study by
Maltais and coworkers (3), the enhanced increase in La in COPD patients was
associated with decreased activities for the oxidative enzymes citrate synthase and
3- hydroxyacyl CoA. In accord with this is the observed increased proportion of type
2b/x fibers in quadriceps femoris of COPD patients (4, 23). Moreover, Satta and
associates showed that increased levels of type 2b/x fibers were particularly present
in COPD patients with a reduced Dl<.o (4), suggesting that patients with emphysema
are particularly prone to a decreased muscle oxidative capacity.
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Scatter plot of the relationships between muscle glutamate vs. Dl« (fig 3, top panel)
lactate threshold vs. DU (fig 3, middle panel), and lactate threshold vs. muscle
glutamate (fig 3, lower panel) for the EMPH+ group (closed triangles) the EMPH-
gVoup (closed circles), the physically inactive volunteers (open triangles), and the
physically active volunteers (open circles). Average values ± SEs are shown.
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Scatter plot of the relationships between muscle glutamate vs. p^Oi (fig 4, top panel),
and lactate threshold vs. p̂ CK (fig 4, bottom panel) for the EMPH+ group (closed
triangles), the EMPH- group (closed circles), the physically inactive volunteers (open
triangles), and the physically active volunteers (open circles). Average values ± SEs are
shown.

The fiber type distribution in peripheral skeletal muscle is important, since the ratio
of oxidative to glycolytic fibers may control the range over which lactic acidosis can
shift during exercise. The metabolic profile of type 2b/x fibers, with a high
concentration of glycolytic enzymes and La dehydrogenase-M isozyme and a low
mitochondrial content, favors glycolytic energy production. These fibers produce La
when stimulated. In contrast, the high mitochondrial density and enzyme activity of
type 1 fibers favor oxidative energy production. Furthermore, type 1 fibers have a
greater La and pyruvate oxidative capacity than do type 2b/x fibers during
contraction, owing to a high La dehydrogenase-H isozyme concentration. Therefore,
it is likely that the oxidative type 1 fibers play a role in the clearance of La produced
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by the glycolytic type 2b/x fibers during exercise. Since COPD patients, and
probably EMPH+ patients in particular, have a reduced percentage of type 1 fibers,
the capacity of these patients to reduce the enhanced La levels produced by type 2b/x
fibers during low-intensity exercise may be diminished.

In the present study, significantly lower values for transcutaneous O2 saturation
were found at peak exercise in the EMPH+ group than in the EMPH- group (89% vs.
94%). In agreement with this is the finding that desaturation during exercise, a
potential contributor of hypoxemia, occurred in 68% of the emphysema patients (Dl<,o
< 55% pred.). When Dlc<, fell below 55% pred., a further increase took place in both
the percentage of COPD patients with desaturation during exercise and in the
magnitude of desaturation. It is therefore very possible that a reduced O2 supply to
the peripheries is present during exercise in the EMPH+ patients, contributing to
these patients' early La response to exercise in these patients. However, despite
normal resting paC>2 values and the absence of oxygen desaturation during exercise in
the EMPH- patients, it is also possible that O2 availability to the skeletal muscles is
compromised during exercise in these patients as compared with controls. This may
be due to more severe redistribution of blood flow toward the respiratory apparatus.
Evidence for this is provided by a recent study which found that breathing of helium
significantly increased values of VC^max values in COPD patients, possibly because
of a reduced work of breathing and increased skeletal muscle blood flow (24).

Hypoxic episodes are also suggested to have a detrimental effect on La clearance
in the livers of patients with COPD. Recently, acute exposure to hypoxia in rats was
found to inhibit liver gluconeogenesis through an abolishing effect on
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase activity and transcription, which was
independent of food intake (25). Moreover, hypoxic episodes influence
catecholamine levels in blood. Epinephrine is known to increase blood La by
activating phosphorylase. During exercise, the concentration of epinephrine in the
blood rises as VO2 exceeds 50% of V^max. This rise causes an increase in La
output of the working muscles, and it may stop the uptake of lactate (26).

Furthermore, the rising concentration of epinephrine may contribute to the rising
La concentrations in other tissues by reducing the effective distribution volume of La
from the La-producing tissues (i.e., working muscles). Earlier studies showed that
patients with advanced emphysema (27) and patients with chronic respiratory failure
(28) had higher values of plasma catecholamine nor-epinephrine than control did
control subjects in the resting state. Although no difference was found in epinephrine
levels at rest, it is still unknown whether exercise induces an alteration in the
epinephrine response in those patients as compared with controls, thereby
contributing to the difference in La response.

In the present study, the relationship between resting muscle GLU status and La
threshold during exercise suggests that depleted GLU levels in resting peripheral
skeletal muscle of COPD patients play a role in their early La response to exercise.
We found no association between La threshold during exercise and other intrinsic
changes in muscle substrates (i.e., La, pyruvate, glucose, or glycogen). Earlier
reduced intracellular GLU levels are shown to negatively influence the alanine
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aminotransferase (AAT) reaction, since the muscle in which this occurs is less able
to increase its capacity for resisting La production by shunting a smaller proportion
of pyruvate for conversion into alanine than to La (29). Moreover, an adequate level
of muscle GLU in peripheral skeletal muscle is necessary, since the AAT reaction
occurs at the cost of GLU. The potential causes of the decreased intracellular GLU
levels in COPD patients may be related to a decreased capacity for membrane
transport of GLU into the muscle, and/or to increased intramuscular GLU
degradation. The positive relationship between paC>2 (and/or Dlco) and muscle GLU
in the present study indicates that a decrease in oxygen availability negatively
influences muscle GLU metabolism, leading to a reduction in muscle GLU status.

This is in accord with several done /« v/vo and //i v//ro that have shown an
accelerated GLU breakdown in muscle (mainly heart muscle) and mitochondria in
situations in which oxygen deprivation is present (30-32). The myocardial tissue
contents of GLU was depleted during hypoxia and by underperfusion of isolated
heart preparations, and tended to decrease during cardioplegic arrest in humans.
Together, these results indicate that ischemia as well as hypoxia causes an increased
degradation and/or utilization of intracellular GLU. In patients with chronic heart
failure, an augmented cardiac consumption of GLU was found even in the resting
asymptomatic state, suggesting a specific metabolic adaptation induced by repetitive
or chronic ischemia. Lower resting pC>2 values and chronic intermittent hypoxia are
often also present during daily living in COPD patients. However, it is not clear to
what extent the lower resting PaO2 levels and/or the presence of chronic intermittent
hypoxia (possibly related to the reduced Dl<-o) in the COPD group in our study
contributed to their decreased muscle GLU status. The PA group in our study had
significantly higher values for Dlco, PaO2, and arterial O2 saturation at rest than did
the PI group. We are not aware of any studies indicating that physical training has a
positive effect on PaO2- The exact reason for the higher arterial paO2 in the PA group
than in our PI group is not yet clear.

The increased levels of GLU in the PA as compared with the PI subjects in the
present study are in accord with the increased GLU levels found in muscle of trained
as compared with untrained men (33). It has also been shown that trained muscle is
can increase its capacity for resisting La production by shunting a greater proportion
of pyruvate to alanine than to La (29). Although we did not have physical activity
scores for the COPD group in our study, the 50% higher WRpeak in the PI group than
in the COPD group may suggest that we were not completely successful in recruiting
controls with a comparably low physical activity level to that of our COPD patients.
This indicates that physical inactivity may have been at least partly responsible for
the decreased resting muscle GLU levels in our COPD group. However, the EMPH-
and EMPH+ patients in the present study were able to participate in and complete the
intensive training part of the pulmonary rehabilitation program, and had pulmonary
function characteristics comparable to those of the group of COPD patients described
at the beginning of this article, in whom we observed decreased GLU levels,
indicating comparable physical activity levels in both subtypes of COPD patients.
More evidence for the expectation of comparable physical activity levels in patients
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with the subtypes of COPD comes from a large database obtained from our
pulmonary rehabilitation center (n=61), in which we did not find a significant
correlation between Dl<.o (the indirect measure of emphysema) and physical activity
score as scored by Voorrips and coworkers (34) or the Physical Activity Scale for the
Elderly (35) questionnaire in COPD patients (r:0.04 and r:0.13, respectively). This
indicates that other factors, rather than physical inactivity, contributed to the lower
resting GLU level found in the studied EMPH+ group as compared to the EMPH-
group in our study.

In conclusion, the present study indicates that the early La response in patients with
COPD is associated with the reduction in muscle GLU related to physical inactivity
in COPD. However, other factors, such as a reduced pO2 or Die play a role in the
early La response during exercise in the EMPH+ opposed to the EMPH- patients.
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ABSTRACT

Depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) significantly contributes to decreased skeletal
muscle weakness and impaired exercise capacity in patients with COPD. Fat-free mass
wasting suggests disturbances in intermediary metabolism which is recently confirmed
by data showing profound alterations in the skeletal muscle amino acid (AA) status in
COPD at rest. To unravel whether there is a role for AAs in the mechanisms for
skeletal muscle dysfunction in COPD, basic knowledge on AA metabolism of the
muscle during exercise is important. We examined the effects of twenty minutes of
exercise on AA metabolism in 14 COPD patients and 8 controls. Arterialized-venous
blood and a quadriceps femoris muscle biopsy was obtained before and immediately
after exercise. FFM was not significantly different between the groups. In COPD, a
significant reduction of most muscle AAs was present post-exercise, whereas several
plasma AAs were increased (p<0.05). Consequently, sum AAs was reduced in muscle
(20%; p<0.01) and increased in plasma (16%,p<0.05), suggesting an enhanced AA
release from muscle in COPD during exercise. In the COPD group, the increase in
plasma alanine and glutamine was even higher post-exercise (61%, p<0.01 and 21%,
p<0.01,resp.), suggesting enhanced nitrogen efflux. This study shows that exercise
alters amino acid (intermediary) metabolism in patients COPD and independent of the
presence of FFM wasting.

INTRODUCTION

Depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) commonly occurs in COPD and is an important
contributor to skeletal muscle weakness and impaired exercise capacity in these
patients (1-3). Depletion of fat-free mass (FFM) suggests that alterations in
intermediairy metabolism are present in COPD. Amino acids, the building blocks of
proteins, play a pivotal role in intermediairy metabolism. There is increasing evidence
available pointing towards disturbed amino acid metabolism in patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) at rest, as reflected by pronounced alterations
in several amino acid levels in skeletal muscle and plasma (4-7).

Skeletal muscle serves as an important reserve system which in conditions of storage
and need maintains supplies of amino acids for protein synthesis and metabolism.
During short-term exercise and at intensities between 30 and 70% of maximal work
rate, skeletal muscle is shown to participate actively in metabolism of amino acids in
healthy subjects (Fig 1). Six amino acids (glutamate (GLU), aspartate, asparagine, and
the three branched-chain amino acids) are metabolized in muscle during exercise. As
GLU has a central position in all aminotransferase reactions in muscle, the amino
group of the six amino acids is interchangeable. In COPD, consistently reduced levels
for glutamate (GLU) were found in two different peripheral skeletal muscle groups
(quadriceps femoris and tibialis anterior muscle) (6, 7), independent of the severity of
airflow obstruction.
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GLU has various important function during short-term exercise such as its role in the
establishment and maintenance of a high concentration of tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle intermediates, thereby preserving high-energy phosphates during exercise
Moreover, GLU is involved in the synthesis of glutamine (GLN) and alanine (ALA)
providing a mechanism for the elimination of amino groups from muscle in the form'
of non-toxic nitrogen carriers. Recently, evidence came available that the depleted
resting GLU status in muscle of COPD patients plays a role in the early lactate
response during maximal exercise in these patients (8).

Alanine Branched-chain
amino acids Glutamate Glutamine Glucose

Plasma

Muscle

Branched-chain
amino acids

a-Ketoglutarate

— Alanine

Branched-chain
keto acids

Glutamate

NH,

Pyruvate •

Glutamine

Glycogen

Glucose

Pyruvate

Carbon-skeletons of protein-derived amino
acids (branched-chain amino acids,

glutamate, aspartate, asparagine)

Acetyl CoA i

'Tricarboxylic^
acid cycle

Lactate

a-Keto
glutarate

7. Schematic overview of normal muscle amino acid metabolism during short-term exercise.

Although substantial disturbances have been found in the amino acid status of the
skeletal muscle at rest in COPD, it is unknown whether the amino acid response to
exercise is different as compared to healthy age-matched controls. Basic knowledge on
amino acid metabolism of the skeletal muscle during exercise may particularly be
important to unravel whether there is a potential role for amino acids in the
mechanisms for skeletal muscle dysfunction and FFM wasting in patients with COPD.
If this is the case, amino acid supplementation may become a potential treatment
strategy in these patients.

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to characterize the effect of
submaximal constant work rate exercise on the (exercise related) amino acid profile in
peripheral skeletal muscle and plasma of patients with COPD compared with healthy
age-matched controls.
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METHODS

Study population

Fourteen patients with severe airflow obstruction (FEVi: 37 ± 12 %pred.) and 8
healthy volunteers were studied. All subjects were men. All patients had COPD
according to ATS guidelines (9) and chronic airflow limitation, defined as measured
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV|) less than 70% of reference FEVj.
Furthermore, the patients had irreversible obstructive airway disease (<10% improve-
ment of FEV| predicted baseline after inhalation of p2-agonist) and were in clinically
stable condition and not suffering from respiratory tract infection or exacerbation of
their disease at least four weeks prior to the study. Exclusion criteria were malignancy,
cardiac failure, distal arteriopathy, recent surgery, severe endocrine, hepatic or renal
disorder, and use of anticoagulant medication. Written informed consent was obtained
from all subjects and the study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the
University Hospital Maastricht.

Study protocol

After an overnight fast, whole body FFM was measured by bioelectrical impedance
analyses (BIA 101, RJL Systems Detroit, USA). FFM was calculated in the COPD
patients by using a patient specific regression equation (10), and in the control group
by using a specific regression equation for elderly men as described by Lukaski (11).
Subsequently, a catheter was placed in a dorsal vein of the hand, which was placed in a
hot box (60°C) in order to get arterialized venous blood. Arterialized venous blood
was taken at 3 time points before exercise: 60 minutes, 30 minutes and immediately
before exercise and the average value was taken as the baseline value. Just before the
start of exercise, a biopsy of the lateral part of the quadriceps femoris muscle was
obtained using the needle biopsy technique (12).

All subjects performed a submaximal constant work rate exercise test on an electro-
nically braked cycle ergometer (Cornival 400, Lode, Groningen, The Netherlands) for
20 minutes. Work rate for each subject was calculated as 20% of the maximal
predicted work rate, according to the equations of Jones (13). In COPD, this work rate
would corresponded to a work rate intensity beyond 30% of maximal predicted which
is necessary to trigger the metabolic changes in normals and which was tolerable for
these patients for at least twenty minutes (corresponding to a single training session).
Transcutaneous oxygen saturation and heart rate was measured throughout the test as
described previously (8). Arterialized-venous blood was sampled at twenty minutes of
exercise. Immediately after exercise, a second biopsy was taken from the quadriceps
femoris muscle.
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Analysis of skeletal muscle and arterialized venous blood

Arterialized venous blood was put in a heparinized syringe, immediately put on ice
and subsequently centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 minutes to obtain plasma. The muscle
tissue was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Analysis of both muscle and plasma
amino acids were performed as previously described (7). Another part of plasma and
muscle was deproteinized with trichloric acid for determination of ammonia and the
TCA-cycle intermediate succinate (only in muscle).

The concentrations of the amino acids in muscle and plasma, and muscle succinate
were analyzed in the same batch run by fully automated High-Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) system (14). The following amino acids were measured:
glutamate (GLU), asparagine (ASN), serine (SER) glutamine (GLN), glycine (GLY),
threonine (THR), histidine (HIS), citrulline (CIT), alanine (ALA), taurine (TAU),
arginine (ARG), a-amino-butyric acid (a-AB), tyrosine (TYR), valine (VAL),
methionine (MET), isoleucine (ILE), phenylalanine (PHE), tryptophan (TRP), leucine
(LEU), ornithine (ORN), and lysine (LYS). Sum AAs is the sum of all measured
amino acids. The ASP and MET peak at the HPLC chromatogram could not accurately
be distinguished in muscle because of the complexity of the tissue matrix effects. The
ILE peak in muscle was indistinguishable from an indefinable peak at the
chromatogram, probably the result of contamination. Ammonia was determined
spectrophotometrically on a COBAS Mira S (Roche Diagnostica, Hoffman-La Roche,
Basel, Switserland) by standard enzymatic methods (15).

Pulmonary function tests

All patients and healthy volunteers underwent spirometry with determination of forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV,). Diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide
(DLco) was measured using the single-breath method (Masterlab, Jaeger, Wurzburg,
Germany). All values obtained were related to a reference value and expressed as
percentages of the predicted value (16).

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed or mean ± standard error (SE) for muscle and arterialized-
venous plasma determinations and mean ± standard deviation (SD) for other
characteristics. Because of the small group sizes, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U
test was used to determine differences in pulmonary function, exercise capacity,
muscle and arterial plasma concentrations between the COPD patients and the healthy
controls at rest and at the end of exercise. To study the effect of exercise, the
difference between pre-exercise and post-exercise amino acid concentrations was
measured for each subject. Subsequently, the Wilcoxon two-related samples T-test was
used to examine whether the absolute change from baseline level was statistically
different from zero. A two-tailed probability value of less than 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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RESULTS

Fourteen COPD patients and 8 healthy volunteers participated in the study (table 1).
All subjects were men. Age, height, body weight and FFM did not significantly differ
between the groups. The COPD group was characterized by severe airflow
obstruction, a moderately reduced diffusing capacity, and a lower arterial pC>2 than the
control subjects. In the control group, all lung function parameters were within the
normal range.

7. Genera/ c/taracfemf/cs o/f/ie s

Age
Height
Weight
FFM

FEV,
DLco
PaO:
PaCOj
HCO,
BE
SaOj

Y
Cm
Kg
Kg

%pred.
%pred.
kPa
kPa
MM
MM
%

Controls

66 ± 5
172.4 ± 5.9
76.6 ± 11.9
55.9 ± 5.4

102 ± 19
112 ± 20
11.3 ± 1.0
5.1 ± 0.4

25.2 ± 1.5
1.3 ± 1.2

96.4 ± 1.0

62
172.5
76.1
52.9

37
71

10.0
5.2

25.1
0.9

94.6

COPD

± 9
± 7.4
± 12.4
± 7.3

± 12***
± 25 ***
± 1.6*
± 0.6
± 1.7
± 1.0
± 2.2

Values are mean ± SD; FFM: fat-free mass; FEV,: forced expiratory volume in one second;
diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; PaCK: arterial oxygen pressure; PaCO;: arterial carbon
dioxide pressure; HCOj: bicarbonate; BE: base excess; SaC^: arterial oxygen saturation.
Significance of difference compared to the controls: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01;*** p<0.001.

The average used absolute work rate (Table 2) was not different in the two study
groups. Transcutaneous O2 saturation at rest and end-exercise was lower in the COPD
group than in the controls (p<0.01). Heart rate was not different between the groups at
rest and at end-exercise.

Amino acid status in muscle and plasma

The pre- and post-exercise amino acid profile as well as the exercise induced change in
amino acids is presented in skeletal muscle and plasma in table 3 and 4, respectively. In
the patients, lower levels for most muscle amino acids was found after exercise as
compared to baseline values, including TAU (24 ± 3%, p<0.01) (Table 3).
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Controls COPD

WR
%WR™,
O2 saturation

Rest
End-exercise

Heart rate
Heart rate Rest
End-exercise

Watt

B/min

33.5
16.9

95.6
95.1

73
92

±
±

±
±

±
±

2.8
2.4

0.7
0.7

6
3

35.1
44.0

93.5
92.1

. 83
117

±
±

±
±

±
±

6.3
15.0***

1.3**
1.8 * • •

13
21

Values are mean± SD; WR: work rate. Significance of difference compared to the controls: **
p<0.01;***p<0.001.
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2. Bar diagram of sum ammo acids in muscle (top panel) and plasma (bottom panel) of the
healthy volunteers (open bar, n=8) and COPD group (horizontal-striped bar. n=14)
Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of differences between the COPD and
control group: * P<0.05. Significance of the exercise induced changes in the COPD
group: ##: p<0.01, #: p<0.05.
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Gumrf/k*.)

GLU
ASN
SER
GLN
GLY
THR
HIS
err
ALA
TAU
ARG
a-AB
TYR
VAL
PHE
TRP
LEU
ORN
LYS

Pre-exercise

2229
163
306

10417
756
336
296
112

1343
7831
321
36
75
183
563
7

214
151
461

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±
±

±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

199
16
28
914
71
33
18
21
76
560
45
4
6
19
69
1
16
26
56

Controls

Post-exercise

1937
174
265
9186
718
327
299
105

1485
7471
325
32
68
194
474
7

197
131
425

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±
±

±
±

±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

113
14
36
563
62
28
25
10
127
523
76
4
3
14
78
1
14
14
39

-292
11
-40

-1230
-38
-9
3
-6
142
-360

4
-4
-7
11
-88
-1
-16
-20
-36

A

±

±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±
±

±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

200
21
40
986
67
44
35
19
77
586
66
3
6
8
64
2
10
17
46

Pre-exercise

1817
168
261

11787
725
302
310
121

1316
6685
410
28
53
154
619
8

148
186
593

±
±

±

±
±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

±

±

±
±

±

102*
15
13
473
64
22
27
31
83
578
39
3
2**
6*
47
1
7***
7*
49

COPD

Post-exercise

1258
133
224
9085
570
276
235
103
1239
5122
380
24
63
144
399
11
130
179
469

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

±
±
±

±
±

±

78***
13
13
561
59
29
15
13
76*
496**
45
2
5
11**
51
1*
12**
12*
45

-559
-34
-37

-2702
-154
-26
-74
-17
-77

-1563
-30
-5
9

-11
-220

3
-17
-6

-123

•"i

A

±

±
±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±

±
±
±

±
±

±

75**
18
13*
602 "*
46"
30
28'
24
91
213"
44
3'
4*
11
57"
1"
13
11
33"

Values are mean ± SE; GLU: glutamate; ASN: asparagine; SER: serine; GLN: glutamine; GLY: glycine; THR:
ALA: alanine; TAU: taurine; ARG: arginine; a-AB: a-amino-butyric acid; TYR: tyrosine ; VAL: valine ;
LEU: leucine ; ORN: omithine ; LYS: lysine. Significantly different compared to controls : *** p<0.001; **
compared to zero: "* p<0.01;" p<0.05.

threonine; HIS: histidine; CIT: citrulline;
PHE: phenylalanine ; TRP: tryptophan ;
p<0.01 ; * p<0.05. Significantly different
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(uM)

GLN
GLY
THR
HIS
err
ALA
TAU
ARG
a-AB
TYR
VAL
MET
ILE
PHE
TRP
LEU
ORN
LYS

Pre-exercise

539
148
336
73
36

259
34
79
21
69

208
18
53
55
35

111
44

133

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
+

26
7
33
3
1
24
2
3
2
2
15
1
4
1
1
5
3
7

Controls

Post-exercise

577
151
327

77
35

328
36
82
18
69

210
19
55
58
33

116
43

128

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
+

41
11
28
4
2
33
2
4
3
3
20
1
4
1
1
5
4
6

38
3
1

-6
-1
69

2
3

-3
0
2
2
3
3

-2
5

-1
-5

A

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

22
6
4
9
1
16"
2
1
1
3
9
1
2

ri
2"
2
9

Pre-exercise

492
146
283
62
32

216
38
76
19
57

171
14
44
48
31
95
49

118

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

19
9
22
3 *
2
17
1
4
1
3 *
10
1 • •
3
2
1 *
5*
4
6

COPD

Post-exercise

589
168
276

68
32

342
45
86
20
64

178
19
48
53
31

106
53

139

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

24
10
29
3
2
24
2**
6
1
4
8
1
3
2
1
6
7
17

97
22

6
7
0

126
7

10
1
8
6
5
4
5
1

11
4

20

A

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

23**
9"
7
3"
2
1 2 "
3 '

1
3"
8
1"
3
2
1
4
6
13

Values are mean ± SE; GLN: glutamine; GLY: glycine; THR: threonine; HIS: histidine; CIT: citrulline; ALA: alanine; TAU: taurine; ARG: arginine; a-
AB- a-amino-butyric acid; TYR: tyrosine; VAL: valine; MET: methionine; ILE: isoleucine; PHE: phenylalanine; TRP: tryptophan; LEU: leucine;
ORN: omithine; LYS: lysine. Significantly different compared to controls : •*• p<0.001; ** p<0.01 ; * p<0.05. Significantly different compared to zero:
*"p<0.01;"p<0.05.
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Bar diagram of glutamate (top panel), alanine (middle panel) and glutamine (bottom
panel) in muscle of the healthy volunteers (open bar, n=8), and COPD group (horizontal-
striped bar, n=14). Mean values ± 1 SE are shown. Significance of difference between the
COPD and the control group: •** P<0.001; * P<0.05; Significance of the exercise
induced changes in the COPD group: ##: p<0.01.
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The consequence was a significant decrease in sum total amino acids (20 ± 4%,
p<0.01) in COPD (Fig 2, upper panel). Exercise did not result in significant changes in
muscle amino acid levels in the control group. There was a tendency towards higher
values for several plasma amino acids at the end of exercise in the COPD group
including TAU (19 ± 5, p<0.01) (Table 4). As a consequence, a significant increase in
plasma sum total amino acids (16 ± 4%, p<0.05) was found in plasma of the COPD
group at the end of exercise (Fig 2, bottom panel). . . . . . .

When specifically examining the exercise related amino acids GLU, ALA and GLN, it
appeared that in addition to the lower muscle GLU level at rest (p<0.05), GLU was
further decreased in the COPD group at the end of exercise (31 ± 4%, p<0.01)
(Fig 3, top panel). Muscle ALA (Fig 3, middle panel) and GLN (Fig 3, lower panel)
were not significantly different at rest between the groups. Although at the end of
exercise, muscle ALA was lower in the COPD than in the control group (p<0.05),
ALA was not significantly different after exercise as compared to baseline values in
the COPD group. Moreover, an exercise induced decrease in muscle GLN (23 ± 5%,
p<0.01) was found in the COPD patients.

Plasma ALA (Table 4) was increased at the end of exercise in the control group
(27 ± 6%, p<0.05), but to a significantly higher extent in the COPD group (58 ± 6%,
p<0.01). GLN in plasma was significantly increased after exercise in the COPD
patients (21 ± 5%; p<0.01) but not in the controls. The pre- and post-exercise levels
and absolute change of the remaining plasma and muscle amino acid levels are
presented in table 3 and 4, respectively.

No significant change in NH3 was found after exercise in muscle and plasma in the
COPD patients or controls (mean change muscle: COPD: 73 ± 65 umol/kgww;
controls: -38 ± 79 umol/kgww; mean change plasma COPD: 6 ± 1 uM; controls: 7 ± 1
uM). The TCA intermediate succinate at the end of exercise was not significantly
changed in the controls as well as in the COPD group (mean change muscle: controls:
294 ± 239 umol/kgww; COPD: 30 ± 151 umol/kgww).

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first one examining amino acid metabolism in patients with
COPD during exercise. In this patient population, a different response in amino acid
status was found in skeletal muscle and plasma during twenty minutes of submaximal
constant cycle exercise as compared with healthy age-matched controls.

The present study confirms that the reduced exercise capacity in COPD is associated
with metabolic changes. During the last couple of years, evidence revealed that
pronounced disturbances in muscle metabolism during exercise is present. Skeletal
muscle energy metabolism is impaired in a substantial amount of COPD patients at rest
and the situation becomes even worse during exercise. A greater increase in the inorganic
phosphate-phosphocreatine ratio (Pi-CrP ratio) and a faster drop in pH were found in calf
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muscle and forearm muscle of COPD patients performing exercise than in healthy
persons (17-20). Moreover, several studies revealed increased lactate levels early in
exercise and at very low work rates in a substantial portion of patients with COPD (8, 21,
22), which confirms enhanced anaerobic energy metabolism during exercise in these
patients.

In the present study, a significant reduction was found in the levels of several amino
acids in skeletal muscle of the studied COPD group at the end of exercise whereas
several plasma amino acids were increased. This suggests an elevated release of amino
acids from muscle during exercise in COPD. It is possible that this increased release of
amino acids is related to a change in osmoregulation in muscle as taurine, an amino
acid with the highest concentration in muscle and known as an effective osmolyte, was
significantly reduced in muscle and increased in plasma after exercise. Although the
relative work intensity was higher in the COPD group than in the controls
(44% vs. 17%, resp.), it is unlikely that this difference may explain the (unique)
reduction in muscle amino acid status after exercise in the patient group. Several
studies have been published examining muscle amino acid status in healthy subjects
cycling at work intensities between 30 and 70% of maximal work rate. To our
knowledge, none of these studies have observed this specific amino acid response to
exercise.

In normal subjects during short-term exercise (10-20 minutes) at intensities
between 30 and 70% of maximal work rate, muscle GLU decreases in concentration
despite an increased GLU uptake from plasma, whereas ALA level in muscle and
plasma increases (23-25). Muscle GLN increases after short-term exercise or remains
constant like most of the other amino acids.

In addition to the reduced baseline values, muscle GLU was further decreased post-
exercise in the studied patients with COPD. The exercise induced decrease in GLU
was even larger than the average decrease in sum amino acids in muscle of these
patients and may theoretically be explained by two mechanisms: a reduced GLU
uptake and/or an accelerated GLU breakdown. Conditions of O2 deprivation, often
present in COPD, are known to decelerate GLU uptake as the energy-dependency of
GLU carrier systems make them more inefficient. Moreover, tissue hypoxia is known
to accelerate GLU degradation in muscle and mitochondria (26, 27). Transcutaneous
O2 saturation was reduced in the COPD group post-exercise but was still above 90%,
indicating that it is speculative whether (regional) tissue hypoxia is playing a role in
the explanation of the reduced muscle GLU after exercise in COPD. An enhanced
anaerobic ATP production was observed particularly in the COPD group, as reflected
by the higher venous lactate increase post-exercise (Alactate: COPD: 1.5 ± 0.3 mM;
p<0.01 vs. controls: 0.5 ± 0.2 mM; p<0.05). GLU may contribute to this increased
anaerobic ATP production via substrate phosphorylation to succinate (via the malate-
aspartate cycle) (28).
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In normal muscle, the main GLU breakdown pathway in the first minutes of exercise
is the ALA aminotransferase reaction. In this reaction, GLU donates the amino group
to pyruvate to form ALA and regenerate the TCA intermediate a-ketoglutarate (Fig 1).
In contrast to the other amino acids in muscle, ALA was not significantly reduced in
the COPD group after exercise. Moreover, the increase in plasma ALA post-exercise
in the COPD group was much higher than the average increase in plasma amino acid
level, suggesting an additional ALA (Je novo) production and release from muscle in
COPD. Besides increased transamination to ALA, GLU may fall because of an
increased GLN synthesis. A comparable increase was also observed for plasma GLN
post-exercise. It is well possible that the enhanced ALA and GLN release from muscle
during exercise provides an additional mechanism for the elimination of amino groups
from muscle in the form of non-toxic nitrogen carriers. Moreover, it suggests that
ALA and GLN are required in other processes such as gluconeogenesis.

Under normal conditions, the ALA aminotransferase reaction functions to establish
and maintain high concentrations of TCA-cycle intermediates (including succinate)
(29, 30) in muscle particularly during the first minutes of exercise, which help
maximize oxidative use of fuels. In the present study, no increase was found in muscle
succinate in the COPD group after exercise, suggesting that net synthesis of the TCA
intermediates is not present in these patients during exercise despite an increased ALA
aminotransferase reaction. Furthermore, this is remarkable when considering the
relative higher work intensity in the COPD group than in the controls.

It is important to consider that the disturbed amino acid response during exercise was
present in COPD patients who were characterized by relatively preserved baseline
muscle amino acid status and "normal" values for FFM. This indicates that exercise is
an important metabolic stressor even in COPD patients without evidence of FFM
wasting. Protein depletion has been shown to impair skeletal muscle performance as
reflected by reduced maximum handgrip and respiratory muscle strength, and
increased fatigability of in vivo electrically stimulated adductor pollicis muscle (31).
This suggests that avoiding protein depletion seems to be important for achieving
optimal physical performance in patients with COPD.

Recently, it has been observed that oral amino acid intake stimulates the transport of
amino acids into muscle, and that there is a direct link between amino acid transport
and muscle protein synthesis (32). Earlier studies in normal subjects showed that
protein supplements taken immediately after exercise had a greater effect on muscle
protein synthesis than when ingested before exercise or some time after exercise (33),
which may be due to the fact that muscle is more efficiently utilizing amino acids after
exercise. However, the optimal amount and amino acid composition of the supplement
as well as the optimal timing of ingestion in relation to exercise has still to be
determined.

More studies are needed to unravel whether there is a potential role for altered amino
acid metabolism during exercise in the mechanisms for skeletal muscle dysfunction
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and muscle wasting in patients with COPD. If this is the case, amino acid
supplementation may become a potential tool in improving functional performance
and net muscle protein balance of these patients when incorporated in the
rehabilitation and exercise training programs.

In conclusion, the present study illustrates that exercise alters amino acid
(intermediary) metabolism in patients with COPD, independent of the presence of
FFM wasting.
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CHAPTER 11

General discussion



INTRODUCTION

The studies described in this thesis were designed to provide a metabolic and
functional perspective of muscle wasting in patients with COPD. The specific aims
were to characterize muscle wasting in COPD and to evaluate its effect on peripheral
skeletal muscle function (part 1). In addition, underlying metabolic changes with
respect to alterations in protein metabolism (part 2) and changes in muscle and
plasma amino acid status (part 3) were examined at rest and during exercise. COPD
patients were investigated as a group and stratified into subgroups according to the
presence or absence of radiologically diagnosed emphysema. The current literature
on the subject, as described in part 1, reveals several inconsistencies and no or only
very limited data are available on amino acid and protein metabolism in COPD. In
this chapter, the results of the studies presented in this thesis will be considered in
the context of available literature. The new data regarding the underlying metabolic
changes at rest and during exercise, as well as future lines of investigation, will be
discussed.

PART 1

Muscle wasting in relation to skeletal muscle function

Many patients with COPD are limited in their daily functioning. It has become clear
that, besides the primary lung disorder, secondary factors contribute to limited
physical functioning in the daily life of these patients such as impaired exercise
capacity and muscle dysfunction. Muscle dysfunction is not limited to the peripheral
skeletal muscles, but also affects the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles.
Muscle mass is an important determinant of muscle function and can be assessed
indirectly in clinically stable COPD patients by measurement of fat-free mass.

In chapter 2, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) appeared to be an informative
and alternative method to deuterium dilution for assessing body composition, the
amount of fat-free mass and fat mass, in COPD. Moreover, DXA, being applicable in
clinical practice, appeared to be of value in identifying the relative high percentage
of COPD patients with bone mineral loss. Multiple factors may contribute to this
high prevalence of bone mineral loss in COPD such as decreased mechanical loading
due to a sedentary lifestyle, and duration and dose of specific medication ie. inhaled
or oral glucocorticosteroids. However, it was not possible to conclude which factor
was mainly responsible for this high prevalence since no association was found with
lung function or body composition. No information was available about the history
of duration and dose of corticosteroid intake. Therefore, the exact cause of this high
prevalence of bone mineral loss in COPD is still open for discussion.

Striking differences in body composition were found between COPD patients and
healthy volunteers despite comparable values for body mass index (chapter 3).
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Moreover, different patterns of chronic tissue wasting could be distinguished among
COPD patients with and without the presence of macroscopic emphysema. In the late
19"" century, Fowler and Godlee described the association between weight loss and
emphysema. A few decades ago, the classical description of the pink puffer
(emphysematous type) and the blue bloater (bronchitic type) was introduced (1). This
classification is still being used today but is limited by the fact that only
anthropometric measures were used to identify the thin 'pink puffer' as opposed to
the more obese 'blue bloater'. Nowadays, advanced body composition techniques
can be used to supplement the anthropometric measures. As a result, we were able to
provide more insight into the different patterns of chronic tissue wasting between the
COPD subtypes. Many of the COPD patients with emphysema manifested weight
loss and were underweight (chapter 3). However, depletion of fat-free mass, even
with preservation of fat mass, also occurs in COPD patients without emphysema. .»

In order to provide a rationale for specific treatment, insight is needed into the
underlying regulatory mechanisms and contributory factors of weight loss and tissue
wasting in COPD. Weight loss, and particularly loss of fat mass, occurs if energy
expenditure exceeds dietary intake. After adjustment for the metabolically active fat-
free mass, resting energy expenditure was found to be elevated in COPD (2). Factors,
often considered to contribute to these elevated levels are an increased work of
breathing, medication, inflammation and changes in hormone levels. Perhaps
surprisingly, resting energy expenditure was lower in the fat losing emphysema
group as compared to those without emphysema who had relative preservation of
their fat mass (chapter 7). However, resting energy expenditure does not always
reflect the total amount of energy expended during the day. Recently, total daily
energy expenditure was found to be elevated in patients with COPD and this was
mainly the consequence of an increase in the non-resting component (3). Moreover,
this activity-related energy expenditure was particularly elevated in those patients
with emphysema. Part of the increased oxygen consumption during exercise could be
due to inefficient ventilation as a result of increased ventilatory demand.

Especially under conditions of dynamic hyperinflation, the oxygen cost of breathing
of COPD patients will increase due to more air trapping (4). Although no measure of
dynamic hyperinflation was made in chapter 3, the marked static hyperinflation in
the emphysema patients indicates that these patients are likely to have dynamic
hyperinflation during activity. Besides this mechanical inefficiency during exercise,
metabolic inefficiency of the peripheral skeletal muscle may also be a factor
contributing to the increased activity related energy expenditure in COPD. Impaired
oxidative phosphorylation was found during exercise in patients with COPD (5, 6).
Moreover, exercise was accompanied by increased anaerobic metabolism, which is
less efficient than aerobic metabolism (5). Evidence for functional disturbances in
skeletal muscle energy metabolism have been found particularly in COPD patients
with a low diffusing capacity (emphysematous type). Elevated inosine monophospate
levels in resting tibialis anterior muscle were found, reflecting an imbalance between
resynthesis and utilization of ATP (7). Thus, due to their augmented work of
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breathing and inefficient muscle contraction during exercise (mechanical and
metabolic inefficiency), emphysema patients increase their total daily energy
expenditure. When this increased energy requirement is not balanced by dietary
energy intake, loss of weight and fat mass occurs.

Reduced fat-free mass was present in both COPD subtypes, suggesting that,
besides energy imbalance, additional factors have to be considered. Evidence exists
that in COPD alterations are present in several anabolic and catabolic mediators
which regulate muscle mass. COPD is often accompanied by a systemic
inflammatory response manifested by elevated levels for acute phase proteins and
cytokines in plasma (8). Recently, systemic inflammation has been suggested to
affect appetite and dietary intake, mediated by leptin, a hormone with appetite-
regulating properties (9). A significant relationship has been found between systemic
inflammation in COPD and increased values for resting energy expenditure (8), and
changes in plasma amino acid metabolism, as a global marker of altered protein
metabolism (10). Evidence for an association between inflammation and muscle
protein catabolism has been demonstrated in vitro. Low concentrations of tumor
necrosis factor alpha were found to induce skeletal muscle protein loss (11). Further
studies investigating this relationship in human muscle biopsies are necessary.

In this thesis, preserved fat mass levels despite reduced values for fat-free mass were
found in the COPD patients without emphysema. The observation of relatively
elevated fat mass is not only confined to this COPD subgroup since comparable data
were recently found in emphysema patients with a moderate degree of airflow
obstruction (12). Besides a role for physical inactivity, this latter study provided
evidence that disturbances in intermediary metabolism may also contribute to the
relatively increased fat levels in COPD. Thus, reduced levels of lipolysis were noted
after P-adrenergic stimulation (12). More studies are necessary to understand further
the mechanisms behind the selective preservation of fat mass in COPD.

The observed differences in wasting patterns among the COPD subtypes need to be
considered when studying the functional consequences of muscle wasting.
Respiratory and peripheral skeletal muscle weakness are commonly present in COPD
and appear to be important determinants of the symptoms of dyspnea and exercise
intolerance (13, 14). To study the precise contribution of FFM loss on muscle
function, quantification of the physically active muscle mass during activities of
daily living is important. Earlier studies revealed that the cross-sectional areas of calf
muscle (5) and of thigh muscle (15) were significantly smaller in patients with severe
COPD than healthy controls. However, a drawback of this nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging technique is that it is not easily applicable in clinical practice.

Therefore, we measured FFM of the extremities by dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry and related this to peripheral skeletal function (chapter 4). Both
measures were lower in COPD patients than in healthy controls. Extremity FFM was
not different between COPD patients with and without emphysema. However,
significantly lower values were found for whole body FFM in those with
emphysema, suggesting that whole body FFM is not a good reflection of extremity
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FFM in COPD. This dissociation needs to be considered when peripheral skeletal
muscle function is evaluated in these patients. Skeletal muscle function expressed per
kilogram of extremity FFM was not significantly different among the COPD subtype
groups and healthy controls. Moreover, skeletal muscle weakness was not associated
with the severity of airflow obstruction, which is in contrast to a previous study by
Bernard et al (15). These findings suggest that, independent of the presence of
emphysema and the severity of airflow obstruction, peripheral skeletal muscle
weakness in COPD is determined by the loss of skeletal muscle mass. It also
suggests that the contractile properties of the peripheral skeletal muscles of COPD
patients are preserved, despite the fact that intrinsic changes in muscle metabolism
are likely to be present.

Besides effects on peripheral skeletal muscle strength, several studies have shown that
FFM is a significant determinant of exercise capacity in COPD as lower values were
found for peak workload in the COPD patients who had FFM depletion than those
with normal FFM values (16). Moreover, the FFM depleted patients had higher levels
for ratio lactate increase to maximally obtained workload, indicating that muscle
wasting increases glycolytic metabolism in the skeletal muscle of these patients. This
is in line with previous observations in anorexia nervosa. Clearly more research has to
be performed to determine the exact effect of FFM wasting on intrinsic alterations in
skeletal muscle e.g. enzyme activities, fiber type distribution. However, it seems that
tissue depletion increases even further the disease-related oxidative to glycolytic shift
in muscle metabolism in COPD. Therefore, it can be concluded that wasting of muscle
mass has a direct negative effect on skeletal muscle function and exercise capacity in
COPD. In addition, muscle wasting indirectly contributes to the impaired exercise
capacity and altered metabolic response in these patients by inducing intrinsic
alterations in muscle oxidative metabolism.

PART 2

Protein metabolism

Protein turnover refers to a dynamic flux in protein metabolism whereby proteins are
being degraded and synthesized simultaneously. Protein turnover rates may differ
considerably depending on function and specific need. Muscle wasting is the
consequence of a negative protein balance, indicating an imbalance between protein
synthesis and breakdown. In critical acute illness, net protein catabolism can be
markedly stimulated, resulting in a rapid decrease in FFM.

In order to study protein synthesis and breakdown in ambulant patients with COPD,
mechanistic studies are needed such as the use of amino acid labeled tracers. It is
unknown to what extent chronic and acute unstable conditions in COPD, which are
associated with FFM wasting e.g. acute exacerbations of COPD symptoms and
periods of progressive weight loss alter protein synthesis and breakdown in these
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patients. However, one of the difficulties when measuring whole body protein
turnover in these unstable conditions is their association with alterations in hormone
levels e.g. insulin, glucagon, medication e.g. use of fluorinated glucocorticosteroids,
presence of acute inflammation, and/or changes in physical activity level. All these
factors among others may influence protein metabolism.

To investigate the effect of the underlying lung disease on whole body protein
metabolism more specifically, we studied a homogeneous group of severe COPD
patients who were clinically and weight stable, and did not have any signs of FFM
depletion. It is of value to study these patients during daily life situations e.g. fasting
and physical exercise as these are known to alter whole body protein synthesis and
breakdown even in people who are not in negative protein balance. In chapter 5, we
observed substantial changes in whole body protein metabolism after overnight
fasting in a group of clinically stable COPD patients as reflected by significantly
elevated levels of whole body protein synthesis and breakdown. This indicates that
overnight fasting in COPD is associated with a disease-related increase in whole
body protein turnover, without inducing net protein catabolism. Also previous
studies in other chronic wasting diseases, like stable chronic liver failure and human
immunodeficiency virus, observed elevated levels of whole body protein turnover
(17, 18). The elevated protein turnover could be mostly explained by the presence of
an enhanced systemic inflammatory response as indicated by an increased production
of acute phase proteins. Previously, we have also observed an inverse relationship
between the acute phase protein level and the total sum of plasma amino acid levels
in patients with COPD (10), confirming a relationship between inflammation and
alterations in protein metabolism. Whether the presence of systemic inflammation is
the only mechanism responsible for the increased whole body protein turnover in
COPD patients is unclear at present.

Besides overnight fasting, physical exercise is an everyday condition, which, in
particular at high intensities, is known to change protein turnover considerably (19,
20). Low intensity constant exercise was observed to induce considerable alterations
in whole body protein turnover in the COPD group (chapter 6). Specifically in those
patients with emphysema, a suppressed response in whole body protein turnover was
present not only during exercise but for at least one hour post-exercise. Nevertheless,
neither low intensity exercise nor overnight fasting induced net protein catabolism in
these clinically and weight stable COPD patients, suggesting that whole body protein
balance was preserved. Furthermore, this suggests that no extra daily dietary protein
sources are needed in this patient population as long as they remain weight stable.

It is unclear whether the whole body protein turnover data obtained in these COPD
patients accurately reflect what is going on in the skeletal muscle compartment.
Based on previous studies, it is likely that these clinically and weight stable COPD
patients with no evidence of an acute infection, are still experiencing low-grade
inflammation. Therefore, it is possible that a combination of the enhanced net
splanchnic (acute phase) protein synthesis, associated with low-grade inflammation,
and (the directly or indirectly related) increased net skeletal muscle protein
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breakdown results in increased whole body protein turnover without increased net
whole body protein breakdown. This is of considerable importance since skeletal
muscle mass generally makes up about 40-45% of body weight and contributes
approximately 25% to whole body protein turnover in normal man at rest (21).
Whether the latter percentage is the same in pathophysiological conditions such as
COPD and changes differently under various circumstances (like overnight fasting
and physical exercise) is not clear. Despite the fact that clinical studies in unstable
conditions in COPD have several difficulties, it is important to elucidate the extent
and directions of the changes in protein synthesis and breakdown on a whole body
level as well as in skeletal muscle under these conditions. When this information is
available, it may be possible to determine whether and to what extent daily dietary
protein requirements should be adjusted to diminish the negative impact of chronic
and acute unstable conditions on short term muscle mass loss, as well as on long-
term morbidity and mortality.

PART 3

Amino acid status in peripheral skeletal muscle and plasma at rest and during
exercise

am/no ac/Y//?rq/?/e /n COPD
Amino acids, the building blocks of proteins, are derived from an active metabolic
pool. 40% of the pool originates from endogenous protein breakdown with the
remainder being derived from dietary protein sources. Therefore, skeletal muscle
serves as an important reserve system, which, in conditions of need, maintains
supplies of amino acids for protein synthesis and metabolism.

In the past, extensive studies have been carried out in acute catabolic diseases and
other conditions associated with muscle wasting resulting from metabolic stress e.g.
sepsis, injury, surgical trauma. Similar patterns of amino acid changes in skeletal
muscle have been found in several conditions related to metabolic stress namely a
rise in the branched-chain amino acids and aromatic amino acids and a fall in
glutamine (22-24). These conditions are in general characterized by an inability to
suppress amino acid release from muscle despite nutritional supplementation. Most
of the nitrogen lost during acute stress derives from skeletal muscle sources and, in
particular, contractile proteins (25, 26). The fate of mobilized amino acids includes
substrates for gluconeogenesis, oxidation and synthesis of essential and acute phase
proteins.

To date, little information has been available regarding the amino acid profile of
skeletal muscle in chronic diseases associated with muscle wasting such as COPD. In
COPD several other metabolic factors may be present in addition to the frequently
occurring periods of acute metabolic stress, related to infective exacerbations. In
addition, COPD is often accompanied by chronic metabolic stress related to factors
like systemic inflammation, hypoxia etc. These factors among others may influence
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amino acid metabolism, independent of each other. Although only small changes
were present in muscle amino acid levels in the clinically stable total COPD group
compared with the healthy age-matched controls, striking differences were seen after
stratification of the patients with COPD into those with and without radiologically
proven emphysema (chapter 7). Elevated values for most amino acids were present in
the patients without emphysema compared with the healthy controls. In contrast,
nearly all muscle amino acid levels were reduced in the COPD patients with
emphysema. This discrepancy in muscle amino acid profile between the COPD
subtypes needs further exploration. It is unclear whether there is a relationship
between the different muscle amino acid profiles and the distinct wasting patterns in
COPD. The contribution of chronic starvation to the muscle amino acid profile of
emphysema patients is also unclear. To our knowledge, no human studies have been
performed examining muscle amino acid profile in other chronic, non-metabolic
stress related conditions associated with muscle wasting such as anorexia nervosa.

A marked response in muscle amino acid profile was present not only at rest but also
during constant work rate exercise in COPD (chapter 10). Exercise resulted in a
significant reduction in the levels of most amino acids in muscle, whereas at the
same time an increase was found in several plasma amino acids. This suggests an
elevated release of amino acids from muscle during exercise.

Although distinctive, both patterns of muscle amino acid status in the two COPD
subgroups observed in this thesis during rest and exercise indicate pronounced
alterations in amino acid metabolism. More mechanistic studies are necessary in
order to unravel the exact mechanisms behind these observations, e.g. the use of
arterial-venous amino acid (exchange) measurements across skeletal muscle in
combination with measurements of changes in the intramuscular amino acid
concentrations.

and poss/6/e cowsê Hewcey o/ a/terec/ g/H/amate sta/us m m»sc/e 0/

One consistent finding among the few available studies investigating muscle amino
acid profile in COPD is the decreased glutamate level at rest (GLU) (chapter 7, 9,
10). Depleted GLU levels have been found in different muscle groups (quadriceps
femoris muscle vs. tibialis anterior muscle) of severe COPD patients (10, 27).
Moreover, depleted muscle GLU levels were present in all COPD patients,
independent of the severity of airflow obstruction, but to the greatest extent in those
with radiologically proven emphysema. The decreased GLU concentration in the
muscle of COPD patients may be the consequence of increased GLU degradation,
decreased GLU production in the splanchnic area and/or reduced uptake of GLU in
skeletal muscle.

GLU, which comprises ~20% of all amino acids in natural proteins, is one of the
amino acids in highest concentration in the free amino acid pool in human skeletal
muscle. GLU is present at a low concentration in plasma. GLU is one of the most
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important non-essential amino acids and takes part in numerous important metabolic
processes at rest and during exercise.

First of all, GLU is an important precursor for the first and rate-limiting step in the
synthesis of the antioxidant glutathione (GSH). Unless cysteine, glycine or the
corresponding enzymes become limiting, GSH level is determined by GLU
concentration. GSH is one of the most important antioxidants. The antioxidant status
in tissue determines its susceptibility to oxidative stress, which may induce muscle
damage via the formation of free oxygen radicals. Even a relatively moderate
depletion of GSH has negative consequences as it causes oxidative damage and
impairs the structural and functional integrity of mitochondria (28, 29). Furthermore,
an association has been found between reduced intracellular GSH levels and a
decrease in phosphocreatine, which is indicative of decreased mitochondrial energy
metabolism (30).

In patients with emphysema, muscle GLU as well as GSH levels were lower than in
healthy age-matched controls (27) (chapter 8). Moreover, the decrease in GSH was
highly associated with the decrease in GLU, suggesting that muscle GLU in
emphysema patients may be rate-limiting in the synthesis of GSH. Previously, a
relationship has been observed between muscle GSH and GLU in weight-losing
tumor-bearing mice (31). Reduced GLU levels were also shown in other catabolic
conditions (ie cancer, sepsis), which are characterized by an oxidative to glycolytic
shift in metabolism of peripheral skeletal muscle. This suggests that the presence of
tissue wasting in emphysema patients at least partly explains the reduced muscle
GLU levels.

Oxygen desaturation is frequently present during activities of daily living in these
patients (e.g. meals, exercise (32-34). Since this implies that hypoxia-reoxygenation
in tissues may be present in these conditions, an adequate level of antioxidants is of
particular importance. Hypoxia-reoxygenation studies have shown that an acute
episode of intermittent hypoxia results in increased oxidative stress (35). Moreover,
the reduced oxidative capacity in muscle of these patients may also contribute to
increased oxidative stress particularly during exercise when the increased oxygen
flux towards the muscles cannot be efficiently metabolized. This suggests that the
presence of increased oxidative stress in combination with reduced muscle GSH
levels may result in an antioxidant to oxidant imbalance and in this way induce
muscle damage in patients with emphysema. In this thesis, we observed that the
physically active controls had higher values for muscle glutamate than the physically
inactive controls (chapter 9). It is therefore possible that exercise training is able to
elevate GLU in skeletal muscle. Further studies are needed to investigate the role of
nutritional supplementation and exercise training as stimuli to increase the glycolytic
to oxidative shift in metabolism. This might result in possible treatments to increase
muscle GSH level in these patients. Moreover, it is possible that incorporation of a
GLU enriched supplement may be of benefit in these patients but further
investigation is necessary.
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It has also been suggested that in hypoxic conditions, GLU may be able to shunt
glycolytic pyruvate to alanine, via the alanine aminotransferase reaction, instead of
lactate. In this way, it could diminish lactate accumulation. Lactic acidosis early in
exercise has been shown to occur in a substantial proportion of COPD patients (36,
37). Lactic acidosis is detrimental to these patients, since it puts an additional stress
on their limited ventilatory system during exercise. Recently, evidence has become
available that a reduced oxidative capacity is associated with an early lactate
response to exercise in COPD. An inverse relationship was found between the
activity of muscle oxidative enzymes and the steepness of lactate increase during
exercise (38). It has not previously been shown however, whether changes in
substrate levels within the skeletal muscle at rest contribute to the altered lactate
response during exercise in COPD. In this thesis, we found that the reduced resting
muscle GLU levels in the emphysema patients were associated with a reduced lactate
threshold during incremental exercise (chapter 9), whereas no relationship was found
with changes in the resting levels of other substrates such as glycogen, lactate or
glucose. This suggests that a reduced resting muscle GLU level may contribute to the
early lactate response to exercise in these patients probably because of reduced
shunting of pyruvate towards alanine instead of lactate. Exercise training may be
important in this situation, since the trained muscle is able to increase its capacity for
resisting lactate production by shunting a greater proportion of pyruvate to alanine
than to lactate (39). Further studies are necessary to determine whether GLU
supplementation in COPD might delay the lactate threshold during incremental
exercise.

GLU plays a role in preserving high-energy phosphates in muscle through different
metabolic mechanisms at rest and during exercise. GLU is involved in anaerobic
ATP formation by enhancing substrate phosphorylation during ischemic and hypoxic
conditions (40). These conditions have been shown to increase intracellular GLU
degradation in heart tissue and mitochondria. However, enhanced substrate
phosphorylation is at the cost of intracellular GLU (41). Other studies in healthy
human muscle have shown that the GLU pool functions to generate TCA-interme-
diates during the first minutes of exercise (42, 43). This increase in TCA cycle
intermediates is achieved via the alanine aminotransferase reaction (pyruvate + GLU
—» alanine + a-ketoglutarate) and is needed to meet the increased energy demand of
exercise. In this thesis, we did not observe any change in the TCA cycle intermediate
succinate in the COPD group despite a large reduction in muscle GLU after 20
minutes of low intensity exercise (chapter 10).

In summary, the clinical relevance of muscle GLU depletion in patients with
emphysema may be related to its negative effect on GSH status in the skeletal
muscle. Moreover, it is likely that muscle GLU depletion negatively influences
aerobic and anaerobic exercise capacity of emphysema patients by altering exercise-
related substrate metabolism, contributing to early lactic acidosis, and by negatively
influencing muscle energy status. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that avoidance of
depletion of intracellular GLU may be important in the prevention of oxidative stress
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in the peripheral skeletal muscles, in enhancing the energy generating capacity
during exercise, and in delaying the occurrence of the lactate threshold in COPD
patients and in particular in those with emphysema.

o/a/terecf feranc/ied-c/za/w am/no ac/Wpro/7/e /« COPD
In plasma of COPD patients, consistently reduced levels have been found for the
branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) compared with those in healthy age-matched
controls (44-46). In this thesis (chapter 7), we found that the reduced BCAA level in
plasma of COPD patients was due to reduced levels of leucine (LEU), whereas no
changes were found in valine or isoleucine. Moreover, the ratio of muscle to plasma
LEU was increased, indicating that specific disturbances in LEU metabolism are
present in these patients. The alterations in LEU metabolism may possibly by
mediated by changes in insulin and associated with loss of FFM. Increased levels of
insulin, an anabolic hormone, were present in the COPD group. Insulin is generally
known to influence amino acid metabolism and in particular that of the BCAAs. We
found that the increased insulin levels were associated with elevated values of
muscle to plasma LEU gradient, suggesting possible abnormalities in the
transmembrane LEU transport system. A deprived nutritional state may further
contribute to the reduced plasma LEU levels in the COPD group. This is in line with
reduced BCAA levels reported in subjects suffering from anorexia nervosa (47) and
protein-calorie malnutrition (48). However, it remains unknown to what extent
hyperinsulinemia contributes to the reduced plasma LEU levels in COPD. Other
studies examining the relationship between insulin and LEU metabolism indicate that
hyperinsulinemia may negatively influence LEU metabolism by suppressing LEU
flux. Until now, the exact cause of the observed increased insulin level and the
decreased glucose to insulin ratio, suggesting insulin resistance, remains unknown.
COPD patients with an acute phase response and elevated levels of soluble tumour
necrosis factor receptors have been found to have a significantly lower fat-free mass
and thus a higher fat mass than healthy controls and COPD patients without evidence
of systemic inflammation (8). Therefore, one of the factors contributing to insulin
resistance may be the inflammation related abnormalities in body composition i.e. a
decreased fat-free mass and relative preservation of fat mass, observed in a
substantial part of COPD patients. Besides the effect on amino acid metabolism,
hyperinsulinemia may also directly affect muscle fiber type composition by
increasing the type 2x myosin heavy chain mRNA (49). More investigation is needed
to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of increased insulin levels in COPD
(changes in fat metabolism, increased inflammatory response) and the consequences
for muscle wasting and alterations in muscle morphology and amino acid (ie. LEU)
metabolism.

Under normal conditions, the metabolism of LEU is considered to reflect accurately
the metabolism of all amino acids. However, if a specific disturbance in LEU
metabolism is indeed present in COPD, this may indicate that LEU turnover does not
provide a good reflection of protein turnover in general. Indeed, in chapter 5, a
discrepancy was observed when measuring the whole body protein flux as assessed
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by infusion of the stable isotope of LEU in comparison to that of phenylalanine. The
only study that measured whole body protein turnover in severely FFM depleted
COPD patients (44), found unaltered whole body protein breakdown and reduced
whole body protein synthesis using the LEU tracer. Our work suggests that this study
needs to be reevaluated using a different amino acid labeled tracer.

CONCLUSIONS

By definition COPD is characterized by irreversible airflow obstruction showing
little or no improvement despite optimal medical treatment. During the last decade
the systemic consequences accompanying COPD, such as muscle wasting, have
gained more and more attention. It is becoming increasingly clear that these systemic
factors exert a negative impact on morbidity and mortality and on quality of life.
The research presented in this thesis was directed towards the consequences and
underlying metabolic mechanisms of muscle wasting in COPD. Accurate assessment
of fat-free mass was performed in order to characterize the presence and severity of
muscle wasting in COPD and specifically to evaluate the functional consequences. In
this way, we were able to distinguish different patterns of tissue wasting between
COPD patients with and without emphysema. In addition, it was possible to assess
the major role of selective extremity muscle wasting in skeletal muscle weakness in
COPD. The distinctive wasting patterns between the COPD subtypes suggest that
different underlying mechanisms may be present and responsible for muscle wasting
in COPD. Several factors may play a role: a negative energy balance mainly due to
increased activity-related metabolic and mechanical inefficiency, hypoxia, a systemic
inflammatory response, physical inactivity and disturbances in intermediary
metabolism. The precise contribution of each of these factors is not yet clear and
deserves further investigation.

To achieve a better understanding of the role of metabolic determinants of muscle
wasting, we examined protein and related amino acid metabolism in skeletal muscle
in detail. A novel insight was obtained in the underlying metabolic alterations in
protein and amino acid metabolism, at a whole body level, and in skeletal muscle in
COPD. We found alterations in protein turnover and muscle amino acid status
observed during everyday conditions such as overnight fasting and exercise. This
suggests that pronounced metabolic alterations are present throughout the day even
in COPD patients who are clinically and weight-stable. The metabolic response
during acute or chronic unstable conditions is unknown and merits further
investigation as these conditions are often present and may contribute to a vicious
circle of chronic invalidity. Also more data are needed regarding substrate
metabolism and molecular mechanisms in well defined sub-groups of COPD.
Examples might be the pattern and degree of FFM depletion, the presence of
emphysema and quantitation of tissue hypoxia. This information is important in
improving the efficacy of current treatment of muscle wasting and to provide a
rationale for innovative treatments in COPD.
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes the role of muscle wasting in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) from a metabolic and functional perspective. Three main
topics were addressed in this patient population: characterization of muscle wasting in
relation to skeletal muscle function (part 1); analysis of whole body protein
metabolism at rest and during exercise (part 2); analysis of the specific disturbances in
amino acid status of the peripheral skeletal muscle at rest and during exercise (part 3).

PART 1: Muscle wasting in relation to skeletal muscle function

In chapter 2, we determined whether dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is an
applicable method in the clinical evaluation of body composition in COPD with
special emphasis on fat-free mass (FFM) and bone mineral density. We compared
FFM measured by DXA with values obtained by deuterium dilution in a group of
stable patients with severe COPD. A high level of agreement was found between DXA
and deuterium dilution in the estimation of FFM, although systematically higher values
were given by DXA. This indicates that DXA appears to be a suitable alternative
method to deuterium dilution for assessing FFM. Bone mineral density values as
assessed by DXA were lower in the COPD group than in the healthy volunteers. The
present data illustrate that DXA is an informative, convenient, non-invasive method to
evaluate body composition clinically in COPD and also to identify the relatively high
percentage of COPD patients with bone mineral loss.

In chapter 3, the results of a study on body composition in two groups of COPD
patients were presented: COPD patients with and without radiologically diagnosed
emphysema (EMPH+ and EMPH-, respectively). Differences in body composition were
found between COPD patients and healthy controls despite comparable values for body
mass index. Moreover, striking differences were found in body composition between the
COPD subtypes. A relatively high proportion of the EMPH+ patients had weight loss
and were underweight. Moreover, the EMPH+ patients had lower values for body mass
index than the EMPH- patients, due to a lower fat mass, lean mass and bone mineral
mass. However, a reduced lean mass and bone mineral mass were also found in EMPH-
patients when compared to healthy controls, despite a relatively elevated fat mass.
Although the precise factors responsible for the differences in body composition
between the COPD subtypes are as yet unknown, the presence of marked static
hyperinflation in the EMPH+ patients may play a role. The present data illustrate that
different patterns of chronic tissue wasting can be distinguished in COPD patients with
and without emphysema. This suggests that different regulatory mechanisms for
disturbances in intermediary metabolism occur in COPD.

The functional consequences of FFM loss in COPD were studied in chapter 4. Besides
whole body FFM, FFM of the extremity compartment was examined as it has been
suggested to give a more detailed reflection of physically active muscle mass in daily
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living. Whole body and extremity FFM were significantly lower in all COPD patients
than in healthy controls, but trunk FFM was lower only in the EMPH+ patients.
Extremity FFM was not different between the COPD subtype groups, despite
significantly lower values for whole body and trunk FFM in the EMPH+ patients. This
suggests that whole body FFM is not a good reflection of extremity FFM in the COPD
groups. Skeletal muscle function in absolute terms and per kilogram of whole body
FFM was significantly lower in the COPD patients than in the healthy volunteers.
However, skeletal muscle function expressed per kilogram of extremity FFM was not
significantly different between the COPD and control group. Skeletal muscle function
was not different between the COPD subtypes EMPH+ and EMPH-, and no association
was found between skeletal muscle function and airflow obstruction. The data in the
present study suggest that the contractile properties of the peripheral skeletal muscles in
COPD are independent of the presence of emphysema and the severity of airflow
obstruction. Furthermore, extremity FFM assessment is informative when peripheral
skeletal muscle function is evaluated in COPD.

PART 2: Protein metabolism

In general, muscle wasting is the consequence of a negative protein balance, indicating
an imbalance between the rate of protein synthesis and protein breakdown.

In chapter 5, we examined the effects of COPD on specific processes in whole body
protein metabolism eg. protein synthesis, protein breakdown and net protein breakdown.
Infusion of stable isotopes of the amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine was performed
in clinically and weight-stable patients with severe COPD without FFM depletion, and
in age-matched controls. To exclude the potential influence of gender and systemic
corticosteroid use on protein metabolism, all subjects studied were men and were free of
systemic corticosteroids as maintenance medication. We observed substantial changes in
whole body protein metabolism in the COPD patients in the postabsorptive state. Whole
body protein synthesis as well as protein breakdown were higher in the COPD patients
than in the age-matched controls, reflecting an elevated protein turnover. However, no
enhanced net protein breakdown was found in these patients.

Besides overnight fasting, physical exercise is an everyday occurrence which may
theoretically influence whole body protein metabolism. In chapter 6, we assessed the
effect of 20 minutes of constant low intensity exercise on whole body protein
synthesis and breakdown during exercise and recovery in stable severe COPD
patients and healthy age-matched controls. Specifically in those COPD patients with
emphysema, whole body protein turnover was suppressed both during exercise and
for at least one hour post-exercise. No net protein breakdown was found in the
COPD patients during exercise or recovery. The studies reported in part 2 showed that
daily life conditions such as overnight fasting and low intensity exercise are able to
induce considerable alterations in whole body protein turnover in clinically and weight-
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stable COPD patients without FFM depletion. The precise mechanisms behind these
alterations are as yet unknown and deserve further investigation.

PART 3: Amino acid status of the peripheral skeletal muscle at rest and during
exercise

Skeletal muscle serves as an important reserve system which in conditions of need
maintains supplies of amino acids for metabolism and protein synthesis. Accordingly,
we focused on amino acid status in peripheral skeletal muscle of COPD patients.

In chapter 7, we studied the amino acid profile of skeletal muscle in patients with
COPD. Only small differences were present in skeletal muscle amino acid profile in
the COPD group as a whole compared to healthy age-matched controls. However,
striking differences were found between COPD patients with and without emphysema.
Elevated values for most amino acids were present in the EMPH- patients compared to
age-matched controls. In contrast, nearly all skeletal muscle amino acid levels were
reduced in the EMPH+ patients. This implies that careful stratification and
characterization of the COPD group is of importance when studying differences in
muscle amino acid levels. The exact reasons for the observed discrepancy in muscle
amino acid profile need further exploration. In plasma, we were specifically interested in
the branched-chain amino acids since consistently reduced values have previously been
reported in COPD. Factors possibly contributing to the alterations in plasma
branched-chain amino acid profile namely hyperinsulinemia and lung function
impairment, were examined. Leucine (LEU) was the only branched-chain amino acid
which was decreased in the plasma of the COPD patients, whereas muscle to plasma
LEU gradient was elevated. This suggests that specific alterations in LEU metabolism,
eg. transmembrane amino acid transport system, are likely to be present in COPD.
Increased insulin levels were found in the COPD patients. These increased insulin levels
were associated with elevated values of muscle to plasma LEU gradient. This suggests
that altered insulin regulation among other factors (eg. deprived nutritional state and
systemic inflammation) may be involved in disturbances in LEU metabolism in COPD.

In chapter 8, particular attention was paid to the amino acid glutamate (GLU) which
in normal conditions is present in high concentration in skeletal muscle. Intracellular
GLU is known to be an important precursor for antioxidant (glutathione) and
glutamine synthesis in muscle. In the present study, alterations in the concentration
of GLU as substrate for glutamine and glutathione synthesis were studied in the
skeletal muscle of COPD patients with emphysema. We observed reduced values for
GLU, glutamine and glutathione in skeletal muscle of EMPH+ patients as compared
to age-matched controls. Muscle GLU was strongly associated with glutathione but
not with GLN in the COPD patients as well as in the controls. This suggests that
avoiding depletion of intracellular GLU may be important in the prevention of
oxidative stress in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients.
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Lactic acidosis early in exercise commonly occurs in COPD and is detrimental to
these patients since it puts an additional stress on their limited ventilatory system. In
chapter 9, we studied the relationship between the venous lactate response to
incremental exercise and glutamate levels in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients.
We observed lower levels of muscle GLU at rest and lower values for lactate
threshold during incremental exercise in patients with COPD than in age-matched
controls. GLU as well as lactate threshold during exercise were even more severely
reduced in those with emphysema. Elevated levels for muscle GLU and lactate
threshold during exercise were found in physically active controls as compared to
those who were physically inactive. This suggests that physical inactivity besides
factors related to the presence of emphysema (eg. reduced diffusing capacity,
reduced pOa) may contribute to the reduced GLU level in skeletal muscle at rest. A
reduced muscle GLU level may contribute to the early lactate response during
exercise in COPD patients because of a reduced shunting of pyruvate towards
alanine instead of lactate.

Exercise is known to influence amino acid metabolism in healthy subjects. In
chapter 10, the response of the total amino acid profile in skeletal muscle and
plasma after 20 minutes of submaximal constant workrate cycle exercise was
examined in COPD patients and healthy age-matched controls. In this study, exercise
resulted in a reduction in the levels of most amino acids in muscle, whereas an
increase was found in several plasma amino acids compared to normal. This suggests
an elevated release of amino acids from muscle during exercise in COPD. The
precise mechanisms behind this increased exercise-induced amino acid efflux remain
to be elucidated.

In summary, in this thesis muscle wasting was studied in patients with COPD from a
metabolic and functional perspective. Remarkably different patterns of tissue wasting
were found among patients with COPD. It was shown that skeletal muscle weakness
in COPD is associated with wasting of fat-free mass in the extremities. Furthermore,
pronounced alterations were found in whole body protein metabolism in clinically
and weight-stable COPD patients during everyday conditions i.e. after an overnight
fast and during submaximal exercise. However, no net protein catabolism was found
with fasting or exercise in these COPD patients. Disturbances in the amino acid
profile of the skeletal muscle were found in COPD at rest as well as during exercise.
Specific attention was paid to the reduced levels for the amino acid GLU as GLU is
involved in many metabolic pathways at rest as well as during exercise.

In addition to the remarkable differences in body composition, pronounced
changes were observed in protein metabolism and muscle amino acid status at rest
and during exercise between COPD patients with and without emphysema. In order
to explain the metabolic alterations underlying muscle wasting in COPD, more
insight is needed into the role of specific mediators associated with emphysema. This
information is likely to be important in the treatment of muscle wasting and in
providing a rationale for more specific innovative treatments in COPD patients with
and without emphysema.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de rol van spiermassaverlies bij patienten met chronisch
obstructief longlijden (COPD) vanuit een metabool en fiinctioneel perspectief. Drie
aandachtsgebieden werden onderscheiden: karakterisering van spiermassaverlies in
relatie tot skeletspierfunctie (deel 1); analyse van het eiwitmetabolisme op geheel
lichaamsniveau in rust en tijdens inspanning (deel 2); analyse van de stoornissen
aanwezig in de aminozuurstatus van de perifere skeletspier in rust en na inspanning
(deel 3).

DEEL 1: Spiermassaverlies in relatie tot skeletspierfunctie

In hoofdstuk 2 werd bestudeerd in hoeverre dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
een toepasbare methode is voor de klinische beoordeling van de lichaamssamenstelling
in patienten met COPD. De nadruk werd hierbij gelegd op de hoeveelheid vet-vrije
massa ( W M ) , aangezien deze vaak verlaagd is in deze patienten, en de botdichtheid. In
een groep stabiele patienten met ernstig COPD werd de hoeveelheid W M (welke
hoofdzakelijk uit spiermassa bestaat) gemeten met behulp van DXA en vergeleken met
waarden verkregen met behulp van deuteriumdilutie als referentiemethode. Een hoge
mate van overeenstemming werd gevonden voor W M gemeten met beide methoden,
ondanks het feit dat de W M waarden gemeten met behulp van DXA systematise?!
hoger waren. Verder was de botdichtheid significant lager in de COPD groep dan in de
gezonde op leeftijd gematchte controlegroep. De huidige studie geeft dus aan dat DXA
een informatieve, gemakkelijk toepasbare en niet-invasieve methode is in de klinische
evaluatie van lichaamssamenstelling bij COPD patienten en dat DXA tevens in staat is
het relatief hoge percentage COPD patienten met botmassaverlies te identificeren.

In hoofdstuk 3 werd de lichaamssamenstelling van twee COPD subgroepen
gekarakteriseerd. De W M , botmassa en vetmassa van COPD patienten met en zonder
radiologisch gediagnostiseerd emfyseem werden vergeleken met die van gezonde
controlepersonen. Verschillen in lichaamssamenstelling werden waargenomen tussen
alle COPD patienten en gezonde controles ondanks vergelijkbare waarden voor de
quetelet-index (gewicht/lengte*). Daamaast werden opmerkelijke verschillen in
lichaamssamenstelling gevonden tussen de COPD subgroepen. Een relatief hoog
percentage van de emfyseempatienten werd gekenmerkt door recent gewichtsverlies.
Bovendien hadden de emfyseempatienten lagere waarden voor de quetelet-index dan de
patienten zonder emfyseem wat, naast een lagere WTvl, voornamelijk het gevolg was
van een lagere vetmassa. Ook in de COPD groep zonder emfyseem werden lagere
waarden gevonden voor de Mean' massa (=WM-botmassa) en botmassa dan in de
gezonde controlegroep, terwijl hun vetmassa behouden was. De data in deze studie laten
zien dat verschillende patronen van chronische weefselverlies onderscheiden kunnen
worden tussen COPD patienten met en zonder emfyseem. Dit suggereert dat meerdere
regulatiemechanismen ten grondslag liggen aan de gevonden stoornissen in het
intermediairmetabolisme van COPD patienten.
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De functionele consequentie van W M verlies in COPD werd onderzocht in
hoofdstuk 4. Behalve het meten van de hoeveelheid VVM van het gehele lichaam werd
de W M van de extremiteiten bepaald aangezien in het algemeen verondersteld wordt
dat de laatste maat een meer gedetailleerde weergave geeft van de fysiek actieve
spiermassa. In beide COPD subgroepen was de W M van het gehele lichaam evenals
van de extremiteiten significant lager dan in de gezonde controlegroep. De W M in de
romp was daarentegen alleen verlaagd in de emfyseemgroep. VVM van de extremiteiten
was niet verschillend tussen de COPD patienten met en zonder emfyseem. Deze
resultaten suggereren dat het meten van de W M van het gehele lichaam van COPD
patienten een niet geheel correcte afspiegeling geeft van hun extremiteiten W M .
Absolute skeletspierfunctie evenals skeletspierfunctie uitgedrukt per kilogram VVM van
het gehele lichaam waren significant lager in de COPD patienten dan in de gezonde
controlepersonen. Echter skeletspierfunctie uitgedrukt per kilogram extremiteiten W M
was niet significant verschillend tussen de COPD en controlegroep, en tussen de COPD
patienten met en zonder emfyseem. Verder was geen significante relatie aanvvezig
tussen de skeletspierfunctie en de mate van luchtwegobstructie in de COPD groep. De
data zoals weergegeven in de huidige studie suggereren dat de contractiele
eigenschappen van de perifere skeletspieren van COPD patienten onafhankelijk zijn van
de mate van luchtwegobstructie. Verder is de bepaling van extremiteiten VVM
informatief bij de evaluatie van perifere skeletspierfunctie in patienten met COPD.

DEEL 2: Eiwitmetabolisme

In het algemeen kan gesteld worden dat spiermassaverlies het directe gevolg is van een
negatieve eiwitbalans, wat impliceert dat de snelheid van eiwitsynthese verhoogd is
ten opzichte van de snelheid van eiwitafbraak.

In hoofdstuk 5 werd op geheel lichaamsniveau de effecten van COPD onderzocht op
specifieke metabole processen zoals eiwitsynthese, eiwitafbraak en netto eiwitafbraak.
In klinisch en gewicht stabiele patienten met ernstig COPD zonder depletie van VVM
werden de stabiele isotopen van de aminozuren phenylalanine en tyrosine
geinfundeerd. Om de mogelijke invloed van bekende verstorende invloeden als
geslacht en systemisch medicijngebruik op het eiwitmetabolisme uit te sluiten werden
mannelijke patienten geincludeerd die gedurende de laatste 6 maanden voor de meting
geen orale corticosteroiden als onderhoudsmedicatie hadden gebruikt. Aanzienlijke
verstoringen in het eiwitmetabolisme werden aangetroffen in de COPD patienten in de
nuchtere toestand. Zowel eiwitsynthese evenals eiwitafbraak waren verhoogd in de
COPD groep in vergelijking met die van leeftijd-gematchte controles, wat duidt op een
verhoogde eiwitturnover. Zoals verwacht resulteerde overnacht vasten in netto
eiwitafbraak (= eiwitsynthese-afbraak) in beide groepen. Echter netto eiwitafbraak was
niet hoger in de COPD groep dan in de controlegToep. Deze studie laat dus zien dat het
eiwitstofwisseling reeds verstoord is in klinisch en gewicht stabiele COPD patienten
met behoud van VVM. Een mogelijke factor die hierbij een rol speelt is de verhoogde
chronische systemische inflammatoire status in deze patienten. Meer onderzoek is
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noodzakelijk naar het effect van overnachtvasten op de eiwitturnover (synthese en
afbraak) van COPD patienten, die in een niet-stabiele situatie verkeren zoals tijdens
een exacerbatie en tijdens een periode van onvrijwillig gewichtsverlies.

Naast vasten gedurende de nacht is lichamelijke inspanning een dagelijkse
omstandigheid, die de eiwitstofwisseling ook kan beinvloeden. In hoofdstuk 6 is het
effect van 20 minuten fietsinspanning op een lage intensiteit bestudeerd op de
eivvitsynthese en eiwitafbraak van stabiele patienten met ernstige COPD en gezonde
gematchte controlepersonen. Zowel de eiwitafbraak als eiwitsynthese steeg tijdens
inspanning in de controlegroep en in de COPD groep zonder emfyseem. In de
herstelfase normaliseerde de eiwitafbraak en synthese zich onmiddellijk in beide
groepen. In de emfyseemgroep, daarentegen, bleef de eiwitsynthese en afbraak
(turnover) onveranderd tijdens inspanning, maar daalde in de herstelfase tot waarden
beneden de beginwaarden. Deze verlaagde eiwitturnover bleef bestaan gedurende
(tenminste) 1 uur in de herstelfase van inspanning. Inspanning leidde echter in geen
van de groepen tot netto eiwitafbraak.

De studies in deel 2 laten zien dat dagelijkse omstandigheden, zoals het vasten
gedurende de nacht en het leveren van lichamelijke inspanning op een lage intensiteit,
in staat zijn aanzienlijke veranderingen in de eiwitturnover op geheel lichaamsniveau te
induceren in klinisch en gewichtstabiele COPD patienten zonder verlies van VVM. De
exacte mechanismen, die leiden tot deze veranderingen in de eiwitstofwisseling, zijn
tot dusverre onbekend en vergen nader onderzoek.

DEEL 3: Aminozuurstatus van de perifere skeletspier in rust en gedurende
inspanning

De skeletspier is een belangrijk reservesysteem. In tijden van vraag reageert ze
onmiddellijk op de verhoogde behoefte aan aminozuren voor stofwisseling en
eiwitsynthese.

In hoofdstuk 7 werd het aminozuurprofiel van de skeletspier bestudeerd bij patienten
met COPD. Alhoewel slechts kleine verschillen werden gevonden in het
aminozuurprofiel van de totale COPD groep in vergelijking met die van gematchte
controlepersonen, waren opmerkelijke verschillen aanwezig in het
spieraminozuurprofiel tussen de COPD subgroepen (met en zonder emfyseem). Een
hogere concentratie werd gevonden voor de meeste spieraminozuren in de COPD
patienten zonder emfyseem in vergelijking met die van gematchte controlepersonen.
Daarentegen waren de meeste aminozuurspiegels juist lager in de COPD groep met
emfyseem dan in de controlegroep. Om inzicht te verkrijgen in de exacte factoren die
bijdragen aan de gevonden verschillen in het aminozuurprofiel van de skeletspier van
de twee COPD subgroepen is verder onderzoek noodzakelijk. De gevonden resultaten
in deze studie tonen echter aan dat stratificatie en karakterisering van de COPD groep
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naar de twee subgroepen van belang is wanneer verder onderzoek gedaan wordt naar
de aminozuurstofwisseling van de perifere skeletspier in COPD.

In eerder onderzoek werden consistent verlaagde vertakte-keten aminozuurspiegels
gevonden in plasma van patienten met COPD. In hoofdstuk 7 werd nagegaan in
hoeverre het onderliggend longlijden en de aanwezigheid van hyperinsulinemie
geassocieerd zijn met de verstoringen in het vertakte-keten aminozuurprofiel in het
plasma van deze patienten. Leucine (LEU) bleek het enige vertakte-keten aminozuur te
zijn welke verlaagd was in plasma van COPD patienten. Verder waren de
insulinespiegels hoger in deze patienten dan in controlepersonen. De verhoogde
insulinespiegels waren geassocieerd met verhoogde waarden voor de spier-plasma
LEU gradient. Deze bevinding suggereert dat een specifieke verandering in het
vertakte-keten (LEU) metabolisme mogelijk aanwezig is in COPD. Een gestoord
membraantransport systeem van LEU tussen spier en plasma zou hierbij een rol
kunnen spelen.

In hoofdstuk 8 werd aandacht besteed aan het aminozuur glutamaat (GLU). Deze is in
normale situaties in hoge mate aanwezig in de skeletspier. Intracellulair GLU is
bekend als een belangrijke substraat voor de synthese van glutamine en de antioxidant
glutathione in de spier. In de huidige studie werden de gevolgen van veranderingen in
de GLU concentratie voor de glutamine en glutathione status in de skeletspier
bestudeerd in COPD patienten met emfyseem. We vonden verlaagde concentraties
voor GLU, glutamine en glutathione in de skeletspier van emfyseempatienten in
vergelijking tot die van leeftijd-gematchte gezonde controlepersonen. In zowcl de
COPD- als de controlegroep was de GLU concentratie significant geassocieerd met de
glutathione concentratie maar niet met de glutaminestatus. De data in deze studie
suggereren, dat het vermijden van verlaagde GLU spiegels van belang kan zijn in de
preventie van oxidatieve stress in de perifere skeletspier van patienten met COPD.

Verzuring treedt veelvuldig en vroegtijdig op tijdens lichamelijke inspanning in
patienten met COPD. Verzuring kan ongunstig zijn voor deze patienten aangezien het
een extra belasting legt op hun toch al beperkte ventilatoire capaciteit. In hoofdstuk 9
is de relatie bestudeerd tussen de veneuze lactaatstijging tijdens een maximale
fietsergometertest en de GLU spiegel in rust in de skeletspier van COPD patienten,
aangezien het bekend is dat GLU als substraat betrokken is in meerdere metabole
routes tijdens inspanning. Verlaagde spiegels voor spier GLU in rust en gereduceerde
waarden voor lactaatdrempel tijdens inspanning werden gevonden in patienten met
COPD in vergelijking met die van een gematchte controlegroep. GLU spiegel evenals
de lactaatdrempel waren verlaagd met name in de COPD patienten met
emfyseem.Verhoogde waarden voor spier GLU en lactaatdrempel werden daarentegen
gevonden in lichamelijke actieve controles in vergelijking met lichamelijk inactieve
controlepersonen. Dit duidt erop dat lichamelijke inactiviteit, naast factoren die
gerelateerd zijn aan de aanwezigheid van emfyseem (zoals een verlaagde
diffusiecapaciteit en arteriele PO2), mogelijk een rol speelt bij de totstandkoming van
de verlaagde GLU spiegel in de skeletspier van COPD patienten. Via een verminderde
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omzetting van pyruvaat naar alanine in plaats van lactaat draagt een gereduceerde
GLU spiegel waarschijnlijk bij aan de vroegtijdige lactaatstijging tijdens inspanning in
patienten met COPD.

Het is bekend, dat inspanning de aminozuurstofwisseling van gezonde personen
beTnvloedt. In hoofdstuk 10 werd het aminozuurprofiel van de skeletspier en van het
plasma van COPD patienten na 20 minuten submaximale constante inspanning
vergeleken met die van gezonde controles. Inspanning resulteerde in een verlaging van
de meeste aminozuurspiegels in de spier, terwijl een stijging werd gevonden in de
spiegels van verschillende plasma aminozuren in vergelijking met beginwaarden. Dit
duidt op een verhoogde afgifte van aminozuren uit de spier gedurende inspanning bij
patienten met COPD. De exacte mechanismen, die leiden tot deze gestegen
inspanningsge'induceerde aminozuurafgifte van skeletspier aan plasma, zijn nog
onduidelijk.

Samenvattend werd in dit proefschrift spiermassaverlies bestudeerd in patienten met
COPD vanuit een metabool en functioned perspectief. Aanzienlijke verschillen
werden gevonden in de patronen van weefselverlies tussen COPD patienten met en
zonder emfyseem. Er werd aangetoond dat skeletspierzwakte aanwezig is in COPD
patienten en dat deze geassocieerd is met verlies van VVM met name van de
extremiteiten. Aanzienlijke veranderingen werden gevonden in de eiwitstofwisseling
van klinisch- en gewichtstabiele COPD patienten gedurende dagelijkse
omstandigheden zoals na ovemacht vasten en gedurende submaximale lichamelijke
inspanning. Echter geen netto eiwitafbraak was aanwezig in beide omstandigheden in
de COPD groep. Specifieke verstoringen in het aminozuurprofiel van de skeletspier
werden gevonden in de COPD patienten in rust, evenals na inspanning.
Specifieke aandacht werd besteed aan het aminozuur glutamaat aangezien glutamaat
als substraat een rol speelt in meerdere metabole routes in rust evenals tijdens
inspanning.

Naast de opmerkelijke verschillen in lichaamssamenstelling tussen de COPD groep
met en zonder aanwezigheid van emfyseem, werden aanzienlijke veranderingen in de
eiwitstofwisseling op geheel lichaamsniveau en in de aminozuurstatus van de perifere
skeletspier gevonden in rust en gedurende inspanning. Om de metabole veranderingen,
die ten grondslag liggen aan het spiermassaverlies in COPD te verklaren, is meer
inzicht nodig in de rol van mediatoren, die geassocieerd zijn met de aanwezigheid van
emfyseem. Deze informatie is van belang bij de behandeling van spiermassaverlies en
dient als rationale voor meer specifieke en innovatieve behandelingen in COPD
patienten met en zonder emfyseem.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AA
ALA
ATP
BCAA

BIA

BMC
BMD
BMI
Br
COPD

DEU
Dice

D2O
DXA

EAA
EMPH+

EMPH-

FEV,

FFM
FFM1
FM
FMI
FVC
GLU
GLN
GSH
HRCT

ITGV

Amino acid
Alanine
Adenosine tri-phosphate
Branched-chain amino
acids
Bio-electrical impedance
analysis
Bone mineral content
Bone mineral density
Body mass index
Bromide
Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease
Deuterium dilution
Diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide
Deuterium labeled water
Dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry
Essential amino acids
COPD with macroscopic
emphysema
COPD without
macroscopic emphysema
Forced expiratory volume
in 1 second
Fat-free mass
Fat-free mass index

: Fat mass
: Fat mass index
: Forced vital capacity
: Glutamate
: Glutamine
: Glutathione
: High-resolution computed

tomography
: Intrathoracic gas volume

Kco

La
LEU
LeanI
NaBr
NEAA
NetPB
NH3
PA

PaCOj

PaO2
PB
PI

Pimax

Pemax

PHE
PS
PYR
Ra
Raw

REE
RV
SaOz
SD
SE
TBW
TLC
TYR
VOj^k

VCO2

Diffusing capacity for
carbon monoxide corrected
for alveolar space
Lactate
Leucine
Lean index
Sodium-bromide
Non-essential amino acids
PB-PS
Ammonia
Physically active healthy
volunteers
Arterial pressure of carbon
dioxide
Arterial pressure of oxygen
Protein breakdown
Physically inactive healthy
volunteers
Maximal inspiratory mouth
pressure
Maximal expiratory mouth
pressure
Phenylalanine
Protein synthesis

Pyruvate
Rate of appearance
Airways resistance
Resting energy expenditure
Residual volume
Arterial oxygen saturation
Standard deviation
Standard error
Total body water
Total lung capacity
Tyrosine
Peak oxygen uptake
Carbon dioxide production

. Peak work rate
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gegaan. De bereidwilligheid en flexibiliteit van de medewerkers om steeds weer het
beste voor patient en onderzoeker emit te halen, is bijzonder. Belangrijke schakel
hierin is Rob Mostert. Naast zijn enthousiast meedenken ter verbetering van het
onderzoeksprotocol, heeft hij belangrijke stappen ondernomen om het onderzoek zo
goed mogelijk te laten verlopen.

Joan Does is van onmisbare waarde geweest in mijn onderzoek. Joan, wat moest ik
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bijzonder Pauline) bedanken voor hun interesse en hun bijdrage aan het onderzoek.
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secretaresses en de longartsen (in opleiding) en de fijne samenwerking met de
collega's, die in en rond het wetenschappelijk onderzoek betrokken waren in deze
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